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INTRODUCTION
This book is a collection of lectures which were spoken originally in Hindi by one of the most
renowned Vai§Ãava ŒcŒryas of modern times, oµ vi§ÃupŒda a§ ottara-•ata ‚r” ‚r”mad BhaktivedŒnta
NŒrŒyaÃa MahŒrŒja. They comprise an instalment of the immaculate commentary which he spoke
over a period of two years on ‚r”la SanŒtana GosvŒm”pŒda's ‚r” B¨had-bhŒgavatŒm¨ta. Described
herein is how although having recently arrived in ‚r” VaikuÃ ha-dhŒma, the most desirable of places
and whose entrance is sought after by unlimited saintly persons, Gopa-kumŒra is feeling despondent and cannot even ascertain the cause of his own dissatisfaction. At that time he is approached
by ‚r” NŒrada å§i, who becomes his •ik§Œ-guru and enlightens him with the tattva necessary to
complete his spiritual journey and thereby attain the fulfilment of all his long-cherished internal
desires. Therefore we are fully confident that eager sŒdhakas who themselves sincerely yearn to one
day go beyond VaikuÃ ha and enter ‚r” Goloka-Vraja, the transcendental land of spontaneous loving devotion to ‚r” ‚r” RŒdhŒ-Govinda, will find this publication very useful.
This material was recorded in January of 1991 at ‚r”la NŒrŒyaÃa MahŒrŒjaÕs favoured place of residence, ‚r” Ke•avaj” Gau¶”ya Ma ha in MathurŒ. I would like to express my gratitude to ‚r”mat” ••Œ
NŒrŒyaÃa (M.A. in Sanskrit) for assisting with the translation, to ‚r”mŒn •lwŒrnŒtha dŒsa VŒnacŒr”
for his splendid editing of this material, and to ‚r”mat” Ya•odŒ-gop”-dev” dŒs” for proofreading the
book and for contributing the funds which made its publication possible. Together we offer it into
the hands of ‚r”la NŒrŒyaÃa MahŒrŒja, the crown-jewel of rasika Vai§Ãavas, praying that he will bless
us with the necessary qualification to continue serving him in this capacity.

Vai§Ãava dŒsŒnudŒsa,
Prema-vilŒsa dŒsa
Completed on March 27, 1994, ‚r” Gaura-pŸrÃimŒ, the anniversary of the appearance of ‚r”
Caitanya MahŒprabhu.
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‚r” ‚r”mad BhaktivedŒnta NŒrŒyaÃa MahŒrŒja
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Chapter One
The BrŒhmaÃa Meets Gopa-kumŒra

The B¨had-bhŒgavatŒm¨ta contains many fine topics concerning bhakti. By hearing them with
great attention and interest, certainly a sublime type of greed will arise, and that ÔgreedÕ will move
us in the direction of Vraja. For any sŒdhaka who desires rŒgŒnugŒ-bhakti, the B¨had-bhŒgavatŒm¨ta is very useful. How we can enter into bhagavad-bhakti and what is the nature of bhagavad-bhaktiÑthis book describes both of these topics completely.
After the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam was spoken in seven days, the mother of Par”k§it MahŒrŒja, UttarŒ,
said to her son, ÒBecause what ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” explained was so philosophical and full of siddhŒnta, I was not able to experience it in my heart due to being a woman. Therefore you please
explain the essence of it in a simple fashion, in a few words only, so that I may understand it well.Ó
Then Par”k§it MahŒrŒja described how NŒrada, from his own experience, showed the glories of
BhagavŒn by revealing the glories of His dhŒma and the glories of His eternal associates. NŒrada,
by going to different holy places and different worlds, achieved bhagavat-tattva (knowledge of BhagavŒn), and he experienced how BhagavŒn is one yet expands into many. Similarly, the dhŒma is
one, with V¨ndŒvana as the original dhŒma, and it expands into many. And the original associates
of BhagavŒn are those of V¨ndŒvana, and they are likewise expanded into many other worlds. This
is the siddhŒnta: the one is expanded into many. BhagavŒn is not two, three, ten, or twenty. NŒrada
is the crown-jewel of those who know this tattva, and he is rasika (expert in relishing rasa). So pretending that he didnÕt know any of this, NŒrada began his journey.
First he met a brŒhmaÃa worshipping his •ŒlagrŒma-•ilŒ. He said to the brŒhmaÃa, ÒIn this world,
you are surely fortunate.Ó Beginning from there, he ultimately arrived at DvŒrakŒ, where he realised
the gop”s to be the topmost devotees. The gop”s of V¨ndŒvana are categorically higher than those
great souls who are situated in all the other rasas, and even higher than the queens of DvŒrakŒ. And
amongst all the gop”s, ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ is the best.

ŒrŒdhanŒnŒµ sarve§Œµ
vi§Ãor ŒrŒdhanaµ param
tasmŒt parataraµ devi
tad”yŒnŒµ samarcanam
Padma PurŒÃa
MahŒdeva told DurgŒdev”, ÒOf all varieties of worship, worship of Vi§Ãu is the best. But even
better than that is the worship of those devotees related to Him.Ó
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In this verse the word tad”yŒnŒµ means those who have a relationship with BhagavŒn. There are
so many who are related to Him, but amongst them, ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ is the best. Hearing all of
this, NŒrada became overwhelmed with prema. Especially in the pastime of constructing Navav¨ndŒvana in DvŒrakŒ, he was shown the glories of the gop”s. Seeing how K¨§Ãa was overwhelmed
by separation from the gop”s, SatyabhŒmŒ, RukmiÃ”, JŒmbavat” and all others became astonished.
NŒrada was very pleased, but then he began to feel ashamed, thinking, ÒBy coming here today and
making K¨§Ãa remember the gop”s, I have given Him some pain and made Him fall unconscious.Ó
K¨§Ãa said, ÒYou may ask any boon from Me.Ó
NŒrada replied, ÒAsk for a boon? I have committed a great offence at Your feet! I have given You
so much trouble and made You fall unconscious.Ó
K¨§Ãa said, ÒIf you had not done this, then the glories of My eternal associates in Vraja would
never be broadcast. Therefore you are worthy of taking a boon from Me. Tell Me what you would
like.Ó
So NŒrada said, ÒPrabhu, I want to always remember Your pastimes with the gop”s in V¨ndŒvana.
Wherever these pastimes are being performed, I want to go to that place and take the dust on my
head. I want to always sing the k”rtana of those pastimes, and if You would be so merciful, please
give me the prema of the gop”s.Ó
K¨§Ãa said, ÒSo it shall be. Going to the places of My pastimes in VrajaÑespecially NandagrŒma,
Var§ŒÃŒ, Govardhana, YŒva a, Ter-kadamba, Uddhava-kyŒr”, Vaµ•”va a, and RŒdhŒ-kuÃ¶aÑwith
great love you should offer praÃŒma and pray for their mercy. Then you will easily obtain that rare
prema which even BrahmŒ desires.Ó
According to the gradation of His associates, there is gradation in BhagavŒn. There are so many
different types of devotees, different types of pastimes, and different types of rasa. For the four
KumŒras, K¨§Ãa appears as BrahmŒ, for HanumŒn the same K¨§Ãa appears as RŒmacandra Prabhu,
for Vi•vak§ena and the devotees in VaikuÃ ha He is NŒrŒyaÃa, and for SatyabhŒmŒ, RukmiÃ”, and
Uddhava He is DvŒrakŒd”•a. To the gopas He is a friend, to those in vŒtsalya-rasa He is a son, and
to the gop”s He is the dearest lover: all are one and the same K¨§Ãa. How is it possible to comprehend all of this? Only by the mercy of BhagavŒn and His devotees will we be able to fully understand this; without their mercy it is not possible.
By relating the story of Gopa-kumŒra, Par”k§it MahŒrŒja explained to his mother in a very simple and charming way how we can attain prema. If anyone desires prema but performs no •ravaÃa
and k”rtana, or thinks that he will attain it merely by his own endeavour, he will never get it. Without service to the guru and service to the Vai§Ãavas, then even after thousands of births or even
after reading thousands of scriptures, one will still not be able to attain prema. Only by following
the prescribed sŒdhana is it possible. It has been said that if we neglect the regulations of the •ruti,
sm¨ti, and NŒrada-pa–carŒtra, we will not attain exclusive bhakti, but only become confused.
Therefore we must follow the rules and regulations. What are they? We must accept d”k§Œ or initiation, offer intimate service to the guru, and accept instruction from him. We must simply serve
the guru and Vai§Ãavas, and keep arrogance far away by cultivating humility and not thinking
highly of ourselves.
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t¨ÃŒd api sun”cena
taror api sahi§ÃunŒ
amŒninŒ mŒnadena
k”rtan”yah sadŒ hariú
‚r” ‚ik§Œ§ aka 3
ÒOne should take harinŒma in a humble state of mind, thinking oneself to be more insignificant
than a piece of straw. One should be more tolerant than a tree, free from false pride, and ready to
offer all respect to others.Ó
The more we can follow this, then by the mercy of BhagavŒn, and by the mercy of the
Vai§ÃavasÑwhich is the very essence of the mercy of BhagavŒnÑthe sooner bhakti will appear in
our hearts.
If BhagavŒn bestows His mercy on someone, then he will attain bhakti. He has that power. But
why does He give His mercy to some persons and not to others? In this world most people donÕt
engage in bhagavat-bhajana, and to them He will not give His mercy. Then very few people will
get His mercy. Why is this so? Because He doesnÕt consider everyone to be equal. If mercy is shown
to some and not to others, it appears that the fault of partiality is present. If a devotee makes distinctions in regard to whom he is merciful, then it seems that the fault of partiality has appeared in
his devotion. To give much love to one person, less to another; to give much instruction to one
and less to another; to tell deep things to one and only superficial things to anotherÑin this behaviour it seems that there is the fault of partiality.
But there are three types of Vai§Ãavas: uttama, madhyama, and kani§ ha. An uttama Vai§Ãava has
almost all the good qualities of BhagavŒn. They donÕt experience the sufferings of ordinary people.
They are ŒtmŒrŒma (self-satisfied) and ŒptakŒma (devoid of mundane desires). Even if some allurement comes before them, they are never disturbed and are always fixed in internal worship. They
will not show kindness to anyone either, and even if someone dies they may remain indifferent.
They are transcendental to the body and full of ŒtmŒ-j–Œna.
The kani§ ha Vai§Ãava does not have sufficient knowledge of tattva, and is therefore unable to
give mercy. And there are four symptoms of a madhyama Vai§Ãava:

”•vare tad-adh”ne§u
bŒli•e§u dvi§atsu ca
prema-maitr”-k¨popek§Œ
yaú karoti sa madhyamaú
‚r”mad-BhŒg. 11.2.46
For BhagavŒn he has prema, and towards Vai§Ãavas he has three types of friendly relations.
Towards an uttama Vai§Ãava he has a service attitude, with those on an equal footing to himself he
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will establish friendship, and towards a kani§ ha Vai§Ãava he is merciful. He is completely indifferent to envious people, and to those who are ignorant but have a little faith, in a general way he is
merciful.
In a madhyama-adhikŒr” there are these four types of partiality, but in an uttama-adhikŒr” there
is no such partiality. He has the same outlook towards everyone. He doesnÕt see the difference
between a conditioned soul and a liberated soul; he sees that everyone is liberated. Therefore he
has no duty. But it is the duty of the madhyama Vai§Ãava to have this partiality. Therefore, who
will give the mercy by which bhakti will arise? The madhyama Vai§Ãava, and especially those that
are higher madhyama Vai§Ãavas will give this mercy. One who is entering the realm of an uttama
Vai§ÃavaÑwho is not there yet, but is qualified to cross the upper limit of the madhyama stageÑ
is especially kind and merciful. He wants to distribute to others the wealth which he has stored
inside his own heart. When he distributes mercy, the fault of partiality cannot be attributed to him,
because according to the BhŒgavatam, it is actually a symptom of this stage to be partial. If we
acquire the association of such a Vai§Ãava, then we should serve him with our life and soul.

•u•rŸ§ayŒ bhajana-vij–am ananyam anyanindŒdi-•Ÿnya-h¨dam ”psita-saºga-labdhyŒ
Upade•Œm¨ta 5
ÒWe should serve a Vai§Ãava who is advanced in bhakti and whose heart is free from the tendency
to criticise others.Ó
If we achieve the association of such a Vai§Ãava, then it is necessary for us to offer our head bowed
to him in surrender. If there is any cheating tendency in our service, he will know of it. Just like
BhagavŒn, he can see inside us and he knows well peoplesÕ cheating ways. He may dispense punishment to us, but in that there will also be mercy. Or upon perceiving our cheating he may be
indifferent towards us, so in a straightforward manner we should serve him.
There are also two types of mercy from Vai§Ãavas. One is mercy acquired in previous lives, and
the other is mercy acquired in this life. The accumulated pious merit from perhaps millions of lifetimes may result in one's receiving mercy from Vai§Ãavas who are rasika, merciful by nature, and
knowledgeable in tattva, thereby leading one to take initiation from a genuine guru and make
progress on the path of bhajana. This is called prŒktana-saµskŒra: that which has been acquired in
previous births. Having such previous acquisition, in some very rare cases there may even be no
necessity of formally accepting a guru. For instance, HaridŒsa æhŒkura and so many of the associates of Caitanya MahŒprabhu were already fully developed in bhakti and for them there was no
necessity of taking formal initiation, but still they accepted it just to set an example for common
people.
There is also the case of Bharata MahŒrŒja. In his first birth he had a guru, but in his second and
third births he did not formally accept a guru, yet still, without effort he attained bhŒva. He didnÕt listen to his father or anyone who tried to dissuade him from the path of bhakti. This is prŒk-
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tana-saµskŒra, having which one will easily acquire a high guru, attain sŒdhu-saºga, and very
quickly feel devotional sentiment arise within him. Maybe only one verse of •Œstra will be recited
to him, and from that only he will understand everything. Those who have this previous merit will
have some ruci or taste for devotional life, and will knowingly accept initiation from a rasika
Vai§Ãava. Then intense greed for bhakti will arise in them, and they will make rapid progress in
bhajana.
As for those who donÕt have this previous merit, by hearing about the pastimes of K¨§Ãa from
the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam and by associating with Vai§Ãavas, greed for bhakti will gradually arise in
them. Then they will accept a guru. But they may accept a guru whose thought is not in the right
line, and so they will have to leave him and approach a genuinely spiritual guru whose siddhŒnta is
correct. Or they may accept a real guru in the first place, and when that guru leaves this world,
what must they do? Accept a •ik§Œ-guru, a rasika Vai§Ãava who is full of spiritual greed. These are
the two types of mercy from Vai§Ãavas.
In the ‚r” B¨had-bhŒgavatŒm¨ta, Gopa-kumŒra explains all of these points to a brŒhmaÃa from
his own lifeÕs experience. This brŒhmaÃa was a resident of PrŒgjyoti§apura in •ssŒm. Just as we see
these days in GujarŒt there are scholars who wander here and there speaking from the scriptures to
make their living, so this brŒhmaÃaÕs aim was like that. He was thinking that there was a great deal
of money in •ssŒm, and that somehow or other he would be able to make a living there. So he
went there, and when he didnÕt make any money, he worshipped KŒmŒkhyŒ-dev” (PŒrvat”-dev”).
She became very pleased with him, and understanding his internal sentiment, thought, ÒIt appears
that he has some suk¨ti from previous lives. If I give him just a little help, he will be able to go far.
But first his desire for money must be eliminated, and then he will be able to go forward.Ó She
appeared before the brŒhmaÃa and said, ÒYou desire wealth? There is nothing greater than the treasure that I will give you.Ó
What is the greatest wealth? Bhakti. If anyone approaches a genuine guruÑeven if that person
is just an ignorant boy or girl and not able to understand much siddhŒntaÑstill, such a guru will
slowly give them bhagavat-prema. But an impure guru will say, ÒWorship Dev”, worship GaÃe•a,
worship ‚aºkara, and being pleased with you, they will give you whatever you desire.Ó
KŒmŒkhyŒ-dev”, upon seeing a personÕs nature, will act accordingly. Seeing that this brŒhmaÃa
was a resident of Govardhana, she decided that he should not be cheated in any way. Understanding his simple nature, she gave him the gopŒla-mantra.
For entrance into mŒdhurya-rasa this mantra is especially necessary. By the mercy of SanŒtana
GosvŒm” and other exalted Vai§Ãavas, the gopŒla-mantra is now prevalent in our sampradŒya.
Before the appearance of Caitanya MahŒprabhu this mantra was not made available to everyone. It
was only given to those who were understood to have the special qualification of sufficient merit
from previous lifetimes.
Dev” gave this brŒhmaÃa her dar•ana and bestowed this mantra upon him. Chanting the mantra,
his devotion became firm. Chanting more and more, he eventually lost his desire for wealth, and
felt that he already possessed the very root of all wealth. From •ssŒm he went to the ocean at
GaºgŒsŒgara and bathed, and becoming indifferent to that place he went to GayŒ. Feeling indif-
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ferent there he went to VŒrŒÃas”, where he became a little attracted to the conception of mukti or
liberation. There PŒrvat”-dev” again blessed him with her dar•ana, yet this time she was accompanied by her husband ‚aºkara, who said, ÒBeware! DonÕt stay here! Go away from here immediately!Ó
If they are especially merciful to someone, they will instruct him in this way. Otherwise, one
would remain there, and shaving his head, would begin chanting Òahaµ brahmŒsmiÓ, Òtat-tvam
asiÓ and Òsarvam-khalvidam-brahmaÓ, aspiring for impersonal liberation. But being merciful to this
brŒhmaÃa, MahŒdeva and PŒrvat” told him, ÒRun away from here quickly; you mustnÕt stay! Mukti
is like a tigress that will devour you, and you will never re-emerge from its mouth! Run from here
quickly and donÕt turn back! Go straight to MathurŒ, bathe at Vi•rama-ghŒ a, and then proceed
directly to V¨ndŒvana!Ó
On the way the brŒhmaÃa spent some time in PrayŒga where he saw a crowd of thousands of
people. Seated around a fire performing a sacrifice were big, big renunciates with their hair tied
high on their heads and ashes smeared on their bodies. Others were giving lectures and readings
and loudly chanting, ÒJaya ‚r” RŒma! Jaya ‚r” RŒma!Ó For the month of MŒgha all types of sŒdhus
go there to bathe. The Œ•rama of BharadvŒja å§i where VŒlm”ki spent some time is there, and there
also RŒmacandra crossed the GaºgŒ. It is a very pure place; Caitanya MahŒprabhu instructed RŸpa
GosvŒm” there as well.
Seeing all of this, the brŒhmaÃa thought, ÒIf I could be like this also, it would be very good.Ó
The people were giving great respect to all of the saints there. He took dar•ana of the Bindhu-MŒdhava Deity, attended the Œrati, and heard lectures. When some devotees started performing a k”rtana, he said, ÒWhat are you shouting? And what is all of this which you are speaking in your discourses?Ó
They said to him, ÒBrother, donÕt speak out so brashly like this; it will be aparŒdha. The mahŒtmŒs are describing the glories of BhagavŒn ‚r” Vi§Ãu in their discourses.Ó
Again the brŒhmaÃa felt indifferent and left there. Following the instructions of ‚aºkara he eventually arrived at MathurŒ and bathed at Vi•rama-ghŒ a. In VŒrŒÃas” ‚aºkara had told him, ÒIf you
continue chanting your mantra-japa, your favourite Deity will give you dar•ana.Ó
Who is the Deity of the gopŒla-mantra? GopŒla K¨§Ãa. And which GopŒla K¨§Ãa? It is according
to the particular sentiment of the devotee. To some it is the GopŒla that takes the cows out for
grazing, to some it is baby K¨§Ãa sitting in the lap of Ya•odŒ, and for those in mŒdhurya-rasa it is
Ki•ora-GopŒla. For this brŒhmaÃa, it was K¨§Ãa taking the cows out for grazing, playing the flute,
and wandering in the forests of V¨ndŒvana in the company of His cowherd friends.
If we do not receive the dar•ana of K¨§Ãa in our meditation while we are chanting our mantrajapa, in the higher sense we can understand it all to be useless. ÒWhen will it be? When will it
be?ÓÑwe should have this eagerness. We should chant with our hearts, and then we will see that
this mantra will bestow His direct dar•ana. Otherwise birth after birth it will be fruitless. If we are
mindless while chanting, or worried, or sometimes falling asleep, or sometimes becoming discouraged, we will not receive the full result of the mantra. When will we get the full result of the
mantra? When we chant in precisely the way which Gurudeva has taught us, and as PŒrvat”
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instructed this brŒhmaÃa: chanting with our concentration focused, ridding our hearts of all desires
for sense enjoyment, with humility, and with tears coming to our eyes in remembranceÑthis will
bring GopŒla. We must chant with a steady mind and exclusive sentiment, and eventually the
mantra will give us direct dar•ana of ‚r” K¨§Ãa Himself.

gurau go§ he go§ hŒlayi§u sujane bhŸsura-gaÃe sva-mantre
‚r” Manaú-•ik§Œ 1
We should chant with peace of mind, love, and firm faith, and then the mantra will give us
dar•ana of our Deity, and also dar•ana of our guru.
After bathing at Vi•rama-ghŒ a, the brŒhmaÃa entered V¨ndŒvana. Eventually he arrived at the
banks of the YamunŒ, and at that time there was no town or village there. From a ku–ja he heard
a voice lamenting, but it was also very sweet. He could not discern if it was someone crying, if it
was a k”rtana, or even whether it was a man or woman, but the sound was attracting him. Slowly
he began searching after this voice until he came to a dense ku–ja amongst the gardens of the
YamunŒ near Ke•”-ghŒ a. Entering the ku–ja, he saw a very effulgent and attractive brŒhmaÃa. It
was Gopa-kumŒra, and he was chanting this k”rtana in a very sweet melody:

•r”-k¨§Ãa gopŒla hare mukunda
govinda he nanda-ki•ora k¨§Ãa
hŒ •r”-ya•odŒ-tanaya pras”da
•r”-ballav”-j”vana rŒdhike•a
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.7
In his k”rtana he was emphasising the line ÒhŒ •r”-yasodŒ-tanaya pras”da.Ó He was shedding tears
and saliva was falling from his mouth. Whether he was conscious or unconscious, the brŒhmaÃa
couldn't tell. Bringing some water from the YamunŒ, the brŒhmaÃa cleaned Gopa-kumŒraÕs
mouth, and fanning him, gradually brought him to his external senses. After a little while GopakumŒra arose and said, ÒYou have come from •ssŒm, from PrŒgjyoti§apura? There Dev” gave you
some mantra?Ó The brŒhmaÃa did not reply. ÒShe gave you the gopŒla-mantra? From there, via
GaºgŒsŒgara and GayŒ, you went to VŒrŒÃas”, and there ‚aºkara and PŒrvat” gave you some instruction? And via PrayŒga you have come here?Ó
The more Gopa-kumŒra said, the more the brŒhmaÃa was astonished, and deep faith arose in him
towards Gopa-kumŒra. Thinking, ÒHow did he know this?Ó the brŒhmaÃa could only stand
motionlessly and listen, stunned. He was deeply influenced. When we have this kind of experience,
the faith that it produces will stay with us for our entire life. When we are fortunate enough to meet
such a guru, the effect will be lasting. But upon meeting a bogus guru we will get a different feeling. The so-called guru will say, ÒMy friend, please take harinŒma initiation from me.Ó
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One may reply, ÒNo, not now; perhaps I will take it tomorrow or the next day.Ó
But if the so-called guru sees that, ÒThis man is wealthy and has a nice house and nice possessions; through him we can get some work done. There is some litigation against us, and since he
has a post with the government, he can clear it up for us,Ó then he will say, ÒNo, there is no need
to wait. Take it now; otherwise your mind will become distracted. Just bring a flower garland.Ó
And even if one does not want to bring a garland, the false guru will say, ÒAlright then; for you
there will be no restriction in regard to eating and drinking such as being vegetarian and abstaining from wine. Whose mantra do you want? Would you like the GaÃe•a mantra?Ó
A pure guru will not do any of this funny business with mantras. He will thoughtfully determine
the sentiment of a prospective disciple, and if the person has a genuine desire for k¨§Ãa-bhakti, then
he will give him the mantra. Otherwise, on some pretext he will postpone it and send the person
away. Especially if a madhyama-adhikŒr” guru is a little weak, he will keep the prospective disciple
in his company for some time, first become convinced about his purity of purpose, and then give
him the mantra. The madhyama-adhikŒr” Vai§Ãava mostly acts as guru, not the uttama-adhikŒr”. An
uttama-adhikŒr” Vai§Ãava must come down a little to the madhyama-adhikŒr” stage in order to act
as guru; but the uttama-adhikŒr” generally does not initiate disciples. NŒrada became the guru of
many persons, but he never actually performed the rituals of a formal initiation ceremony. He
would simply inspire the flow of bhakti in someoneÕs heart, give some instruction, and nothing
more.
Once there was a man named Kab”ra who wanted to take initiation from a RŒmŒnuja-Vai§Ãava
named RŒmŒnanda •cŒrya. Whenever he would come asking for initiation, RŒmŒnanda would send
him away. RŒmŒnanda considered this Kab”ra to be a first-class mŒyŒvŒd”, a nirvi•e§a-vŒd”, and
therefore thought that he shouldnÕt be given initiation. So, one night, when it was extremely dark
and RŒmŒnanda was going to bathe, Kab”ra, knowing that he was coming, lay down on the path
in front of him. Because of the darkness, RŒmŒnanda did not see Kab”ra lying there and tripped
over him. Thinking that he had offended someone by touching them with his feet, he said, ÒSay
RŒma! Say RŒma!Ó
Then, standing up and clasping RŒmŒnandaÕs feet, Kab”ra said, ÒThis is my initiation, Guruj”.
Now you are my guru. RŒma, RŒma, RŒma...Ó
One can get initiated by this kind of trickery also, but we cannot obtain devotion in this way.
Kab”ra simply remained a first-class mŒyŒvŒd”.
Gopa-kumŒra was saying such things that it inspired full faith in the brŒhmaÃa. The brŒhmaÃa
said, ÒI have come from afar, and in my heart there is a strong desire to know one thing: what is
sŒdhya, the final goal, and sŒdhana, the method to attain it?Ó
If this question is not within a sŒdhaka or disciple, then he will never reach the desired goal. When
MahŒprabhu was in East Bengal, Tapana Mi•ra asked Him, ÒWhat is our sŒdhya and sŒdhana?Ó By
asking this question, a disciple will please his guru very much, and the guru will reply, ÒOh, what
a beautiful question you have asked!Ó
A disciple will be thinking, ÒUntil now I have been unable to ascertain what our sŒdhya is. Who
should we worship, and how should we perform that worship? What is our necessity? To whom
will we go, and how will we get to Him?Ó
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Therefore, from the very beginning of our spiritual practice, we must know what is sŒdhana and
what is sŒdhya: ÒWhich path should I take? And by travelling along this path, what will I attain?Ó
This knowledge is given only in a real sampradŒya; in some sampradŒyas we donÕt even find this.
Gopa-kumŒra said to the brŒhmaÃa, ÒMy dear friend, there is little time. I will tell you some
things regarding this from my own experience. You already possess the mantra, and you have
already obtained the dar•ana of MahŒdeva and PŒrvat”-dev”. It is possible, in some circumstances,
that the mantra alone will give you everything. But without remaining in the appropriate Vai§Ãava
association, it is generally not possible to learn the answer to your question. Therefore, in very simple language I will help you to understand what is sŒdhya and sŒdhana. I will tell you in sequence,
one stage after the other. If I immediately tell you about vraja-prema, the prema of the gop”s, the
prema of RŒdhikŒ, or if I immediately tell you how ‚r” K¨§ÃaÑNanda-nandana, Na avara, ‚yŒmasundara, RŒdhŒ-kŒntaÑis alone our most worshipable Deity, you will not understand. If I tell you
first about the intimate pastimes of ‚r” RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa, you will not understand. So I will explain
the gradation involved, and according to your specific internal nature you will catch a particular
sentiment.Ó
Then Gopa-kumŒra began his own life story: ÒI took birth in the home of a milkman at Govardhana. When I was a little grown up, my parents would send me to take the cows for grazing. Taking the cows out to graze, drinking milk, and playing with my friends: it was the carefree life of a
young cowherd boy. My friends and I were fearless; we could even fight without fear of being
rebuked. The relationships between people there were real and intimate, and this is how I grew up.
ÒOne day I saw a brŒhmaÃa, and he was very merciful to me. He was always performing k”rtana
of the name of BhagavŒn, and I saw that he was very renounced, never caring for anything of this
world. I began to develop some faith in him. My mother would tell me to take him some milk, and
I would go and deliver it to him. I told him that whenever he became hungry, he should tell us.
While taking the cows out every day, I would go to see him, and slowly I came to love him. Eventually I loved him with my whole heart and soul, so much so that I forgot the affection of my
mother and father and everyone else.
ÒI saw him in many different statesÑsometimes laughing, sometimes running, and sometimes
rolling on the banks of the YamunŒ shouting, ÔHŒ K¨§Ãa! HŒ K¨§Ãa!Õ Witnessing this, great faith
for him arose within me. My relationship with the brŒhmaÃa was very sweet. Like a mother I would
sometimes bring him ro is and other things, but mostly he would take milk. When I would come
and sit before him, he would put his hand on my head, pat me on the back and show me great
affection. As a result of this, slowly I became indifferent to the things of this world, and I desired
to receive initiation from him.
ÒThen one day I insisted that he initiate me. He told me to first go and bathe in the YamunŒ. I
did so, and upon returning, he spoke the mantra into my ear, the same mantra that PŒrvat”-dev”
has given you. Then my gurudeva began to tell me the rules and regulations for chanting. He said,
ÔWho is the Deity of this mantra? And by chanting it, what kind of sentiment will come into your
heart? Listen: with the flute in His hands and a peacock feather on His head, the incomparably marvellous ‚yŒmasundara...Õ Then at that moment he became overwhelmed with bhŒva and fell to the
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ground unconscious, without having said a word about the rules and regulations or sŒdhya and sŒdhana. He had only told me the mantra; he didnÕt tell me its meaning, or how many times to chant
it, or even how to sit while chanting. There was foam coming from his mouth, his limbs were shivering, and the hairs of his body stood erect. I ran to the YamunŒ for water to revive him, but when
I returned he was no longer there. I searched through all of the ku–jas of the entire area of V¨ndŒvana. Searching and searching I became exhausted, and not finding him anywhere, I became very
upset.Ó
When I received initiation from my guru, ‚r”la Bhakti Praj–Œna Ke•ava MahŒrŒja, I also asked him,
ÒPlease tell me a little of the meaning of the gopŒla-mantra and kŒma-gŒyatr”.Ó He replied, Ò‚r”
RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa are the gopŒla-mantra and kŒma-gŒyatr”. By chanting them, RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa will
eventually reveal Themselves to you. There is no necessity of knowing the full meaning now. When
the appropriate time comes, the mantras will flow in your heart and reveal everything to you.Ó I
have always followed his instruction in this regard and there has never been any necessity for me
to ask anyone else.
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Chapter Two
Gopa-kumŒraÕs Remarkable Journey

Gopa-kumŒraÕs guru had disappeared, but his ni§ hŒ or firm faith never left him. He never
thought of going in a different direction. Whatever the guru tells us is the supreme truth of the
Vedas, and we should always keep it with us. A sŒdhaka may desire to understand everything by
relying solely upon his own experience and then moving forward. Rather than accepting what anyone else may tell him, he may feel that he must directly experience everything himself. But the guru
can see that trying to understand everything step by step may take millions of lives. What is heaven?
What is Siddha-loka? What are the BhŸr, Bhuvar, Svar, Mahar, Jana, and Tapo-lokas? What kind
of things can be seen there, and what kinds of enjoyment are available? What happiness is there
within the eight material coverings? What is in ‚iva-loka? What is in VaikuÃ ha-loka? What is in
RŒma-loka? We may desire to see and understand all of this by our own endeavour and then consider and accept the highest thing. But one does not progress this way.
For instance, there may be some worldly man who doesnÕt practice any sŒdhana. We will say to
him, ÒMy friend, performing bhajana of BhagavŒn is the most beneficial thing for you. Leave everything else behind and simply engage in bhajana.Ó
So the man may think, ÒBut what about the love of my parents? And I have not yet marriedÑI
want to have a little experience of family life.Ó
If he has sufficient suk¨ti or merit from previous lifetimes, then he might leave his home; but for
those who donÕt have this previous merit, it will be very difficult. Therefore we can understand that
those who have left their families to engage in bhajana with great determination have suk¨ti from
their previous births. There is no necessity for them to become involved in family life. Great devotees like ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” and NŒrada å§i had this previous merit. Generally, by observing someoneÕs activities, we can discern whether they have this suk¨ti or not.
Many people want to experience all of the many worlds themselves, but not everyone will have
the previous merit to do so. Therefore, being merciful, SanŒtana GosvŒm” has explained the happiness to be attained in those worlds, the situation there, and the reason for ultimately becoming
indifferent to one world and going to another. He revealed all of this through the medium of the
story of Gopa-kumŒra, taking us through all of those worlds until we finally arrive in GolokaV¨ndŒvana.
But we mustnÕt think that SanŒtana GosvŒm” has merely composed a fictitious novel describing
Gopa-kumŒraÕs extensive journey; this book contains a wide variety of siddhŒnta with very deep
meaning. For example, some people think that the main reason K¨§Ãa comes to this world is to
relieve the EarthÕs burden. But really He comes to give pleasure to His devotees, and especially to
broadcast to the world the prema of the gop”s and to taste it Himself. Caitanya MahŒprabhu would
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accomplish many purposes by one activity. He would perform one activity, but from that, five people would be instructed, and five separate objectives would be achieved. In the same spirit SanŒtana GosvŒm” has presented the B¨had-bhŒgavatŒm¨ta.
Gopa-kumŒra continued his story: ÒI was very upset at the loss of my guru. By the influence of
chanting my mantra I felt deep spiritual longing and therefore left my home and family. At PrayŒga,
I saw a brŒhmaÃa engaged in worshipping his •ŒlagrŒma-•ilŒ on the banks of the GaºgŒ. I thought
that I would also like to do this, but when I saw him place his •ilŒ in a box, I thought, ÔIf æhŒkuraj” is placed in a box, He will have to go to sleep hungry, and He wonÕt be able to move either!Õ
It gave me some pain and unhappiness to see this.
ÒOn the advice of that brŒhmaÃa, I went to the king of Kerala in South India, who was engaged
there in worshipping four-armed PadmanŒbha with great opulence. He was also feeding, serving,
and providing all conveniences to the Vai§Ãavas. Witnessing the opulence of that worship, I stayed
there for some time with great love. I was thinking that I also would like to serve the Deity as the
king was doing. Then the king died with no heir, and the court astrologers found the signs of a
king on my hand, so I was made the king and carried on the worship. But whenever the DeityÕs
prasŒda was touched by a person from a lower caste, no one would eat it. People would also accept
or reject the prasŒda on the basis of whether it was cooked or uncooked, and I was very unhappy
to see all of this. The prasŒda of the Deity is spiritual, and there should be no such considerations.
Therefore I began to feel indifferent towards that place.
ÒFrom some Vai§Ãavas I heard the glories of ‚r” JagannŒtha. They said, ÔIn N”lŒcala there are no
such considerations about prasŒda. Even if the prasŒda has been touched by the mouth of a dog,
it will still be taken. Regardless of whether it is dry, stale, or rotten, it is still considered to be nondifferent from BhagavŒn Himself.Õ
ÒSo I went there, and upon seeing this I was very pleased. After taking dar•ana of JagannŒtha for
some time, I began to desire to serve Him in the same manner as the king there. I thought that I
would like to become the king myself so I could serve the Deity with my own hands. Then the
king died, and there was no qualified person to succeed him. His oldest son had left home to
engage in bhajana, and the younger son didnÕt possess the necessary signs of a king. The people
were in anxiety about who would inherit the throne, so they prayed to JagannŒtha. He revealed to
them in a dream, ÔThe throne should be entrusted to whoever has the signs of a king on his hands
and feet. The proper signs must be there, and they cannot be cut in any way. Someone may have
the proper signs, but they may be cut. He who has the unbroken signs of a flower, waterpot, star,
and conchshell should be made the king.Õ
ÒSeeing these signs on my hands alone, they installed me on the throne. I carried on the Deity's
service for some time and was very happy. But ultimately I began to feel detached from that place.
I saw that the pujŒr”s were always fighting amongst themselves, and sometimes I could not see the
Deity because the mandira was closed, and this caused me to feel great separation. Also JagannŒthaj” never spoke to me. I was chanting my gopŒla-mantra, and I desired to have the dar•ana of
that GopŒla who plays freely and independently with the gopas. I was unable to embrace JagannŒtha and have such free dealings with Him as I desired.
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ÒThen one day I saw my gurudeva receiving dar•ana in the mandira, but he was so overwhelmed
with emotion that I could not approach him. He was just gazing at JagannŒtha. Thinking that I
would speak with him later, I looked away, but when I looked again Guruj” had vanished. I was
again upset at losing him. The following day, while wandering on the shores of the ocean, I saw
him seated there. There was foam on his mouth and tears in his eyes as he was saying ÔK¨§Ãa,
K¨§Ãa.Õ After bringing him to external consciousness, I fell at his feet, and then he told me the purport of the mantra and some regulations for chanting it. He said, ÔThis mantra will bestow whatever one desires. If you desire to see BhagavŒn Himself or anything else, this mantra will fulfil your
desire.Õ After saying a little more he again became absorbed in emotion, and where he went after
that, I donÕt know.Ó
Which mantra is this? The gopŒla-mantra. Although at present our faith may not be fully developed, just see how much power is contained within the gopŒla-mantra!
Gopa-kumŒra continued, ÒMy faith increased by hearing just these few words from him, and with
great love I chanted my mantra. At that time I was feeling indifferent to N”lŒcala, and then I heard
from some sages that in the heavenly planets Indra is serving BhagavŒn directly.Ó
Chanting his mantra-japa, intense hankering for going there arose within him, and he immediately arrived in Indra-loka. There Indra was directly serving Upendra delectable foods and drinks
like a loving brother. By the influence of his mantra-japa, Gopa-kumŒra desired to attain the position of Indra. When Indra fled out of fear of the demons, the sages and demigods appointed him
to the position of Indra. For some time he enjoyed the facilities that came with that position and
served Upendra in different ways. But during the night he was unable to have UpendraÕs dar•ana,
and for this reason he began to feel indifferent towards that place as well. Next Gopa-kumŒra travelled throughout the BhŸr, Bhuvar, and Svar planetary systems, having conversations with PippalŒyana and other sages. After that he went to Brahma-loka, where he gradually attained the position of BrahmŒ.
There the personified Vedas, Upani§ads, PurŒÃas, and other scriptures were debating amongst
themselves. Some were propounding merging into Brahman while others were advocating bhagavad-bhakti. They were trying to decide which of the two is superior and whom should be worshipped. At first the BhŒgavatam remained neutral and merely listened as they all debated. But in
the end the words of the BhŒgavatam were established as the best, and the glories of ‚r” Vi§Ãu and
VaikuÃ ha were delineated.
Again feeling indifferent to his surroundings, Gopa-kumŒra chanted his mantra-japa and returned
to the V¨ndŒvana of this world, where he again met his guru, Jayanta. Jayanta blessed him, saying,
ÒWhat you have seen until now is due to the influence of your mantra, and by continuing your
chanting you will also be able to cross the eight material coverings. You will be able to cross the
VirajŒ river and go to Siddha-loka. I am giving you my blessings that you will receive a body that
will be suitable for travelling to all of those higher worlds, because no one can go there in a material body. The desires of your heart will surely be fulfilled, but in the course of your journey you
mustnÕt ever stop. Ultimately you will reach your desired goal by going in sequence, step by step.Ó
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There is a related story about a sage of DaÃ¶akŒraÃya who was performing austerities. He was
chanting the gopŒla-mantra for thousands of years, yet he remained in this world. Eventually ‚r”
RŒmacandra and S”tŒdev” arrived in DaÃ¶akŒraÃya. Seeing the beauty of RŒma, the sageÕs mind
became attracted. He prayed to RŒma, ÒI beg that just as S”tŒ is serving You, I may serve You in
Your form as GopŒla. Please grant me this benediction.Ó
RŒma said, ÒAlright, so it shall be, but you cannot go to Goloka directly. When the pastimes of
K¨§Ãa appear in this universe, you will enter the womb of a gop” of Vraja and develop your identity there. You will marry and have a husband, mother-in-law, father-in-law, and sister-in-law, but
in a hidden way your first love will always be for GopŒla. By the influence of the gop”sÕ association
you will attain perfection, and any doubts or ignorance that you may have will vanish. You will
appear in the womb of a gop”, you will develop an identity within the l”lŒ, your sentiment will
become perfected, and when K¨§Ãa and His pastimes disappear from this world, you will accompany them to Goloka-V¨ndŒvana and become an eternal companion of K¨§Ãa. This is the path.Ó
As long as our sentiment is not perfected, we will remain in the Vraja of this world. After attaining perfection we will leave this world; BhagavŒn Himself has said this thousands of times. Now
we are proceeding along the path step by step, and by the mercy of guru, when the appropriate
time comes we will obtain a body suitable for travel to higher worlds; but the material body is not
able to go there.
Gopa-kumŒra appeared the same as before, but at this time he shed his material form and
assumed a purely spiritual form. Now like electricity he crossed in one minute the eight material
coverings which before had taken him millions of years to cross step by step. The denizens of the
heavenly planets showered flowers on him as he passed by at great speed, and BrahmŒ and others
offered praÃŒma to him. Crossing those eight coverings he saw whatever happiness was available
inside them, and then crossing the VirajŒ he arrived in ‚iva-loka.
Brahma-loka consists of two sections: the upper part is called SadŒ•iva-loka, and the lower part
is Siddha-loka, which is the destination given to the demons who are personally killed by BhagavŒn.
The nirvi•e§a-vŒd”s also attain this destination after meditating on the formless light for millions of
years. That is called sŒyujya-mukti. This lower part is also called MahŒ-kŒla-puram or SŒyujya-loka
by the sages. This MahŒ-kŒla-puram is where K¨§ÃŒ took Arjuna to retrieve the son of the
brŒhmaÃa.
When Gopa-kumŒra was at this Siddha-loka, he saw that it was like a very deep river where one
remains submerged in nirvi•e§a-brahma for some time and then rises up again. By chanting his
gopŒla-mantra he would come up, but then by the influence of the lower world he would again be
submerged. Looking upon this formless void with abhorrence, he proceeded up from Siddha-loka
to SadŒ•iva-loka. There ‚aºkara and PŒrvat” were performing k”rtana and dancing with their associates. PŒrvat” is also known as Gaur” or she who possesses a bright bodily complexion. Her limbs
were shining like pure camphor and making her appear very beautiful. She was playing some musical instruments and ‚aºkaraj” was dancing. GaÃe•a was singing, and KŒrttikeya, Nand”, Bhring”,
and all of their associates were present there, glorifying BhagavŒn and dancing. At that time Gaºe•a
told Gopa-kumŒra that ‚aºkara and BhagavŒn are one and the same, non-different. After some
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time, Gopa-kumŒra looked up into the sky and saw four people there performing k”rtana. They
were eternal residents of VaikuÃ ha. Seeing ‚iva and PŒrvat”, they offered praÃŒma and said, ÒO
MahŒdeva, you and Hari are the same Soul.Ó
Hearing this, ‚iva put his hands over his ears and said, ÒWhat are you saying? You donÕt know
any tattva. MeÑthe ”•vara? No, I am not é•vara, I am the servant of é•vara, the servant of
NŒrŒyaÃa.Ó
After those four residents of VaikuÃ ha elucidated some tattva, ‚iva began speaking to GopakumŒra: ÒWho can go to VaikuÃ ha? After one hundred births of giving charity, performing pious
activities, and following varÃŒ•rama-dharma perfectly, one attains the position of BrahmŒ. Then,
by performing the function of BrahmŒ well for one hundred births, one becomes ‚iva. After assuming the post of ‚iva for thousands of years, one becomes a Vai§Ãava. I also desire to become a
Vai§Ãava. Then, by practicing sŒdhana-bhakti as a Vai§Ãava, one attains VaikuÃ ha. Therefore,
attaining VaikuÃ ha is not easy; it is very rare. It appears that you are ready to enter VaikuÃ ha, but
you cannot go straight there from here; there is no direct path. From here go to Vraja, engage in
some bhajana and sŒdhana, and then you can go there.Ó
Chanting his gopŒla-mantra, Gopa-kumŒra saw that he had arrived at V¨ndŒvana in the very same
ku–ja near Ke•”-GhŒ a where he had previously met his guru. There he immersed himself in sŒdhana-bhajana, and one day he was reunited with his guru Jayanta. With great prema in his heart
Jayanta began to tell him some deep secrets, and Gopa-kumŒra was very pleased. What kind of
secret things? Related to progress in sŒdhana-bhajana: ÒYour favourite Deity is GopŒla, and you are
worshipping Him in sakhya-bhŒva. Until now you have been chanting the gopŒla-mantra, but in
VaikuÃ ha that mantra will no longer be effective. There is no sŒdhana there; it is a place of sŒdhya
or final attainment. Therefore, all of the branches of sŒdhana that you have practiced up until now
will not be effective there. Now your internal svarŸpa as a sakhŒ has arisen. You are related to K¨§Ãa
as His beloved friend.Ó
The mantra had cleansed all kinds of anarthas and aparŒdha from Gopa-kumŒraÕs heart and established his eternal relationship with BhagavŒn. This is such an exalted achievement. The eternal relationship with K¨§Ãa that we achieve in our hearts will be in whichever rasa we find tasteful. As long
we do not possess pure attachment to K¨§Ãa, our bhajana will not be pure. Especially for coming
to the stage of rŒgŒnugŒ-bhakti this sentiment is so necessary: ÒK¨§Ãa is mine, and I am His.Ó At
this stage none of the troubles of the material world can disturb us. In the stage of bhŒva these
troubles may come, but in the stage of prema we will not be aware of these troubles and they cannot touch us, just as in the cases of ‚ukadeva GosvŒm”, NŒrada å§i, and PrahlŒda. But some difficulty came to Bharata MahŒrŒja who was only in the stage of bhŒva and he was overwhelmed. So
in the stage of bhŒva some troubles may still come, but after that, like the wind they will all fly away
and we will not even be aware of them. Then no anartha, fruit of karma, or anything unpalatable
will come, and in our eternal form we will relish our eternal relationship with K¨§Ãa.
Then Jayanta secretly told Gopa-kumŒra this mantra:
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•r”-k¨§Ãa gopŒla hare mukunda
govinda he nanda-ki•ora k¨§Ãa
hŒ •r”-ya•odŒ-tanaya pras”da
•r”-ballav”-j”vana rŒdhike•a
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.7
In this mantra, for Gopa-kumŒra the emphasis was on ÒhŒ •r”-ya•odŒ-tanaya pras”da (O son of
Ya•odŒ),Ó which for him is the primary name of K¨§Ãa, the others being secondary. For his particular internal sentiment, ÔYa•odŒ-tanayaÕ is primary because He is Gopa-kumŒraÕs dear friend, while
the remaining names are descriptions: ‚r” K¨§Ãa, GopŒla, Hare, Mukunda, Govinda, Nanda-ki•ora,
‚r”-ballav”-j”vana, and RŒdhike•a. If someoneÕs sentiment is in mŒdhurya-rasa, then RŒdhike•a (the
Lord of RŒdhŒ) may be the primary name, and the rest will be secondary.
According to the sentiment in oneÕs heart, one of these names will be selected as the primary
name. ‚r”-Ya•odŒ-tanaya can be the primary name for both sakhya-rasa and vŒtsalya-rasa. In mŒdhurya-rasa, two names are primary: ‚r”-ballav”-j”vana (He who is the very life of the gop”s) and RŒdhike•a. Within the name ‚r”-ballav”-j”vana a bhŒva is hiddenÑa very important, deep bhŒva. To
some devotees, the name RŒdhike•a will not be given; to them the name ‚r”-ballav”-j”vana will be
given. If a devotee has no desire to become a sakh”, but wants instead to become a dŒs” and render service which assists the amorous pastimes of ‚r” RŒdhŒ-K¨§Ãa from that position, then the
name ‚r”-ballav”-j”vana is given to them. But those who chant RŒdhike•a will become sakh”s. As we
progress in sŒdhana we will be able to better understand these subtle points.
Jayanta didnÕt tell these secret things to just anyone, only to Gopa-kumŒra. Then, while GopakumŒra was looking the other way, Jayanta vanished again. With dazzling effulgence and the speed
of electricity he would appear, tell Gopa-kumŒra one or two things, and then disappear. But we are
so fortunate that we have been given the opportunity to spend so much time in the personal company of our guru. Every day we speak with him and he gives us personal instruction and everything.
Therefore we are not really such qualified recipients. If we were, then shining like electricity
Gurudeva would appear and give us one or two relevant thoughts which we would keep with us
for all time; then he would vanish. Like feeding us milkÑhave you seen a dog with her puppies?
She comes and feeds them milk, and when she again leaves from there, the puppies race after her.
But she nudges them away and proceeds, leaving them standing at a distance just watching, and
then finally they return home. Like this, the guru will come, nurture the sentiment of a disciple by
giving some relevant instruction, and then vanish.
After residing in V¨ndŒvana and performing bhajana for some time, Gopa-kumŒra became
absorbed in prema. Then one day he beheld the most wondrous vision: wearing yellow cloth, playing the flute, smiling, and speaking to him with His eyes, ‚r” K¨§Ãa was suddenly present before
him. Gopa-kumŒra cried out, ÒOh! My very life!Ó and raced after Him. Coming near to K¨§Ãa he
tried to embrace Him, but just then K¨§Ãa disappeared. Crying and crying in deep separation,
Gopa-kumŒra fell to the ground unconscious. While in his unconscious state, he saw a beautiful
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golden airplane appear before him at the speed of mind. Inside it were those same four residents
of VaikuÃ ha whom he had met in ‚iva-loka and who had spoken some tattva to him. They said,
ÒPlease come; now we are proceeding to VaikuÃ ha.Ó
Mostly still in an unconscious state, Gopa-kumŒra stood up and sat inside the airplane. When he
opened his eyes he thought, ÒWhere have I arrived at? Where am I?Ó At once he found himself in
a waiting room at the gates of VaikuÃ ha. His guardians told him, ÒYou please wait here. We are
going inside to obtain the order from Prabhu, and then we will take you inside.Ó
Saying this they went inside, and took quite some time to return. Then Gopa-kumŒra saw, one
after another, many eternal associates of BhagavŒn entering through the gates. They were carrying
presents and paraphernalia for the pŸjŒ of NŒrŒyaÃa. Seeing their shining effulgence, he mistook
one of them to be NŒrŒyaÃa Himself, and offering his praÃŒma said, ÒHey NŒrŒyaÃa! Hey Prabhu!
Please be merciful to me!Ó
That devotee replied, ÒOh! DonÕt call me NŒrŒyaÃa! I am not NŒrŒyaÃa! I am only the servant
of the servant of NŒrŒyaÃa.Ó Everyone that came was greeted by Gopa-kumŒra in the same manner. He was wonderstruck at the opulence of VaikuÃ ha. He saw monkeys, bears, peacocks and
other kinds of birds arriving there, and they all appeared divinely beautiful. Then the four Vai§Ãavas
who had brought him returned and said, ÒCome! Prabhu has given His order.Ó
Upon entering through the gates and seeing the opulence of the doorman, Gopa-kumŒra mistook him to be NŒrŒyaÃa as well and began to offer him praÃŒms and prayers. The doorman put
his hands over his ears and the party proceeded further until they reached an interior chamber.
There, accompanied by Lak§m”dev” herself and with NŒrada and other sages at His side was ‚r”
NŒrŒyaÃa, reclining to one side on His elbow. He was chewing betel nuts and appeared very splendid. Gopa-kumŒra offered praÃŒma, and NŒrŒyaÃa raised His hand in bestowal of blessings and
said, ÒYou have given Me so much suffering. For millions of years I have been waiting for you,
thinking, ÔWhen will he come to Me?Õ Millions of years have passed, and until now I could not find
any pretext to bring you here to VaikuÃ ha. I was very upset about this, but I saw that you didnÕt
have even a little desire to meet Me. If you had only chanted even one of My names just once,
taken sŒdhu-saºga or offered some service to a saintÑbut you did nothing at all. Even if you had
done parikramŒ of a mandira just once! One particular pigeon did, and I awarded him entrance
into My abode. I could have done the same for you. A hunter with a bow and arrow shot this
pigeon who was seated on the branch of a tree, and the bird fell to the ground. In its wounded
condition, unintentionally, the pigeon did parikramŒ of the mandira one time before dying. From
that it attained enough merit to take a human birth and begin voluntarily associating with sŒdhus.
Then in its next birth it came to Me.
ÒThere was also one mouse who entered a mandira to drink ghee. The ghee lamp was flickering,
almost extinguished, and just then this mouse began drinking some ghee from it. By this movement the lamp became lit again, and the mouse ran off, frightened. From this he attained the result
of offering a lamp to the Deity. In his next life he took a human birth and then gradually by the
mercy of the Vai§Ãavas he attained VaikuÃ ha. But you didnÕt even do anything like this. All of the
time you were opposed to Me. You remained in bad company, always spoke about mundane top-
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ics, and you were always absorbed in sense enjoyment. You never did anything to bring yourself in
My direction. I thought, ÔBy any means I must save him.Õ So I arranged for you to take birth at
Govardhana and then I Myself came as your guru: that was none otherÑthat was Me. I gave you
the gopŒla-mantra, and then I kept coming in the midst of your progress to nourish your mantra
and strengthen your sŒdhana.
ÒOne will not meet such a guru in one or two lives, but only after thousands of births will one
receive a guru who can lead him to Me. I came to you in many forms and gave you inspiration,
instilled spiritual strength within you, and told you all of the deep secrets of bhajana. Now, it is
very good that we have finally met, and I am very happy! You will stay here now and not go anywhere else.Ó
Gopa-kumŒra began staying there. One day Lak§m”dev” saw that the evening was approaching
and everyone had left the presence of NŒrŒyaÃa except Gopa-kumŒra. Since Lak§m”dev” alone
serves NŒrŒyaÃa food and drink and massages His feet, she told Vi•vak§ena and others to employ
some cleverness to draw Gopa-kumŒra away. They said to him, ÒCome and take rest, it is late.
Everyone is going, and you also need rest; you appear very tired. Therefore please come with us
and take some rest.Ó They tried this trickery to draw Gopa-kumŒra away, but he didnÕt desire to
go. Finally they affectionately took his hand and led him away, but this made him very unhappy.
Another day NŒrŒyaÃa called Gopa-kumŒra and said, ÒCome and do the service of fanning Me.Ó
Gopa-kumŒra became very pleased upon obtaining this service, but what did he really want? ÒI
desire to play the flute with Him, embrace Him, and take prasŒda directly from His plate. I want
to take the cows out to graze with Him and accompany Him to His house where His mother will
feed us and give us nice things to drink. I want this type of free and independent relationship with
NŒrŒyaÃa, but He will not reciprocate with me in the same way. Instead, here I am bound up: with
my hands together I must offer praÃŒma.Ó Thinking like this, Gopa-kumŒra became even more
unhappy.
One day NŒrada approached Gopa-kumŒra and said, ÒYour face appears withered in unhappiness. I can see that you are not satisfied.Ó Even before Gopa-kumŒra could reply, NŒrada had
understood everything. Beginning to speak, NŒrada felt a little shy because Lak§m”dev” and others
were nearby and he could not speak openly before them. So he took Gopa-kumŒra to a solitary
place, and said, ÒAho! Inside you there is some very deep desire? Here you donÕt have the relationship with BhagavŒn that you desire. You desire sakhya-bhŒva. Here BhagavŒn will not kiss and
embrace you; you cannot eat from the same plate with Him and sleep on the same bed. All these
loving exchanges of sakhya-bhŒva are what you really desire. This has been your very, very strong
desire for a very long time.
ÒIn this place your desire will not be fulfilled, but donÕt be discouraged because there is one thing
you must understand: NŒrŒyaÃa is your worshipable Lord. He and the GopŒla that you desire in
sakhya-bhŒva are one and the same, non-different. Silently you are desiring to play with Him in
sakhya-bhŒva, but here your desire will not be fulfilled. I will tell you how to proceed upwards to
your next destination.Ó
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Chapter Three
The Superiority of NŒma-saºk”rtana

In telling Gopa-kumŒra the sŒdhana for attaining VaikuÃ ha, the four-armed eternal associates of
NŒrŒyaÃa said:

manyŒmahe k”rtanam eva sattamaµ
lokŒtmakaika-sva-h¨di smarat sm¨teú
vŒci sva-yukte manasi •rutau tathŒ
divyŒt parŒn apy apakurvad Œtmya-vat
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.3.148
ÒBecause it engages the voice, ears, and mind, and because it attracts others as it does oneself,
we consider that k”rtana is better than trying to remember the Lord with the fickle mind.Ó
There are so many kinds of sŒdhana for attaining VaikuÃ ha, and this refers to the entire realm
of VaikuÃ ha, up to V¨ndŒvana. For everyone in a general way, it is said that there are many sŒdhanas for attaining VaikuÃ ha such as ninefold bhakti, fivefold bhakti, sixty-four kinds of bhakti,
and so on. Amongst all of these, three are primary: •ravaÃa, k”rtana, and smaraÃa. Of these three,
k”rtana and smaraÃa are primary. What is the meaning of smaraÃa? RŸpa GosvŒm” says it means that
while your tongue is chanting your favourite name of BhagavŒn, your mind is remembering K¨§ÃaÕs
pastimes.
In our sampradŒya there are many who consider that leaving aside all other methods, only dhyŒna
or meditation should be done. Especially for developing rŒgŒnugŒ-bhakti, meditating on the topics of K¨§Ãa's pastimes and remembering His a§ akŒla-l”lŒ have been recommended as the best type
of smaraÃa. But here, SanŒtana GosvŒm”, through the medium of Gopa-kumŒra and the fourarmed eternal associates of NŒrŒyaÃa, is saying that saºk”rtana is the best method of all. Why?
Because the mind is restless; it wonÕt remain steady. If anyone can deeply meditate on the pastimes
of K¨§Ãa with a steady mind, then that is alright. But in almost every situation the mind is not
peaceful; it remains restless. Therefore there is only one plan:

evaµ-vrataú sva-priya-nŒma-k”rtyŒ
jŒtŒnurŒgo druta-citta uccaiú
‚r”mad-BhŒg. 11.2.40
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With a melted heart, loudly sing about the name, form, qualities, and pastimes of BhagavŒn.
When one sincerely chants his favourite name of BhagavŒn, then from the tongue that name will
enter the mind and then the heart, thereby quieting all of the senses. If by any separate endeavour
one tries to control the restless mind, he will not be able to do so. For concentrating the mind, k”rtana is necessary, and especially for Kali-yuga, ‚r” Caitanya MahŒprabhu has given us nŒma-saºk”rtana as the yuga-dharma.

harer nŒma harer nŒma
harer nŒmaiva kevalam
kalau nŒsty eva nŒsty eva
nŒsty eva gatir anyathŒ
B¨han-nŒrad”ya PurŒÃa 38.126
ÒIn Kali-yuga, hari-k”rtana is the only means of deliverance. There is no other way.Ó
Only nŒma-saºk”rtana will make the restless mind steady, and is therefore the best method of all.
If one performs smaraÃa that is dependent on k”rtana, then that will be effective. Arising on the
tongue, nŒma-saºk”rtana will control all of the remaining senses and the mind also. Otherwise the
mind is like a horse without a rider. If there are no reins and no rider, what will the horse do? Run
here and there according to his own desire. But if the rider of k”rtana climbs upon the horse of our
mind and takes the reins, then the horse of the mind will not run aimlessly but will go wherever
the rider directs him. So what the four-armed eternal associates of NŒrŒyaÃa were saying was conducive for the cultivation of bhakti, and ultimately for gaining entrance into Vraja. For this reason
Jayanta gave Gopa-kumŒra this mantra to chant:

•r”-k¨§Ãa gopŒla hare mukunda
govinda he nanda-ki•ora k¨§Ãa
hŒ •r”-ya•odŒ-tanaya pras”da
•r”-ballav”-j”vana rŒdhike•a
We have heard that anyone who doesnÕt perform k”rtana which is full of the names of BhagavŒn,
but only chants the gopŒla-mantra will not be able to enter Goloka-Vraja. But it has also been said
that the sixty-thousand mahar§is who witnessed the pastimes of RŒma in Satya-yuga performed sŒdhana by chanting the gopŒla-mantra, and as a result they attained the forms of gop”s in their next
lives. And those who cite this reference say, ÒSo how can the gopŒla-mantra be considered inferior?
The kŒma-gŒyatr” is inferior? They will not take one to Goloka? The gopŒla-mantra and the kŒmagŒyatr” are mantras of perfection! Anyone who performs sŒdhana by chanting them will certainly
attain Goloka!Ó
How can we harmonise this? Harmonising this seems to be a very difficult task because it appears
that there is a contradiction in our siddhŒnta. Some say that only nŒma-saºk”rtana will take us to
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Goloka, but others have written that by chanting the gopŒla-mantra so many people went to
Goloka-Vraja. So how can we harmonise this?
Very easily: where is perfection attained? Where is sŒdhana practiced? In this material world, and
those ¨§is of DaÃ¶akŒraÃya were practicing sŒdhana by chanting the gopŒla-mantra. From the
mantra, saµbandha-j–Œna arose and ultimately transformed into sthŒy”-bhŒva or permanent sentiment, and according to their particular internal natures, they attained perfection. They reached the
limit of this world and became qualified to go beyond. Then by the influence of YogamŒyŒ, such
perfected souls take birth in the womb of gop”s when the manifest pastimes of K¨§Ãa appear in one
of the material universes. After taking birth in Vraja from the womb of a gop”, they become either
a sakhŒ, a motherly or father-like guardian of K¨§Ãa, or a gop”. But they must first take birth in
Gokula and develop an identity.
Then there is no necessity of chanting the mantra any longer. Rather, by hearing and chanting
about K¨§ÃaÕs pastimesÑand by the association of GopŒla Himself, the gop”s and all of His other
eternal playmatesÑone will himself become part of K¨§Ãa's eternal entourage and then go to
Goloka-V¨ndŒvana. One will not go directly. Therefore everything is harmonised like this: first
there is svarŸpa-siddhi, and then after relinquishing the material body comes vastu-siddhi. The
mantra is only useful in sŒdhana. There is no necessity of it in the stage of perfection.
So, saying that the gopŒla-mantra will take one to Goloka-Vraja is correct: it will bring us to the
entrance, and then we will enter and the activities of the mantra will cease. Both ideas in regard to
the mantra are correct. But without the gopŒla-mantra and the kŒma-gŒyatr”, will our sŒdhana be
complete with only the nŒma-saºk”rtana? No, because by nŒma-saºk”rtana alone we will not be able
to chant •uddha-nŒma, the pure name of K¨§Ãa. First, from the influence of the mantra,
saµbandha-j–Œna will come, then we will feel a particular devotional sentiment within us, and
finally our eternal svarŸpa will arise. After this, by becoming deeply absorbed in nŒma-saºk”rtana,
everything will be completed.
Suppose we are cutting grass, and someone says to us, ÒPlease use a golden blade to cut the
grass.Ó Will we use a golden blade to cut the grass? No, an iron blade will be more effective. Similarly, because we are in such a conditioned state, chanting the gopŒla-mantra and kŒma-gŒyatr” is
also necessary. At different stages, different things are necessary, but we shall understand nŒmasaºk”rtana to be the best thing in sŒdhana, and in perfection. The gopŒla-mantra is effective only
in sŒdhana, but not in the stage of perfection. The perfected soul will not chant it, because its work
has been completed. We must understand this point well: nŒma-saºk”rtana is necessary in the conditioned state, but along with it we must chant the gopŒla-mantra, the mantra of MahŒprabhu
(gaura-gŒyatr”), and all other mantras that our guru has given to us. The efficacy of these mantras
is that they make saµbandha-j–Œna arise and the attachment to sense enjoyment fade away. Anyone who follows this method sincerely for one year, or even six months, will certainly see what its
result is. If the desired result doesnÕt come, then there must be some problem. Perhaps the seed,
the mantra, was not very potent because the giver was not pure, or perhaps we are not chanting
from the heart or we are cheating in some way. Rather, giving it our heart, with deep faith and firm
determination we should chant.
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k¨§Ãasya nŒnŒ-vidha-k”rtane§u
tan-nŒma-saºk”rtanam eva mukhyam
tat-prema-sampaj-janane svayaµ drŒk
•aktaµ tataú •re§ hatamaµ mataµ tat
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.3.158
ÒOf the many types of k¨§Ãa-k”rtana, the k”rtana of His name is primary. Because it is capable of
bestowing the great wealth of pure love for Him very quickly, it is considered the best.Ó
There are many types of k¨§Ãa-k”rtanaÑglorification of His qualities, of His forms, of His pastimesÑbut the glorification of His name is the foremost. If I call out ÒCome over here,Ó who will
come? Many people may come. If I describe some qualities of the person I want, then still many
may come. But if I call out the name of the specific person that I want, then at once only that person will come. Similarly, there is glorification of BhagavŒnÕs qualities, forms, and pastimes, but for
calling BhagavŒn and for remembering BhagavŒn, the nŒma-saºk”rtana of BhagavŒn is the best.
Included within this nŒma-saºk”rtana will be glorification of His qualities, forms, and pastimes. In
this wayÑÒHey Govinda, Hey Gop”nŒtha, Hey Madana-mohana!ÓÑour k”rtana should be full of
His names. And of these names, those which refer to K¨§ÃaÕs relationship with the gop”s are the
best of all. If one desires to very quickly attain the lotus feet of ‚r” K¨§Ãa and attain the prema of
Vraja, then nŒma-saºk”rtana is the best and most powerful method. This is the conclusion of SanŒtana GosvŒm”, because if we chant nŒma-saºk”rtana with great sincerity, then very quickly k¨§Ãaprema will arise.

nŒma-saºk”rtanaµ proktaµ
k¨§Ãasya prema-sampadi
bali§ haµ sŒdhanaµ •re§ ham
paramŒkar§a-mantra-vat
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.3.164
ÒIt is said that nŒma-saºk”rtana is the best and most powerful method for attaining the treasure
of k¨§Ãa-prema because, like the most supremely magnetic mantra, it pulls ‚r” K¨§Ãa towards a sŒdhaka.Ó
Therefore Gopa-kumŒra was instructed to again return to the material world where his guru
instructed him on k”rtana, and gave him this mantra to chant:

•r”-k¨§Ãa gopŒla hare mukunda
govinda he nanda-ki•ora k¨§Ãa
hŒ •r”-ya•odŒ-tanaya pras”da
•r”-ballav”-j”vana rŒdhike•a
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Here, one doubt may arise. SanŒtana GosvŒm” and Caitanya MahŒprabhu were contemporary,
and at that time the preaching of the mahŒ-mantra was going on. MahŒprabhu had begun the specific propagation of the mahŒ-mantra in Navadv”pa, and in Pur” also it was going on. But in his
B¨had-bhŒgavatŒm¨ta, SanŒtana GosvŒm” did not write anything in relation to the mahŒ-mantra;
instead he gave the mantra containing the names •r”-k¨§Ãa gopŒla hare mukunda..., so should we
think he didnÕt know of the mahŒ-mantra? What was the reason why he didnÕt give the mahŒmantra?
The mahŒ-mantra is especially meant for Kali-yuga, whereas this mantra from B¨had-bhŒgavatŒm¨ta is for all time, as are the gopŒla-mantra and the gŒyatr”-mantra. But more importantly,
Gopa-kumŒra had the internal sentiment of a cowherd boy, and therefore more explicit names such
as Ô‚r”-ya•odŒ-tanayaÕ and ÔNanda-ki•ora K¨§ÃaÕ were given to him. ‚r” Caitanya MahŒprabhu and
the GosvŒm”s chanted the mahŒ-mantra knowing that ultimately the only meaning of the mahŒmantra is ‚r” RŒdhŒ-K¨§Ãa Themselves, but ordinarily one wouldn't see this meaning there. They
chanted it with intense feelings of separation full of rasa and the sentiments of Vraja. Anyone who
comes to know this meaning will definitely prefer chanting the mahŒ-mantra over the mantra
•r”-k¨§Ãa gopŒla hare mukunda.... But because Gopa-kumŒra was merely a simple cowherd boy who
had no knowledge of tattva, he would have been unable to detect the sentiment of Vraja within
the mahŒ-mantra.
We canÕt see a plant or a tree within a seed but they are there, and an expert can examine a seed
and determine whether it will produce one thing or another. Or if there are two pots of yoghurt,
one may examine them side by side and determine which one is naturally sweet. The pot of yoghurt
which has had sugar added will have a slightly pinkish appearance, and should only cost three
rupees per kilo. Why? Because the cream has been removed from this yoghurt, it has been
skimmed, and a little sugar has been added to give it some artificial sweetness. But the other pot
containing only simple and pure yoghurt with its own natural white colour and sweetness is worth
ten rupees per kilo because it has been made from whole milk and therefore there is ghee in every
particle of it.
Similarly, the GosvŒm”s have examined the sixteen names in the mahŒ-mantra, extracted the
meaning, and tasted it. When chanting the mahŒ-mantra, the Deity whom we are aspiring to serve
is inherent within the names that we are calling. For instance, in ÔHare RŒmaÕ, to us ÔRŒmaÕ means
only RŒdhŒ-ramaÃa K¨§Ãa, and ÔHareÕ means ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ, the one who steals ‚r” K¨§Ãa away
to the ku–ja, gives Him great pleasure, and serves Him with prema-bhŒva. When chanting ÔHareÕ,
we are exclusively calling ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. If anyone receives this understanding from a sat-guru or
a rasika Vai§Ãava, and chants the mahŒ-mantra full of this sentiment, then their eternal svarŸpa will
appear within them very soon. Otherwise, if we have received the mantra in a crooked way, we will
think that its meaning is not ‚r” RŒdhŒ-K¨§Ãa Themselves, but something else.
So in the B¨had-bhŒgavatŒm¨ta, SanŒtana GosvŒm” has given the mantra Ô•r”-k¨§Ãa gopŒla hare
mukunda...Õ because for some this is necessary, but ordinarily for the j”vas of Kali-yuga the mahŒmantra has been given, and in accordance with the scriptures it should be firmly adhered to and
chanted always.
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Chapter Four
The Moods of Intimacy and Sweetness
Although Gopa-kumŒra had arrived in VaikuÃ ha-dhŒma, his heart did not feel satisfaction there.
I had a similar experience recently in Bombay. We had been invited to stay in the home of a wealthy
gentleman there, and upon entering his home, I could not find my way around that place, really.
They had a very beautiful floor which was shining like a mirror, and I actually became confused,
just as Duryodhana became bewildered in the assembly house of Yudhi§ hira MahŒrŒja.
MahŒprabhu and His devotees would not go to the house of any king because the lust of worldly
people can be very contaminating. Seeing their opulence, we will begin thinking, ÒMy home
should be like this,Ó ÒMy Œ•rama should be like this.Ó Then, not being able to acquire such things,
this lust will intensify within us. So instead we left and stayed in the home of an ordinary family.
In Bombay, there are even people who are thousands of lŒkhas of rupees more wealthy than that
gentleman who had invited us. Therefore, what can be said of the enjoyment available in the heavenly planets? We cannot comprehend such opulence. If we were to go there, we would forget
everything of this world. So if we were to go to VaikuÃ ha, what would we find? There the opulence is even greater. There is such an abundance of happiness there that anyone who enters
VaikuÃ ha will never have a desire to leave. There is so much beauty, and no one ever becomes old
or diseased. There is no birth and no death, whereas in heaven there is. Up to Mahar, Jana, Tapo,
and Satya-lokas there is birth and death, but there is no trace of them in VaikuÃ ha. There is always
new and fresh happiness, and opulence of the highest standard. Even the soil there is cinmaya.

kalpa-taravo drumŒ bhŸmi• cintŒmaÃi-gaÃa-may”
toyam am¨tam kathŒ gŒnaµ na yaµ gamanam api
Brahma-saµhitŒ 5.56
The trees there are kalpataru, and the land is cintŒmaÃi-may”. The water is nectar, the talking is
singing, and the walking is dancingÑthis is the nature of VaikuÃ ha. But Gopa-kumŒra was feeling dissatisfied there, and NŒrada said to him, ÒThis is a very grave matter. Here I see that your
face is withered in worry. How is this possible? Coming here, no one can remain unhappy, but I
see that you are. What is itÑis there anything you are lacking, or is something else making you
unhappy? What is it?Ó
Such unhappiness will not be felt by everyone there, but only by a special person. If for any reason someone is unhappy there, they wonÕt be able to express it to anyone. Such intense unhappiness cannot be expressed even to your mother, father, brother, or sister, but only to a bosom
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friend. By some means he will remove the thorn, and he will understand your feelings. NŒrada can
see inside all souls; he knows everything. With his eyes closed in meditation, he ascertained the reason for Gopa-kumŒraÕs unhappiness and became very pleased. Why is it that seeing such unhappiness in another he became pleased? There is one related story in this connection.
When Uddhava went to V¨ndŒvana, he saw that Nanda MahŒrŒja was wailing in lamentation, crying for K¨§Ãa. K¨§Ãa was such a wonderful son, but now leaving Nanda behind, He had gone away.
Nanda was very unhappy, but what was Uddhava thinking? ÒToday, we are supremely fortunate to
have received the dar•ana of such an exalted personality who is actually crying for BhagavŒn.Ó
In the materially conditioned state of life, everyone is crying for themselves. All for themselves.
When a brother dies, for whom is the family cryingÑfor the brother or for themselves? It seems
that they are crying for the brother, but really they are not. ÒIf my brother had lived, then he would
have given me all sorts of help. Now I am helplessÓÑthis is what they are really crying about.
ÒFather has died; if he had lived, then very easily all of our desires would have been fulfilled.Ó ÒMy
wife has died; she was very beautiful and a great servant. Seating us comfortably, she would serve
us food and water and everything. Now she is gone,Ó and the husband is left crying, but is he really
crying for the wife? Really he is crying for himself.
So if in any situation a father is crying for a son, we can understand that actually he is crying for
himself. But what Uddhava had witnessed was Nanda BŒbŒ really crying for K¨§Ãa, not for himselfÑsuch deep k¨§Ãa-prema was inside him. We should also aspire to be a little like this. If even
one time we shed a tear that is actually for BhagavŒn, then our lives will be meaningful. But our
hearts are not yet melted, and therefore while chanting harinŒma our hair does not stand on end.
MahŒprabhu Himself said:

nayanaµ galad-a•ru-dhŒrayŒ
vadanaµ gadgada-ruddhayŒ girŒ
pulakair nicitaµ vapuú kadŒ
tava nŒma-grahaÃe bhavi§yati
‚r” ‚ik§Œ§ aka 6
ÒHey Prabhu! When, while chanting Your name, will tears flow from my eyes like waves? When
will my voice tremble in ecstasy and the hairs of my body stand erect?Ó
What is the meaning of bhavi§yati? When will that opportunity come that one day, while chanting harinŒma, tears will come from our eyes in a continuous flow that will never stop? When will
we be trembling and feeling our heart melting, sometimes rolling on the ground, sometimes laughing, sometimes crying, and sometimes singing? Uddhava witnessed all of this and thought, ÒToday
I am so fortunate to have the dar•ana of such a great personality. But what will I say: ÔYou are the
most fortunate personÕ? I am unable to say that. Should I tell him to go on crying, or should I try
to console him and tell him not to cry? In this world, if a man is crying for K¨§Ãa, that is actually
desirable! I desire to have sentiments like that also! If he is really crying in k¨§Ãa-prema, he is the
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most fortunate person, but how can I say anything? ÔCryÕ or ÔDonÕt cryÕÑI cannot say either of
those things. What can be done....Ó
So Uddhava could not speak even one word to Nanda BŒbŒ. Seeing the divine ecstasy of Nanda
BŒbŒ, Uddhava felt that on that day his life had become successful. And a similar sentiment came
into the heart of NŒrada upon seeing the condition of Gopa-kumŒra. ÒYou are so very, very fortunate. Even here in VaikuÃ úa you are unhappy because you want NŒrŒyaÃa to be K¨§Ãa. You want
to take the cows out to graze with Him, and you want to live with Him. You want to put your
arms around Him and embrace as friends. You want K¨§Ãa to say, ÔHey, Gopa-kumŒra! Bring the
cows over this way! The cows are thirsty, give them some water!Õ, and with great love you will follow the order of K¨§Ãa. You want that sometimes K¨§Ãa will embrace you, and sometimes you will
embrace Him. That you will eat together, and even with unclean hands you will place food into
each othersÕ mouths. That sometimes, when K¨§Ãa is sleeping on the bed of Ya•odŒ, you will arrive
at His bedside with your body covered with the dust of V¨ndŒvana and say, ÔHey! DonÕt sleep now!
The cows have arrived at the door! LetÕs go!Õ You want to do all of this, and it can be very easily
achieved as a sakhŒ.
ÒBut what does NŒrŒyaÃa do? When you go before Him, He lifts His right hand in bestowal of
blessings: ÔMay all auspiciousness be upon you.Õ Saying ÔNamo nŒrŒyaÃa, namo nŒrŒyaÃa,' everyone is offering praÃŒms to Him. He lifts His hand and gives this blessing: ÔYou will be fearless. All
good fortune shall attend you.Õ You want to race to embrace Him, and you want to play the flute
with Him, but you are not able to do any of this. You desire to sleep on the same bed with Him
at night, but by cleverness and trickery or by some other means, Lak§m”dev” sends you away. And
when you donÕt leave there, what does she do? She calls the doormen Jaya and Vijaya and says, ÔHe
is not obeying me,Õ and she has you removed. And when you sing, Ô‚r” K¨§Ãa! GopŒla! Hare!
Mukunda! Hey Govinda! Hey Nandaki•ora! Hey K¨§Ãa! Hey ‚r” Ya•odŒ-tanaya! Hey ‚r” Ballav”j”vana! Hey RŒdhi-ke•a! Be merciful to me!Õ and play the flute and express a desire to take the cows
out to graze, all the residents of VaikuÃ ha abuse you and say, ÔHey, what are you saying?
NŒrŒyaÃa, Prabhu, the Controller of the controllers of all the worldsÑyou are calling Him GopŒl
and say you will take cows out to graze with Him? You want to make Him the guardian of cows?
You say He is a milker of cows, that He is the lover of some cowherd women, and that He is the
son of a milkman? You say that entering the home of a milkman together you and He will steal
yoghurt and sweets? You call Him a thief? You are disreputing Him! You should be saying that He
is Vi§Ãu, who possesses thousands of heads! You should be glorifying Him in the form in which
He gives blessings and good fortune to all. How can you say that He is a milkman, a thief, and a
liar? You shouldnÕt do this.Õ Saying this, they all make jokes and laugh at you.
ÒSome say, ÔMy friend, it's true that NŒrŒyaÃa became K¨§Ãa and for His own pleasure and the
amusement of His devotees He performed some pastimes, but those pastimes are not important.
This is VaikuÃ ha, not Vraja. You shouldnÕt speak of such things here.Õ Hearing them speak like
this, you constantly feel ashamed.Ó
Suppose a cowherd boy such as ‚r”dŒmŒ or Subala were to go to DvŒrakŒ to see K¨§Ãa. They
would see that K¨§Ãa is seated there in the royal SudharmŒ assembly house as DvŒrakŒdh”•a, the
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MahŒrŒja of DvŒrakŒ. Ugrasena, Vasudeva, and all the elders of the Yadu dynasty are seated at His
right side. Garga å§i and many other big, big sages are seated in front of Him. His sons SŒmba,
Aniruddha, and Pradyumna are seated at His left side. And behind a curtain are RukmiÃ” and
SatyabhŒmŒ, along with Devak” and the other queens. Now if some gopa-ki•ora arrives in that
assembly, how will he appear? In cowherd dress, with a bent stick in one hand for guiding the cows
and a bamboo flute in the other. It will be early evening, and having just returned from taking the
cows out for grazing, he will be very dusty and in need of changing his clothes. If he arrives in that
assembly, he will want to embrace K¨§Ãa, but K¨§Ãa will only sit quietly, glancing at the gopa only
once and not again.
That poor fellow would have come with such high expectations: the expectation that ÒK¨§Ãa, by
His quality of bhakta-vŒtsalyatŒ or possessing special affection for His devotees, will call me to
come and sit near Him.Ó But that would not happen there. Instead, someone would say to him,
ÒMy friend, step this way.Ó Then the cowherd boy would see all of the opulence there and think,
ÒOh! Look at this umbrella, and look at this cŒmara! Look at all of these people!Ó Then he would
look at himself, feel ashamed, and go away from there. In that place RukmiÃ” and SatyabhŒmŒ and
the other ladies are decorated with ornaments as queens, so what would happen if an ordinary lady
with red gu–jŒ flowers in her hair and wearing no costly jewelry went there? Therefore the gop”s
never go there because they would not be respected.
NŒrada was thinking, ÒThis Gopa-kumŒra has such a high position that he considers K¨§Ãa his
dear friend, so he will never be satisfied here in VaikuÃ ha. His svarŸpa will not be recognised here;
its full glory will not be realised.Ó If any of us are ever fortunate enough to attain the svarŸpa of a
gopa or a gop”, then if we were to go to heaven or VaikuÃ ha, we also would not like it there. Perhaps NŒrada would come to us, ascertain our internal state, and think to himself, ÒShe is special.
She is a servant of RŒdhikŒ.Ó But he wouldnÕt tell anyone; he would just silently offer praÃŒma. He
would understand that our svarŸpa is not right for that place; the guru can always understand.
Similarly, NŒrada saw the internal sentiment of Gopa-kumŒra, understood the situation, and
became very pleased. Then, after thinking about what to say and what not to say, he said,
ÒHmm...after taking your pulse, I'm thinking that the disease which you have is not an ordinary
disease. The cure for it cannot be found in this VaikuÃ ha; there is no medicine for it here. And by
staying here, the disease will only increase. But I will now tell you how your disease may be cured.
You require affection which is free of all reservations. This is called vi•rambha-bhŒva, the mood of
intimacy. In VaikuÃ ha, there is only sambhrama-bhŒva.Ó
In the Caitanya-caritŒm¨ta (•di-l”lŒ 4.17) it is said:

ai•varya-j–Œnete saba jagat mi•rita
ai•varya-•ithila-preme nŒhi mora pr”ta
In VaikuÃ ha there is prema, but it is weakened by BhagavŒnÕs servantsÕ awareness of His majesty,
ai•varya. They are serving Him with awareness of all of His opulences, and therefore they are a little fearful. ‚r” RŒmacandra is seated on a bed, and HanumŒn is seated below. Crouching down, on
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cold days he will massage the feet of RŒmacandraj” and cover the Lord with a quilt. He is serving
with prema and BhagavŒn is pleased, but there is a more intimate type of prema which is called
vi•rambha. The prema of Jaya, Vijaya, and Lak§m”dev” is not vi•rambha; it is sambhrama, which
means that they are aware of their own insignificance and therefore feel a little fearful. BhagavŒn is
not fully satisfied by this type of service, but if we try to serve Him with the mood of vi•rambha in
our conditioned state, it will be aparŒdha, although it is written in the scriptures that vi•rambhena
gurau sevŒÑin the mood of intimacy we should serve the guru. Here the purport of vi•rambha is
that we should understand the guru to be a friend and serve him as we would our mother, father,
brother, or friend.
When a friend of your family comes to your house, you will not need to be told, ÒYour friend
has come; offer him a nice sitting place and bring him something to drink.Ó Automatically you will
do it. Therefore, a servant who is uttama or topmost will understand his guruÕs desires and automatically act to fulfil them without receiving any specific order. Serving without having to be
toldÑthis is a symptom of the uttama servant. One who serves his guru after being told is a madhyama or intermediate servant. Then there is one other type of servant to whom the guru will say,
ÒGo send for such-and-such MahŒrŒja.Ó
This servant will answer back, ÒBut Guruj”, now it is early evening and it is becoming dark.Ó
The guru knows it is becoming dark, but he has given his order. ÒIt doesnÕt matter if it is dark;
just go!Ó
Then this servant will say, ÒBut Guruj”, on the road there are many dogs.Ó
ÒNever mind thatÑtake a stick with you and go!Ó
ÒBut what if I go and MahŒrŒja is not there; then what will I do?Ó
What can such a servant do? From the word ÔsevakaÕ remove the ÔseÕ and that leaves ÔvakaÕ. Vaka
means a crane, a hypocrite devotee. The crane stands in the water on one leg as if he were a great
renounced devotee in meditation. But as soon as a fish swims by, he will snatch it and eat it and
then return to his pose. Therefore the uttama servant is a real servant, and in a general way we can
also call the madhyama servant a real servant, but one who is argumentative is not a servant at all.
If we donÕt understand the heart of the guru, then how will we understand the heart of K¨§Ãa?
Therefore, those people who desire to go beyond VaikuÃ ha should serve their guru with
vi•rambha love. If someone is hiding something from his guru, and before his guru his heart is not
open, then how will he be able to go before BhagavŒn? This is the very foundation of •ik§Œ, instruction: by honestly serving the guru we will learn.
NŒrada observed that, ÓThis Gopa-kumŒra is a big vi•rambha-sevaka, and therefore VaikuÃ ha is
not tasteful to him.Ó Therefore, NŒrada will now start explaining higher tattva to him. ÒLook, here
in VaikuÃ ha everything is cinmaya, and here BhagavŒn has thousands of forms.Ó
What is the meaning? There are many forms of VarŒha, many forms of M”na, many forms of
KŸrma-deva, N¨siµhadeva, VŒmana, Para•urŒma, and all others. It is generally understood that
there are twenty-four types of l”lŒ-avatŒras, but there are not merely twenty-four. There are so many
that They cannot possibly be counted. But one incarnation is not different in quality from another
incarnation. They are residing in different chambers of VaikuÃ ha, and all of Them are eternal. Yes,
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BhagavŒn is one, but He appears according to the gradation of the bhakti of His devotees. The
same one BhagavŒn will be seen differently according to the nature of oneÕs bhakti.
On the banks of the YamunŒ at KŒliya-hrad in V¨ndŒvana, a sage named Saubhari å§i was performing austerities for ten thousand years. But because Garu¶a was coming there and eating fish,
Saubhari å§i became angry and cursed him. Due to this offence, material desire arose within Saubhari å§i. Next, by his mystic power he assumed fifty forms, married the fifty daughters of MŒndhŒtŒ Muni, and created fifty palaces with fifty gardens. He arranged them in such a way that they
would put Indra-pur” to shame with their extensive facility for enjoyment, and he lived like that for
the next ten thousand years. His grandchildren and great-grandchildren had all grown up, and one
day MŒndhŒtŒ Muni came there and said, ÒI have lived without my daughters for so long that now
they donÕt even remember me, and they have no desire whatsoever to come to their fatherÕs house.
What has happened?Ó Then he looked around and thought, ÒThere is such opulence here! This is
why my daughters have no desire to ever return to visit my home.Ó
These fifty forms which Saubhari å§i assumed were kŒya-vyŸha forms. When he would lift his
hand, all the forms lifted their hand. In kŒya-vyŸha expansions, if the original speaks, then all will
speak. If he sleeps, then all will sleep. If he moves, then all will move. One form is real, and the rest
are copies. But Bhaga-vŒnÕs incarnations are not like this. All of His forms are independent.
There is one special point concerning the ai•varya or opulence of DvŒrakŒ, and the mŒdhurya or
sweetness of V¨ndŒvana. In DvŒrakŒ, K¨§Ãa marries sixteen thousand queens. In one palace He is
playing dice, somewhere else He is giving cows in charity to a brŒhmaÃa, somewhere else He is performing a marriage ceremony, in another palace He is performing a fire sacrifice, and in other
palaces He is engaged in other activities. All of His forms appear the same as His original form and
there is no difference in quality between Them. Here, by ai•varya K¨§Ãa has manifested into many,
many different forms, but all of Them are one in that all are all-powerful and all are full in all opulences. Each queen is cooking and offering Him preparations, and in one palace He is eating dahl
and pur”, in another palace He is eating a rice preparation, in another palace He is eating sabj”, in
another palace He is eating pakorŒs, and in another palace He is eating sweet-rice. By ai•varya, as
the possessor of all •akti, in DvŒrakŒ K¨§Ãa expands into many, many forms, and all of the forms
are real and independent.
But what happens in V¨ndŒvana? It is not a land of ai•varya, opulence. There, over and above
opulence is mŒdhurya, sweetness. How can we understand this clearly? In Vraja there are not just
sixteen thousand gop”s, but millions; and between every two gop”s is one K¨§Ãa, or between every
two K¨§Ãas is one gop”. It appears like this. Here we mustnÕt even imagine that this is done by ai•varya; it is mŒdhurya. What is the meaning of mŒdhurya? That which is suitable for His pastimes in
human form, nara-l”lŒ. And that which is opposed to nara-l”lŒ is ai•varya. For example, upon seeing the Universal Form of K¨§Ãa, Arjuna became astonished and said, ÒBy calling You ÔfriendÕ I
have committed a great offence. In the future I will never again call You ÔfriendÕ, and never again
make You the driver of my chariot. I have committed a great offence.Ó This was ai•varya-buddhi,
awareness of K¨§ÃaÕs majesty, and was not suitable for nara-l”lŒ.
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After witnessing K¨§Ãa's killing of Kaµsa, Vasudeva and Devak” forgot about lovingly feeding
Him milk. This is another type of sentiment which is not suitable for K¨§ÃaÕs nara-l”lŒ, and therefore it is ai•varya. But in V¨ndŒvana, when K¨§Ãa lifted the massive Govardhana Hill, Ya•odŒ felt
proud and thought, ÒToday our son lifted Govardhana!Ó, but the feeling that K¨§Ãa was her son
did not leave her. K¨§Ãa exhibited His opulence of being all-powerful to lift Govardhana, but the
sentiment that K¨§Ãa was her son never left her heart, and she simply thought, ÒMy son is so
strong, there is no one in the entire world stronger than Him!Ó
In the confusion of divine separation the gop”s were speaking to a bee: ÒHey messenger, we will
never have an intimate relationship with K¨§Ãa. Never at any time, because He is very crooked, a
big liar, and very deceptive. We will never trust Him, and we will never be able to establish any
friendship with Him. Why? He is BhagavŒn, isnÕt He? PaurÃamŒs” has told us that He is BhagavŒn,
and we have faith in that. In His previous birth He was RŒma. He has now appeared with a similar beautiful, dark complexion; that hasnÕt changed. He is supposed to be a great renunciate and
never be controlled by a woman, yet overpowered by a woman He went to the jungle with His
wife. He had all the marks of a sŒdhu and wore the dress of a sŒdhu, and yet went to the jungle
with His wife. His wife said, Ô•rya-putra, there is a deer as beautiful as gold; please catch it for me,
and then we will take it to Bharata. If You cannot catch it alive, then after killing it with Your arrow,
from its skin we will make a beautiful seat suitable for the kingÕs throne. Sitting upon it, Bharata
will be greatly pleased, and in the future You will also sit there.Õ
ÒLak§maÃa at once said, ÔThat deer form is the mŒyŒ of a rŒk§asa: please donÕt go,Õ but RŒma
didnÕt honour what Lak§maÃa said. He said that He would never be overpowered by a woman, yet
whose words did He honour? His wifeÕs, and He came under her control. ThatÕs the kind of person He is. Then another woman came and He cut off her nose and ears! She came begging for
prema and prepared to give Him everythingÑis there any fault in that? RŒma appeared to possess
all of the beauty of the three worlds, so considering the general nature of the female class, there
was certainly no fault in her! But what did He do? He cut off her nose and ears. And He killed VŒli
(the brother of Sugr”va) from a hidden position instead of fighting directly in front of him.
ÒWe have also heard about what He did to Bali MahŒrŒja. As VŒmanadeva He asked for three
steps of land, and Bali was prepared to give it. Then He assumed a massive form and snatched
everything. The daughter of Bali said, ÔThis is not the same form in which You had asked for the
three steps of land, so we shall not give it to You!Õ Then Bali said, ÔItÕs alright, let it be,Õ but his
daughter said to BhagavŒn, ÔNo! I will kill You! I will give You poison and kill You!Õ, and therefore she came later as PŸtanŒ to do just that. At first, being attracted by His beauty, she had desired
to have Him as her son; but upon seeing His cheating ways, she then wanted to kill Him. Could
she be blamed? Then VŒmanadeva bound up her father, even after He snatched away everything
that came within the measurement of His three steps, just as a crow snatches a fragment of food
and then kicks away the basket from which he got it! So we certainly cannot see eye to eye with
K¨§Ãa.Ó
The purport of what they were saying is that they knew that He was BhagavŒn because they had
faith in what PaurÃamŒs” had told them. But in spite of knowing that He was BhagavŒn, still His
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pastimes in human form were the dearest to them, and they became immersed in that loving sentiment. In the confusion of spontaneous love they were saying that they would never be able to
have an intimate relationship with HimÑthis is an example of mŒdhurya-bhŒva.
In V¨ndŒvana, it appeared that K¨§Ãa expanded into millions and millions of forms in the rŒsal”lŒ, but actually He didnÕt assume more forms. ‚r”la Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura has explained
in his commentary on the BhŒgavatam that there was only the one original form of K¨§Ãa, and He
danced with such speed and dexterity in the arena of rŒsa that sometimes He would appear here,
sometimes He would appear there, and so each gop” thought that ÒHe is dancing with me only.Ó
Appearing like a stick which is burning on one end and being waved in a circle, with inconceivable
speed and dexterity He was moving amongst them in the circular formation of the rŒsa-l”lŒ.
We have seen dancing actors in our village near VŒrŒÃas” who would perform for four or five
thousand rupees. One of these dancers would stack pot after pot with plates between them on his
head, and on top of everything would be a plate with many candles on it. And dancing in such a
way that not even one item would fall, he would move with so much speed it was incredible. So if
an ordinary man can dance like this, then how can K¨§Ãa dance? One and the same K¨§Ãa was dancing amongst millions of gop”s at the same time with inconceivable speed and dexterity. This is mŒdhurya: what is suitable for nara-l”lŒ, His pastimes in human form. He assumes separate forms in
DvŒrakŒ by ai•varya, but in V¨ndŒvana it was not kŒya-vyŸha, incarnations, or expansions but the
same one K¨§Ãa moving amongst the gop”s, causing each gop” to think, ÒHe is dancing with me
only.Ó
This mŒdhurya is not present in VaikuÃ ha, so Gopa-kumŒra was not satisfied there. After taking
his pulse, NŒrada said, ÒIt is a great thing that you desire; therefore I must help you to understand
the higher points of tattva. For going to Goloka, it is necessary to know all of this.Ó
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Chapter Five
BhagavŒnÕs Incarnations are One

VaikuÃ ha is an expansive land. Included within VaikuÃ ha are AyodhyŒ, JagannŒtha Pur”,
DvŒrakŒ, MathurŒ, V¨ndŒvana, Govardhana, and RŒdhŒ-kuÃ¶a. Residing there is not only K¨§Ãa,
but millions and millions of incarnations of BhagavŒn. In the four yugas, in a manvantara, in the
two fifty-year segments of BrahmŒÕs life, BhagavŒn descends in some form or other. Upon His
devotees' attainment of perfection, according to their own specific sentiment they go to live with
Him in a particular section of VaikuÃ ha, taking dar•ana of their favourite Lord and serving Him
there.
The sun is reflected in anything that acts as a mirror, but the sun and the reflection are not one.
Bimba means the sun, and pratibimba means its reflection which shines in another world. They are
not one, but there is some similarity between them. Unlike the sun, however, there are so many
incarnations of BhagavŒn, and each and every incarnation is directly BhagavŒn Himself, and all are
fully saccidŒnanda. In VaikuÃ ha, BhagavŒn is not situated in kŒya-vyŸha expansions; instead in
qualitative oneness He is situated in many different forms for fulfilling the desires of His devotees.
In the RŒmŒyaÃa and other scriptures it is said that BhagavŒn is one, and according to the form
which the devotee is praying for, He assumes an incarnation as either N¨siµha-avatŒra, KŸrmaavatŒra, VŒmana-avatŒra, Hayagr”va-avatŒraÑso many incarnations. BhagavŒn can come in many
forms. Some say that originally BhagavŒn has no form, and that when anyone of this world calls
Him, then according to that person's particular sentiment, He takes a corresponding form and
appears in this world. But this idea is incorrect. All of His forms are real and eternal, and when
devotees call Him by the name of a specific form, then in that very form He comes. All the scriptures declare this, and they are fully authoritative due to being completely free of any defect.
There are those who worship Lak§m”pati NŒrŒyaÃa with mantras such as oµ nŒrŒyaÃŒya namaú
and oµ namo bhagavate vŒsudevŒya. Dhruva attained perfection through this process. Some chant
oµ varŒhŒya namaú to worship VarŒha in Navadv”pa-dhŒma, some chant oµ n¨siµhŒya namaú or
other mantras of N¨siµhadeva, and upon attaining perfection those devotees will go to VaikuÃ ha,
but to a special chamber in VaikuÃ ha. How is NŒrŒyaÃa situated there? In one place in His
N¨siµha form, and in another place in His VarŒha form. When there is a necessity in this world for
the presence of a particular form, then He comes in that very form. For example, when K¨§Ãa
comes, He comes holding the flute, as Nanda-nandana. He never changes His form. He remains
in one form, yet He changes the secondary aspects of His pastimes in a special way. His performing the rŒsa-l”lŒ with the gop”s and playing as a child at the house of NandaÑthese pastimes are
eternal, but He may change the killing of Kaµsa. Instead of Kaµsa it may be JarŒsandha or some
other person. According to the necessity of the time the secondary pastimes may be changed, but
the eternal l”lŒ remains the same.
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Those who worship NŒrŒyaÃa will go to VaikuÃ ha, but to which chamber in VaikuÃ ha? To the
specific chamber where Lak§m” and NŒrŒyaÃa reside. One who chants japa of the N¨siµha mantra
will also go to VaikuÃ ha, but to a special chamber where there is only bhajana of N¨siµhadeva.
He will never see RŒma or NŒrŒyaÃa. There are differences in the pastimes of N¨siµha, VarŒha, and
KŸrma, but in tattva, They are all non-different.
Before the advent of VŒmanadeva, the demigods worshipped a special four-armed form of Vi§Ãu
which was established in heaven for their pŸjŒ. When a special circumstance was created, then in a
special form VŒmanadeva had to come to snatch everything away from Bali MahŒrŒja. At that time
Aditi, the mother of the demigods, had performed some tapasyŒ, and because of that He came.
Therefore, VŒmana performs pastimes which are different from the four-armed Vi§Ãu that is always
present in heaven, but in tattva They are one. VŒmana is a little different from Vi§Ãu in that in
VŒmanaÕs pastimes there is some deception, and the giving of some special good fortune also. It
seemed like robbery, but there was so much kindness and bhakta-vŒtsalyatŒ (special affection for
His devotees) in it. He increased the glories of His devotee. He put Bali MahŒrŒja into difficulty
to make his name immortal for all time. If VŒmana had not come, who would know the name of
Bali? For protecting His devotees, He came in a very beautiful form. It seems that He came for
protecting the demigods and for cheating the demons, but no; actually He benefited both. In reality Bali MahŒrŒja received more benefit than the demigods. The demigods got no special benefit,
but Bali MahŒrŒja did. VŒmana snatched the desire for material enjoyment away from Bali and gave
him bhakti, but He didnÕt snatch away the demigodsÕ facility for enjoyment; rather He provided it
by returning their kingdom to them. So to whom was He more kind? But like Indra we desire and
pray, ÒO Prabhu, please donÕt snatch our material enjoyment away! Be merciful like this and make
our lives plentiful. My son, daughter, money, and wifeÑplease donÕt take them! I will do bhajana,
and they will remain with me also.Ó
But some pray, ÒPrabhu, You please take all of this away, and give me pure love at Your lotus
feet.Ó Which of these is correct? If in both hands there is a la¶¶u, will you desire both, or only one?
If BhagavŒn says, ÒAlright, you take the happiness of material enjoyment, and together with that
take pure love for Me also,Ó and He puts both into our hands, certainly we will take the material
enjoyment and not the bhakti. But if we really desire prema, then this enjoying spirit must be eradicated. Otherwise there will be cheating and deception in our bhakti. But ninety-nine per cent of
the people in this world desire it like this: ÒOur material enjoyment must remain intact, our family must remain, our money and palatable food must remain, our business must go on nicely, and
together with all of this we will have bhakti.Ó So Prabhu says, ÒAlright.Ó But He gives them only
ordinary bhakti to accompany their material enjoyment.
To the demigods BhagavŒn gives the responsibility of protecting the world, but the material world
is temporary. He says ÒDo this service for MeÓ and gives them their posts, but then some of them
think, ÒI have become the master of the three worlds. Prabhu has given me this position, and now
I am the master of the entire brahmŒÃ¶a.Ó They donÕt understand that this is actually an obstacle
to bhakti. So He placed this very allurement in the hands of Indra, and snatched that same allurement away from Bali MahŒrŒja, giving him pure bhakti instead. Many people do not understand
that this is a special activity of mercy He performed for Bali.
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Assuming an incarnation in this world and performing such beautiful pastimes is something
which NŒrŒyaÃa will not do. The four-armed form that is present there in heaven will not do this.
NŒrŒyaÃa will never cheat as VŒmana did. He will also bestow prema, but He wonÕt allow Himself
to be viewed as a cheater. VŒmana cheated in the vision of ordinary people. He begged for three
steps of land, then made His steps very, very large, and stole everything. VŒmana will perform such
variegated pastimes and may even be seen as a cheater, but NŒrŒyaÃa will never do this. So in this
way, in the pastimes of RŒma and other incarnations of BhagavŒn there is uniqueness. In tattva
They are all one, but in His pastimes, rasa and special affectionate dealings with His devotees, there
will be some differences.
In the scriptures it says that there is a final dissolution when the two fifty-year segments of
BrahmŒÕs life have passed. Along with BrahmŒ, nature will merge into Garbhoda•Œy” Vi§Ãu. Then
He also will disappear and all will merge into KŒraÃoda•Œy” Vi§Ãu. So many j”vas will merge into
the limbs of Vi§Ãu at that time, and those that are liberated will go to VaikuÃ ha with BrahmŒ. The
others will again become embodied and return to this cakra or cycle of mŒyŒ. At that time, MahŒM”na, the fish incarnation, is to be seen.
After MŒrkeÃ¶eya å§i had been performing austerities for a long time, one day he was bathing in
the Gaºga and a small fish came into his kamaÃ¶alu. He took it home, and then the fish said, ÒO
¨§i, I have come into your kamaÃ¶alu, but there is no space for Me here. Please place Me in a larger
body of water.Ó
Then MŒrkeÃ¶eya looked and saw that really the fish had become larger. So he placed the fish
in a small pond, but after some time, the fish came to him in a dream and said, Òå§ij”, now I am
so big, I can no longer stay in this pond.Ó So MŒrkeÃ¶eya lifted the fish out and placed Him in the
river, but the fish again enlarged in the river and said, ÒHere also I cannot stay. Please place Me in
the ocean.Ó
By his yogic power MŒrkeÃ¶eya placed the fish in the ocean. Then he saw in a dream that there
was to be a causal dissolution, like the one at the end of BrahmŒÕs day. The final dissolution comes
at the end of BrahmŒÕs one hundred years, but this and the one that comes at the end of his day
can both be called nitya-pralaya.
The fish said, ÒThe water will be rising and I will come to you. You must collect seeds of all the
things in the worldÑvegetable seeds, a mango seed, a mustard seed, everything. Then you must
collect two of each species of bird and animal and be ready to attach a strong boat to Me in the
morning when I arrive.Ó
During the night MŒrkeÃ¶eya made the arrangement. He made a strong boat with a rope
attached to it, and placed the seeds of all species of life in it. When he was ready, he saw that the
entire universe was being flooded with flowing water, and nothing could be seen. The water was
slowly rising, and gradually covered all of the high places. The fish had assumed a massive form
with two horns, and He said, ÒBind the boat to My horns.Ó The ¨§i did so, and MahŒ-M”na took
everyone away on the water. This dissolution lasts for one whole night of BrahmŒ. The ¨§i went
without eating or drinking the entire time, and he couldnÕt find a place to take some rest. Thinking ÒWhat kind of life is this?Ó, he was very unhappy.
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Eventually they arrived at PrayŒga. There, MŒrkeÃ¶eya could see only a banyan tree and nothing else. At the top of the tree there was only one leaf where Vat•Œy” Vi§Ãu was sleeping and performing the pastime of sucking His toe. He looked towards the ¨§i very mercifully and consoled
him, and transmitted •akti into him. He made an arrangement for the ¨§iÕs sustenance and then
said, ÒIn a few days this will all be over and you will again become a prajŒpati, and from BrahmŒ
all creation will again take place.Ó
This is one M”na-avatŒra. This M”na-avatŒra resides in VaikuÃ ha, and when the necessity arises
He comes to this world. His tattva is non-different from NŒrŒyaÃa. His pastimes are variegated, but
in tattva They are one.
Another M”na incarnation protected the Vedas. The demons had stolen the Vedas and thrown
them into the water of the dissolution and the Vedas had disappeared. The tendency of demons is
to be greatly destructive, and now also we see that the Vedic •Œstras are slowly disappearing. If people donÕt respect them, what will happen? They will disappear, slowly. The Vedas will not remain,
you wonÕt be able to find the BhŒgavatam, and such spiritual talks will disappear altogether. The
mood of V¨ndŒvana and MathurŒ will change, and after some time men will also change. They
wonÕt respect sŒdhus and saints, and they wonÕt respect the G”tŒ and the BhŒgavatam. Like this,
the Vedas had disappeared, and to protect them, another M”na incarnation appeared.
This M”na incarnation saved Satyavrata Muni, who had at that time offered a prayer known as
the DŒmodarŒ§ aka. Taking so many things with him, he stayed in the ocean for a long time, and
the Vedas and scriptures were kept in his heart. Again the dissolution was finished, and again in the
four directions creation took place. So there is not just one M”na incarnation, but many. In
VaikuÃ ha also, there are different chambers suitable for Their particular devotees, and Satyavrata
MuniÕs worshipable Lord is this particular M”na incarnation.
There is also the KŸrma-avatŒra. At the time of churning the ocean of milk, the demons and
demigods came together and agreed that everything produced from the churning would be distributed. Vi§Ãu, through the medium of BrahmŒ, gave them some advice; otherwise nothing would
have been produced. They made the decision to churn the ocean, and in the middle of it they
placed the Mandara Mountain. But there was no foundation for it, so the mountain immediately
sank. They thought, ÒThis will be very difficult. How will we remove it from the ocean? How will
we find a foundation upon which to churn?Ó
So they worshipped Vi§Ãu, and He came in the form of a tortoise, KŸrma. ÒFor your good fortune, I will accept the form of a tortoise. Place the mountain on Me, wind the snake VŒsuki around
it, and then churn.Ó
They placed the mountain on Vi§Ãu who was below in the form of a tortoise, and wrapped the
king of snakes VŒsuki around it. In one direction was the mouth of VŒsuki and in the other direction was his tail. The demigods said to the demons, ÒSince we are senior to you, we will take the
direction of the head. We are worthy of more respect than you.Ó
The demons replied, ÒNo! We will not give you this respect! We will take the direction of the
head. The tail is lower; we will not take it!Ó So the demons demanded the head side, not understanding the trickery of the demigods. But the demigods insisted, ÒYou are our little brothers, the
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sons of Diti. Therefore, from whatever is produced by the churning we will take first, and you will
take the remainder. And since we are senior to you, we will take the direction of VŒsuki's head.Ó
But the demons were adamant. ÒNo! It can never be like that! We are superior! What is this, that
we are younger? We are superior, we will take the direction of the head.Ó
The demigods actually wanted to take the tail end, because they knew that in the midst of the
churning, during the hissing of the snake, deadly poison would be emitted from his mouth. But
the demons didnÕt know this. They quickly grabbed the mouth end, and while making a great
effort to churn, it became very hot, poison was produced from the snake, and they were burnt.
They thought, ÒThe demigods have tricked us! Alright; next time we will understand everything.
We will do exactly the opposite of what they say.Ó
As they churned the ocean of milk, first poison was produced, then Lak§m”dev” came out, then
nectar was produced, Dhanvantari came out, the white elephant of the demigods was produced, a
horse was produced, and many other wonderful things. When Lak§m”dev” appeared, she looked all
around and wondered, ÒWho will I marry?Ó She began considering, and felt that everyone she saw
was full of faults. She saw everyoneÑeven BrahmŒÑand she rejected them all. Finally Vi§Ãu came
there, and she put the garland around His neck and married Him.
While the churning was going on, KŸrma had an itching sensation on His back, and the churning movement of the massive mountain scratched His itch. At that time, His breathing in and out
created the low and high tides of the ocean. Some say the influence of the moon is the cause of
this, but the cause given in the scriptures is correct.
Another KŸrma incarnation appeared in another yuga or manvantara to support the Earth planet
throughout its entire duration. These are two separate KŸrma incarnations.
Regarding VarŒhadeva, before the creation there was only water. BrahmŒ heard a sound indicating that he should perform tapasyŒ, austerities. After this he met NŒrŒyaÃa and heard the catuú•lok” of the BhŒgavatam, and was empowered to create. But for creation there must be a foundation, and at that time there was no base because the Earth was submerged in water. So VarŒha, in
the form of a very, very small entity like a weevil, emerged from BrahmŒÕs nose and immediately
doubled in size. Then when He was a little distance away, He assumed a form so large that He
filled the entire sky, and He jumped straight into the ocean with both His snout and His feet
pointed downward. Such violent waves were produced that they even reached up to heaven and
Brahmaloka, and water was spread in all directions. When VarŒhadeva arrived at RasŒtala, He took
the Earth on His snout and established it above the water. This is one VarŒha incarnation.
There is also another VarŒha incarnation who found that when He went to RasŒtala, HiraÃyŒk§a
was there waiting for Him. HiraÃyŒk§a had been searching for his equal in heroics, and he had
asked NŒrada where he could find such a person. He was told to go to VaruÃadeva, who told him,
ÒYes, you will find a suitable opponent, and He will grind you to pieces.Ó
ÒWho is this person?Ó
ÒVi§Ãu.Ó
ÒWhere can I find Him?Ó
ÒHe is everywhere, but finding Him is very, very difficult. When you meet Him, He will destroy
your pride.Ó
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HiraÃyŒk§a was told that if he went to RasŒtala at the time of the final dissolution, he would meet
Vi§Ãu there. He arrived there first, and he remained waiting there for a very long time submerged
in the water. Finally VarŒha arrived there and took the Earth on His snout, just as a huge elephant
holds a small flower or as someone holds a mustard seed; it was so easy for Him. He established
the Earth above the water, and then turned to fight with the demon. They fought for thousands
of years, and in the end VarŒha killed HiraÃyŒk§a with His club, thereby destroying his pride. Then
He disappeared. These are two separate VarŒha incarnations. One is white, the other is black.
Another incarnation is Yaj–a VarŒha. In each of His pores are millions of brahmŒÃ¶as, and He
accepts the results of sacrifice. By His mercy the Earth heard the PurŒÃasÑthe same ones written
by VyŒsaÑso from this we can understand that the PurŒÃas are eternal. Devotees prayed to this
VarŒha because the EarthÕs surface was too rough and they were unable to do any farming. It
would not retain water, and the people could not live without grains and water. So being merciful, VarŒha incarnated and with His teeth He uprooted big mountains and made the EarthÕs surface smooth. This is the nature of a boar, that with his snout he digs. Afterwards the Earth appeared
as if it had been ploughed.
At that time, the Earth personified assumed the form of a female boar. Her name was Dhartr”dev”, and she was the •akti of BhŸ-dev”. Vi§Ãu assumed the form of a boar, so she became a female
boar, and from them NarakŒsura was born. Originally his name was Dhartr”-nandana, not NarakŒsura, but as a result of falling into bad association he became a demon.
Association is what gives bhakti to any heart, and that which can make it disappear. It is the cause
of our bondage or liberation. We will become just like those with whom we keep company, so
therefore bad association is the most dangerous enemy of our hearts. By keeping bad company
even the son of BhagavŒn and the Earth personified became sinful. Whose company did he keep?
Duryodhana, ‚akuni, Kaµsa, JarŒsandhaÑso many people who were opposed to K¨§Ãa, and all
were atheistic. He took the association of all these people and then tried to give BhagavŒn trouble.
Therefore he became known as NarakŒsura.
All together there are five VarŒha incarnations mentioned in the scriptures. They all reside in
VaikuÃ ha, and when there is a necessity for one of Them in this world, He comes and gives
dar•ana to His devotees in that very form. After those devotees attain perfection, they go to
VaikuÃ ha to serve Him directly there as well.
There are different incarnations of N¨siµhadeva as well. One incarnation killed HiraÃyaka•ipu
and protected PrahlŒda. Another is mŒt¨cakra-pramatta. Mat¨cakra means those women who were
detrimental to the welfare of the world. When their power increased, N¨siµha BhagavŒn appeared
to subdue them. Another incarnation came in the form of a cat and performed many different pastimes; He also subdued demons and protected devotees.
In South India, there is one Deity called Jiyar N¨siµha and another called PŒnŒ N¨siµha. They
are separate incarnations. They appeared in different kalpas, and there are differences in Their pastimes. There was once a wild boar in a kingdom where in all directions there were mountains and
jungle. In that place was a farmer who was a great devotee. He was growing corn, and every day
this boar came and ate it and destroyed his crop. He was upset that his field was being destroyed,
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so he constructed a platform in the middle of the field. He thought that he would sit there during
the night and watch for that boar. That night the boar came and broke everything again, so taking a stick, the farmer got down from the platform and chased it. The boar ran with the farmer following behind and after a little while, laughing, the boar stopped and stood, displaying the form
of N¨siµha. ÒFor the purpose of mercifully giving you My dar•ana, I have done this. Now you can
offer corn to Me. It is My favourite food, and I will fulfil all the desires of your heart. Get money
from the king and establish Me on top of that mountain where only campŒ flowers grow.Ó
He was N¨siµha, but He assumed the form of a boar. On the day of ak§aya-t¨t”yŒ the pujŒr”s
apply candana to that Deity and He reveals His form as a boar. ThatÕs all; only on one day of the
year He gives that dar•an. This is Jiyar N¨siµha, and He appeared in one particular kalpa. Therefore in some places devotees worship a combined form of N¨siµha and VarŒha.
In this way, Hayagr”va, HaµsaÑin the scriptures you will find two, four, or five of each incarnation, but Their tattva is one. According to the sentiments of Their devotees, and for receiving
different types of service from them, They are all eternally residing in VaikuÃ ha.
Speaking to Gopa-kumŒra in VaikuÃ ha, NŒrada is saying, ÒHere people are performing pŸjŒ of
Para•urŒma, of N¨siµha, of VŒmana, of many incarnations. If a devotee comes here and performs
pŸjŒ to a particular Deity and then after some time leaves that pŸjŒ for the pŸjŒ of another Deity,
there is no fault in it. In your lifetime you have worshipped many incarnations of BhagavŒn. Therefore according to oneÕs own ni§ hŒ he can go here or there, because BhagavŒn is one. I am telling
you this because I can see that you are not liking it here. Even while in VaikuÃ ha, if your internal
svarŸpa is that of a gopa, then you will always desire to worship GopŒla. Therefore you are not
happy here, but there is no fault in this. This is a very deep thing; it is not written anywhere, but
taking your pulse, I have ascertained the reason for your dissatisfaction. Here, will Lak§m”dev” allow
anyone else to massage the feet of her Prabhu? Will she allow anyone to serve Him food? She
wonÕt. She thinks, ÔIt is my duty alone.Õ You can only stand at a distance and offer prayers to Him.
If some devotee comes here and tries to sit on the lap of NŒrŒyaÃa as PrahlŒda sits on the lap of
N¨siµha, she wonÕt allow it.
ÒFrom here you should continue your journey, and you will experience more variegated pastimes
and more intimate rasa. I have explained all of this to you so that first you will understand that all
incarnations of BhagavŒn are one in tattva. Therefore there is no fault in leaving one incarnation
to go to another because They are all one and the same. They only appear different to accommodate the various sentiments of Their devotees.Ó
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Chapter Six
K¨§ÃaÕs Glories are Inconceivable
All of the incarnations of BhagavŒn are the same in quality, just as from one candle we can light
ten candles and all will be the same in quality. Which one is the original and which ones were lit
from that, we canÕt tell.

etac ca v¨ndŒ-vipine Õgha-hantur
h¨tvŒrbha-vatsŒn anubhŸtam asti
•r”-brahmaÃŒ dvŒravat”-pure ca
prŒsŒda-varge§u mayŒ bhramitvŒ
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.164
NŒrada is saying, ÒWhen BrahmŒ stole the boys and calves in V¨ndŒvana, he experienced how ‚r”
K¨§Ãa, the killer of the Agha demon, is one and yet expands into many, and I myself experienced
it when I visited His palaces in DvŒrakŒ.Ó
In V¨ndŒvana, the mothers and fathers of the gop”s and gopas, upon seeing the beauty and sweetness of K¨§ÃaÑHis speech, His behaviour, all of His charming sweetnessÑthe desire comes in
them that He be their son. At the time when the cows are giving milk to their calves, they think,
ÒSometimes K¨§Ãa comes and drinks our milk with His own mouth. We desire that He be our calf
so we can feed Him milk.Ó In Vraja-maÃ¶ala there are so many cows, mothers, and mothers who
already have sons, and they all desire that K¨§Ãa become their son so they can feed Him milk and
show Him motherly affection. Not so much when K¨§Ãa enters their houses, steals milk and drinks
it, but in the late afternoon when K¨§Ãa returns from taking the cows out to graze. At that time,
Mother Ya•odŒ gives Him motherly affection and wipes His face, and all the mothers and cows
desire very strongly in their hearts that K¨§Ãa be their son. Leaving their own children, all the
mothers come first to look after K¨§Ãa. Then they return to their own children, take them in their
laps, wipe their faces, and give them all affection.
K¨§Ãa knows their desire. How does He know? It says in one verse of ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam that
when K¨§Ãa is playing with the gop”s and is fully absorbed in l”lŒ, He forgets everything: ÒWhere
am I?Ó Any loss or gain in this for Himself in this activity, any loss or gain for the worldÑall of this
is forgotten. At this time, if some enemy attacks, what will happen? A rŒk§asa like AghŒsura or BakŒsura may come, but everything will be forgotten. All household duties, eating, drinking, bathingÑ
all is forgotten. He is so absorbed in relishing the prema of the gop”s that all is forgotten and He
is aware of nothing else. The affection of His mothers, the affection of His friendsÑall is forgotten.
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Regarding that time, Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura asks a question. ÒYou devotees are praying,
ÔO K¨§Ãacandra, give me the dar•ana of Your lotus feet,Õ and you are crying and crying, but who
will hear this prayer? K¨§Ãa has already forgotten everything! When K¨§Ãa has forgotten everything,
then sarvaj–atŒ or His quality of knowing what is in everyoneÕs heart is diminished. That is an
aspect of ai•varya, one of His opulences. At that time when He is supremely absorbedÑsometimes
falling at the feet of the gop”s, trying to appease them, serving them, and receiving service from
themÑHe is so absorbed in this that He forgets all other things of the world. All sarvaj–atŒ has
been abandoned, and all six kinds of opulences have been forgotten. Then who will hear your
prayer?
ÒKnowing everything is a quality of ai•varya, so if it comes at this time, the mood of mŒdhurya
will be disturbed. So who will come to hear this prayer? This is a big problem. We are praying, and
that is meaningless? If there is no listener, certainly it will be meaningless. ParamŒtmŒ is K¨§ÃaÕs
expansion; He exists everywhere as the all-pervading witness. Will He know? But if we are praying
directly to Govinda and only ParamŒtmŒ is aware of it, what does it matter? We are praying to the
king and the doorman is listeningÑwhat will be the benefit in that? We wonÕt be satisfied with
that. So what then? Our prayer will not go directly to K¨§Ãa? If our prayer doesnÕt reach K¨§ÃaÕs
ears, then it is as if we are crying and no one can hear. And if no one hears, then who will do something to relieve that crying? If a small baby is crying for milk and no one hears him, what will he
do? Therefore, our crying will be like that. But donÕt worry, donÕt be disturbed; K¨§Ãa will hear.Ó
We may think, ÒBut how? If He listens, it will be ai•varya.Ó To resolve this, K¨§Ãa possesses two
qualities: He is simultaneously mugdha and sarvaj–a. What is the meaning of mugdha? Becoming
so spellbound in love that it is just as if He doesnÕt know anything. Ya•odŒ grabs His ear and says,
ÒYou go to the corner and continuously sit down and stand again! DonÕt You steal anymore!Ó And
He will really do it! Taking a small stick Ya•odŒ will say, ÒToday You will not get away without a
beating!Ó And K¨§Ãa will say, ÒMother! DonÕt hit Me!Ó with tears coming from His eyes. This is
called mugdhatŒ, being spellbound in emotion. Fear itself is afraid of Him, yet He becomes frightened when Mother Ya•odŒ approaches Him with a stick. She will not beat Him; she just says that
she willÑbut He cries and the tears are flowing. Here, is K¨§Ãa really crying, or is He just making
a show of it? Ordinary people will say, ÒBhagavŒn will cry? He wonÕt cry. What could He possibly
be afraid of?Ó But prem” devotees will say that He is really crying, and this is called mugdhatŒ.
If JarŒsandha, PŸtanŒ, AghŒsura, BakŒsura, Kaµsa, or NarakŒsura come, then this young boy
named K¨§Ãa kills them. This is His quality of sarva-•aktimattŒ, having all power. He is as wellknown for this as He is for knowing everything, yet at the same time He becomes spellbound in
l”lŒ. For example, once, K¨§Ãa called for Uddhava: ÒUddhava, come over here. Today we have a
serious problem.Ó
ÒWhat is it?Ó
ÒToday, from HastinŒpura, an invitation to the rŒjasŸya-yaj–a has come, and tomorrow it will
commence there. In the opposite direction, JarŒsandha is causing a great disturbance and it is necessary to kill him. We should do both things, but I canÕt understand how. You are a clever, intelligent man, My minister and friend; you tell Me: what should I do? Should we go now to the
PŒÃ¶avasÕ rŒjasŸya-yaj–a, or should we go and kill JarŒsandha?Ó
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Uddhava thought, ÒLook at this! Svayam BhagavŒn, who knows all and has all powers, is asking
me? And it seems that He is really asking, not that He is just giving Me respect. It seems that He
is not just playing the part of a king, and that He is not just observing the formality of taking advice
from a minister. Is K¨§Ãa really just observing this formality, or is He sincerely asking? It seems
from looking at His face that He is sincerely asking me!Ó
Then Uddhava replied, ÒPrabhu, according to my consideration, it will be good if we go now to
the rŒjasŸya-yaj–a in HastinŒpura. We can accomplish both objectives with one action. For completion of the sacrifice, a horse will be sent off so that any king who wants to present a challenge
may do so, and You and Arjuna can follow behind it. Please take Bh”ma also. Eventually that horse
will arrive in the MŒgadha province of JarŒsandha and You can kill him there. Then the rŒjasŸyayaj–a will be completed, and You can kill JarŒsandha also.Ó
K¨§Ãa patted Uddhava on the back. He was very, very pleased. He could not make the decision
Himself, and when His prime minister gave such wise advice, He was very pleased.
So BhagavŒn is both mugdha and sarvaj–a at the same time. This is not a fault, but rather by His
inconceivable potency it is one of His qualities. It is stated in the VedŒnta-sutra that all contradictory qualities are completely harmonised in K¨§Ãa: viruddha-dharmam tasmin na citram. In K¨§Ãa
both mugdhatŒ and sarvaj–atŒ are going on together, and there is no fault in this. This is not possible for anyone else. If any human being says that they possess this quality, they are only a fraud.
K¨§Ãa is sarvaj–a like this: when the rŒsa-l”lŒ starts, K¨§Ãa sees so many gop”s, and they are all
desiring that ÒK¨§Ãa will be with me only, He will appease me, and I will be the most fortunate.Ó
K¨§Ãa knows this, and He dances in such a way that it appears that between every two gop”s is one
K¨§Ãa, and He fulfils their desires. This is sarvaj–atŒ. Such sarvaj–atŒ is not seen even in RŒma or
NŒrŒyaÃa. Along with this, when ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ disappears from the rŒsa dance, K¨§Ãa thinks,
ÒWhere has She gone?Ó He doesnÕt know. He is sarvaj–a, but still He becomes upset and cries for
Her. Just as RŒmacandra really cries for S”tŒdev”, here K¨§Ãa is really crying for RŒdhikŒ. And when
They reunite? He becomes Hers only. She says, ÒToday You decorate My hair,Ó and taking a flower
He follows behind Her. She says, ÒI am unable to walk any further,Ó and He takes Her on His
shoulders. All of these things are mugdhatŒ. This is the very pinnacle of both rŒsa and bhagavattŒ
or BhagavŒnÕs nature as the Supreme.
Regarding the older gop”s, they all desired that K¨§Ãa would become their son, and all of the
cows desired that K¨§Ãa would become their calf. K¨§Ãa saw that drinking the milk of one mother
would not fill His stomach. The love of one mother would not be sufficient. Similarly, the love of
one gop” is not sufficient for Him. For Him, millions of gop”s are necessary. He desires the affection of millions of mothers, and that will fill His ÔstomachÕ. Therefore, one day He thought,
ÒToday in Vraja, I will have millions of mothers, I will marry millions of gop”s, and I will become
the calf of millions of cows. LetÕs see, how will I do it? By connection with the antaryŒm” it could
be done, but in this humanlike form, in nara-l”lŒ, it will be very difficult.Ó
For this purpose He bewildered BrahmŒ. He sent inspiration into the heart of BrahmŒ to come
there to Vraja. Then BrahmŒ saw the killing of AghŒsura and thought, ÒThis is a marvellous thing!
How did this young cowherd boy give liberation to that demon?Ó
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To see more pastimes of K¨§Ãa, BrahmŒ could have prayed like this: ÒPrabhu, I want to see more
of Your l”lŒ. Please be merciful to me and show me more pastimes.Ó It is an ordinary prayer, and
K¨§Ãa would have fulfilled it, but BrahmŒ didnÕt do this. He thought, ÒAlright; I will see more of
His activities for myself.Ó
One way to find out what you want to know is to ask someone. Another way is to just sit patiently
and wait for someone to automatically tell you. Leaving aside the desire to know, one may think,
ÒIf I am qualified to understand, then he will tell me.Ó But instead, in order to find out something
for himself, BrahmŒ thought, ÒI will place an obstacle in His way.Ó How did this idea come into
his mind? In the form of caitya-guru BhagavŒn causes something to arise in someoneÕs heart. He
Himself inspired this idea within BrahmŒ so BrahmŒ would place an obstacle in His l”lŒ, and then
K¨§Ãa would be able to fulfil all of His objectives yet still remain within nara-l”lŒ, His humanlike
pastimes.
Therefore, in the afternoon of the same day He gave mukti to AghŒsura, K¨§Ãa was with the other
cowherd boys. They were very hungry, so they all sat down to eat. With great eagerness and great
love, while laughing and playing and amusing one another, they were eating. BrahmŒ observed this
and thought, ÒThis is the right time.Ó The calves had continued moving on. By the influence of
YogamŒyŒ they had seen some especially green grass for grazing, so they went further and further
ahead until they were very far away. Meanwhile, the sakhŒs were still eating, and when the calves
were beyond the eyesight of everyone, BrahmŒ stole them. Some say that he took them to his own
Brahmaloka, and some say that he hid them in the caves of Govardhana. Govardhana is quite extensive and there are many caves there.
When they didnÕt see the calves, the boys said, ÒWhere have the calves gone?Ó K¨§Ãa suggested,
ÒI will go and bring them back Myself. I will just play the flute and they will return of their own
accord. You all just continue eating; I am going.Ó
Why did K¨§Ãa do this? To play a trick on BrahmŒ, and so He could become the boys and calves
Himself. Therefore He arranged precisely what BrahmŒ desiredÑthat He would somehow become
separated from the other boys. BrahmŒ saw this and thought, ÒThe very thing I desired has now
happened! I wanted to kidnap the boys when K¨§Ãa was not watching, and now I have the perfect
opportunity! Of His own accord K¨§Ãa has gone away.Ó
K¨§Ãa went away, and how did He go? In the carefree manner of a young cowherd, with a handful of yoghurt and rice. But searching and searching, He thought, ÒWhere have the calves gone?Ó
This is also mugdhatŒ.
After a little while, when He couldnÕt find the calves, He returned to the lunch area and saw that
the boys had also vanished. BrahmŒ had also taken them and confined them within a cave. K¨§Ãa
actually didnÕt know anything. Searching and searching, He couldnÕt see His friends, and the calves
were nowhere to be found. He still had that uneaten rice in His hand, and His face became withered from unhappiness. He became overwhelmed with fear, thinking, ÒWhat will I say to all of their
mothers? All the calves have been lost, and now I do not see the boys either. What will I tell all of
the mothers and vraja-vŒs”s?Ó K¨§Ãa was very worried. His limbs were covered with dust, and His
face was withered from hunger, thirst, and unhappiness. Sarvaj–atŒ was absent here.
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After a little while, YogamŒyŒ thought, ÒI should offer some service.Ó She suddenly appeared
there to render service, and then K¨§Ãa remembered, ÒOh yes, through YogamŒyŒ I engineered this
entire situation to create this pastime and to fulfil the desires of the vraja-vŒs”s.Ó
Then K¨§Ãa expanded and assumed forms identical to those of the boys and calves. He sat His
friends back down and fed them Himself, and everyone was very happy. Their eating, drinking, and
laughing went on as it had before, and then in the late afternoon they all returned to their homes.
All the mothers thought, ÒAhh, my son has returned!Ó Previously they had gone first to K¨§Ãa to
look after Him and give Him motherly affection, and then attended to their own children. But that
day they all looked after their own children first, and forgot about K¨§Ãa. Only Ya•odŒ looked after
K¨§Ãa, and the rest of the mothers looked after their own children. That day the cows disregarded
their younger calves, and showed more attention to the older calves who had returned from the
forest with K¨§Ãa, feeding them milk and licking them. For one year the l”lŒ went on like this.
Then Baladeva Prabhu thought, ÒWhat is this? The calves have come running from Govardhana,
and the cows are showing affection first to the older ones, not caring for the younger ones? Why
is this? And the mothers who used to attend to K¨§Ãa first are now tending their own children first.
Why? What has happened? Why is it like this?Ó Because K¨§Ãa had become those children and calves
Himself, He received much more affection. All of the mothers and cows had their desire to have
K¨§Ãa as their son or calf fulfilled, and He received the affection that He desired from millions of
mothers. Also in that very year He married millions of ki•or”s. Through all those boys that He
became, He married all the young girls of V¨ndŒvana, so all of His objectives were accomplished.
Now that everything was completed, K¨§Ãa sent some internal inspiration to Baladeva to bring
this pastime to a close. Otherwise Baladeva wouldnÕt have known anything of it. Baladeva said,
ÒMy dear brother, I donÕt understand. Whose mŒyŒ is this? Is it the mŒyŒ of the demigods, or
MahŒmŒyŒ, or whose mŒyŒ? This is not My mŒyŒ, and if it were the mŒyŒ of the demigods or
MahŒmŒyŒ, then I would understand.Ó Then He thought, ÒOh, K¨§Ãa Himself has become all of
these boys and calves? Why has He done it?Ó He asked K¨§Ãa, ÒMy dear brother, what is this? Until
today I didnÕt understand, but today I see something unique. Why have You become so many boys
and calves also? What is this?Ó K¨§Ãa smiled. To fulfil the desires of so many people and to bewilder BrahmŒ, through the medium of His own YogamŒyŒ potency He engineered this pastime.
After a little while, BrahmŒ came from his own loka, worried. He had found that there was no
place for him in his own loka. K¨§Ãa had also assumed the form of HiraÃyagarbha BrahmŒ and had
gone to Brahmaloka. There He told the doorman, ÒIf someone taking my form as BrahmŒ comes
here, donÕt allow him to enter.Ó
When BrahmŒ returned to his abode after stealing the boys and calves, six months passed. It was
only one minute for him, but his one minute is six months for us. He arrived at his Brahmaloka
and the doorman asked him, ÒWho are you? Our grandfather BrahmŒ is here, and he has said that
if any other four-headed BrahmŒ comes here, he is not allowed to enter. You cannot enter; stay
outside! You must be a creation of mŒyŒ.Ó BrahmŒ thought, ÒOh! K¨§Ãa Himself has come here?
I have committed an offence at His feet; I must return to Earth immediately.Ó In coming back to
Vraja, another six months elapsed. Altogether one Earth year had passed.
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etac ca v¨ndŒ-vipine Õgha-hantur
h¨tvŒrbha-vatsŒn anubhŸtam asti •r”-brahmaÃŒ
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.164
After stealing the cowherd boys and calves, BrahmŒj” experienced how K¨§Ãa is simultaneously
one and millions. Eko bahu syŒm: K¨§Ãa is one and becomes many, yet becoming many still
remains one. First BrahmŒ saw, ÒHere K¨§Ãa is sitting with rice in His hand and eating, just as He
was that day one year ago, and with Him are so many boys and calves. Are they the same ones that
I stole, or are they different ones? It is possible that by His own mŒyŒ K¨§Ãa has taken them from
the caves. Who are they? Which are the real ones?Ó
To see about this, he went to Govardhana Hill. He saw that the boys and calves were just as he
had left them, sleeping in yoga-nidrŒ. Then returning to K¨§Ãa, he saw that the boys and calves
were there also. He thought, ÒWhen I come here, K¨§Ãa brings the boys and calves here, and when
I go to Govardhana, He places them back there.Ó
Therefore, with two of his faces and four of his eyes, he looked in the direction of the cave, and
at the same time with the other two faces and four eyes he looked over to where K¨§Ãa was. He
saw that the boys and calves were sleeping in the cave, and simultaneously they were eating and
drinking with K¨§Ãa, performing pastimes. Then suddenly he saw that the entire scene had disappeared, and that all of the boys and calves with K¨§Ãa had assumed the forms of four-armed
NŒrŒyaÃa. In addition, he saw how the human beings, BrahmŒs, ‚aºkaras, demigods, animals,
plants, and so on of each and every brahmŒÃ¶a were all offering prayers to these four-armed
NŒrŒyaÃas and performing k”rtana.
BrahmŒ saw that each of the four-armed forms had all of the qualities of the original: all were
saccidŒnanda, all were full of the six opulences, all were sarva-antaryŒm”, and all had the sixty qualities of BhagavŒn. Only K¨§Ãa Himself has four more. The boys had so many blankets, sticks, flutes,
horns, and other things, and they also assumed four-armed forms. Witnessing this, BrahmŒ became
very astonished and began offering prayers. ÒO BhagavŒn! First You showed that You were alone,
then You showed that all of the boys and calves are all BhagavŒn, and finally You showed that
everything is BhagavŒn. Without BhagavŒn, nothing can have its existence. No j”va can exist, and
no material object can exist, but at the same time everything is not directly BhagavŒn. But I have
seen that all of the boys and calves are You only. All have the qualities of BhagavŒn; it is not that
some forms are inferior or superior. After this I looked again, and all of these forms had disappeared, and only You, K¨§Ãa, remained.Ó
After witnessing this pastime, BrahmŒ said, ÒO BhagavŒn! Who can describe the glories of Your
acintya-•akti?
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jŒnanta eva jŒnantu
kiµ bahŸktyŒ na me prabho
manaso vapu§o vŒco
vaibhavaµ tava go-caraú
‚r”mad-BhŒg. 10.14.38
ÒThose people who say that they know BhagavŒn, that they know the glories of BhagavŒnÑin
reality they know nothing. Until today I also thought like that, but actually I am unable to describe
His glories.Ó
What to speak of BrahmŒ, even K¨§Ãa Himself cannot describe His own glories. He cannot find
the depth of the glories of His own name, qualities, and form. Assuming the complexion and sentiment of ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ He became ‚r” Caitanya MahŒprabhu. He descended in this form to
investigate His own glories, but He still couldnÕt find their depth. In this way K¨§Ãa is inconceivable. He is one, but becomes many. He is mugdha, and simultaneously He is sarvaj–a. All contradictory qualities are harmonised in Him. DonÕt attempt to understand this through debate! Only
if one is completely surrendered to Him can one know a little of His glories. Think only of serving Him. Trying to count or measure His glories will only be troublesome. Therefore BrahmŒ said,
ÒI cannot find the depth of Your inconceivable glories.Ó The glories of BhagavŒn are limitless. Who
can find the depth of them? BrahmŒ couldnÕt, Baladeva Prabhu couldnÕt, even K¨§Ãa Himself
couldnÕt. Therefore donÕt try to fathom the glories of BhagavŒn through debate. By rendering service to Him we will obtain some understanding of His glories. Therefore we should make an effort
only for bhakti.
Another reason that K¨§Ãa showed this pastime was for the bewilderment of BrahmŒ. In the midst
of his life BrahmŒ was sometimes in illusion. Thinking himself to be the master of the entire universe, once BrahmŒ went to DvŒrakŒ-pur” to meet with K¨§Ãa. Arriving at the gates, he said to the
doorman, ÒI have come to see K¨§Ãa.Ó
The doorman went to K¨§Ãa and said, ÒSomeone named BrahmŒ has come to see You.Ó
K¨§Ãa said, ÒGo and ask him ÔWhich BrahmŒ?ÕÓ
The doorman returned and asked, ÒWhich BrahmŒ are you?Ó
He replied, ÒI am four-headed BrahmŒ, the grandfather of all!Ó
The doorman went to K¨§Ãa and repeated exactly what BrahmŒ had said. K¨§Ãa smiled and
thought, ÒI have given him this post, and just see how he has become proud.Ó So K¨§Ãa said, ÒGo
and call him.Ó
BrahmŒ entered the SudharmŒ assembly hall. In that place even if millions and millions of people entered, there would still be space for them. It could become very extensive, and it could also
become very small. On hot days it would become cool, and on cold days it would be warm. Just
as one desired, it would become. When BrahmŒ entered, he saw this vast royal assembly hall, and
K¨§Ãa was seated in the middle. There were millions of other BrahmŒs present there. The smallest
of them, an eight-headed BrahmŒ, was seated in the back. In the front there were BrahmŒs with
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thousands of heads. Their crowns were composed entirely of jewels, and when they were getting
up from offering praÃŒmas, the sound of the crowns clanging together resounded in the four directions. He saw other BrahmŒs with sixteen heads, others with sixty-four heads, and all of them were
much, much larger than himself. His pride now destroyed, he went and offered his daÃ¶avatpraÃŒma to K¨§Ãa. Getting up, he saw that everything had disappeared and only K¨§Ãa was left,
smiling. Such are His glories, unlimited. And for one who has gone to VaikuÃ ha as Gopa-kumŒra
has, he will see that the glories of not just one but of all the incarnations are like this.
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Chapter Seven
BhagavŒnÕs Inconceivable Potency
When BrahmŒ stole the gopas and calves and K¨§Ãa Himself became all of them, He took on the
same nature as all the boys and calves. He also became the sticks, blankets, everythingÑall were
K¨§Ãa Himself, and none were different from Him. BrahmŒ personally experienced this.

durvitarkyŒ hi sŒ •aktir
adbhutŒ parame•var”
kintv asyaikŒnta-bhakte§u
gŸ¶ham ki–cin na ti§ hati
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.165
ÒAlthough BhagavŒnÕs potency is wonderful and inconceivable, it is not a secret to His exclusive
devotees.Ó
But devotees do not keep the same feelings for all of those mŸrtis. If they do, then their sentiment will not be perfected. If we see Them all as equal, then will we treat those sticks which K¨§Ãa
became the same as the original form of K¨§Ãa Himself? RŒmacandra, NŒrŒyaÃa, N¨siµha,
VŒmanaÑK¨§Ãa is one with all of Them. So an ordinary man, a neutral person, will consider Them
all equal, just as one may consider that all tulas” leaves are equal: which one is smaller or bigger,
which one has holes in it, which are dry, wet, or immature doesnÕt matter; all are equal. Similarly,
those who are neutral say, ÒFor us, all Vai§Ãavas are equal. We donÕt consider who is an uttamabhŒgavat, madhyama-bhŒgavat, or kani§ ha. We see only that they are all Vai§Ãavas. They all wear
saffron cloth, apply tilaka, and take harinŒma, so for us they are all representatives of BhagavŒn.Ó
Some people speak like this, but in bhagavad-bhakti, such neutrality is not desirable. In bhakti
there should be exclusive feeling for one mŸrti. K¨§Ãa, RŒma, N¨siµha, NŒrŒyaÃaÑThey are all
one, but for a devotee one i§ a-deva or favourite Deity must come. Then there can be perfection
in bhajana. Otherwise, the vision that all are equal and that all are one from the viewpoint of tattva
is correct, but from the viewpoint of upŒsanŒ or worship, there are some shortcomings in it.
For instance, K¨§Ãa steals from houses and tells lies. Ya•odŒ asks, ÒHey! Have You been stealing
from the houses of others?Ó
K¨§Ãa replies, ÒWhen could I have done it? Early in the morning you sent Me to the forest to
take the cows grazing. All day they are grazing, and then I bring them back in the early evening.
Then I come to you. Tell Me, when could I have stolen anything?Ó
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And He had done it also! This is mugdhatŒ. This is a positive quality of BhagavŒn which is
accepted by devotees, but nirvi•e§a-vŒd”s consider this to be a fault. They consider this to be a
defect and will not understand it. This is a quality of BhagavŒnÕs variegatedness, but a neutral person will not be able to understand it.
In the realm of bhakti, neutrality is the most undesirable thing. Exclusive sentiment is the specific quality of bhakti; therefore in relation to K¨§Ãa there will never be neutrality. There is neutrality in Brahman, so this is a desirable quality for brahmavŒd”s. If someone says that complete
neutrality is a quality of K¨§Ãa, then he is certainly a neutral person. In the war between the
PŒÃ¶avas and the Kauravas, by cleverness and cheating K¨§Ãa took the side of the PŒÃ¶avas, His
devotees. One can also say that the sun is neutral. When you are in front of it, it gives you light
and heat, but when you remain inside the house you donÕt get its rays. Then where is the sunÕs
neutrality? BhagavŒn is just like this.
K¨§Ãa is just seated quietly, just like the master of a house is seated. For everything He has
appointed a department head and has told everyone, ÒAll of you do your own work!Ó Then He
just sits quietly and oversees them all. Like this K¨§Ãa possesses all •aktis, and lets everyone automatically do their work. In the management of the universe these •aktis see to it that there is never
any disturbance. There never has been, and never will be; such is the efficacy of His •aktis.
K¨§Ãa stole something, and when the news of His theft reached Ya•odŒ, she became angry.
Parabrahma had stolen from houses and broken pots, so He will have to be punished. But because
His limbs are so soft, she will not hit Him, but bind Him; then He will learn His lesson. Taking a
rope in her hands, she tried to bind K¨§Ãa, but the rope was short by a measurement of two fingersÕ length. She tried again with more rope, and again the rope was two fingersÕ length short. Trying and trying, from early until ten oÕclock in the morning, the rope was still two fingersÕ length
short. At that time, Ya•odŒ was very astonished, and the gop”s were very delighted. Originally they
had angrily come to speak against K¨§Ãa so that He would be given punishment, and now they
were clapping their hands and laughing, saying to Ya•odŒ, ÒJust see, you cannot control Him! How
will you possibly bind Him?Ó They brought all of the ropes of Vraja and still couldnÕt bind Him.
It was always two fingersÕ length short. Ya•odŒ had applied such a long rope, and neither His waist
or waist ornaments had increased in size, so how is this?
BhagavŒnÕs acintya-•akti remains in an inactive state, not doing anything, but is always searching
for an opportunity for service. Just like the person who doesnÕt work all of the time but simply waits
for the order of his master, BhagavŒnÕs millions and millions of •aktis are waiting for His order. But
it is not like our giving an order to someone. BhagavŒn simply desires something in His mind and
simultaneously that task is done. Here K¨§Ãa thought, ÒToday Mother is binding Me, but outside
the cows are waiting for My dar•ana. Until I come, they will not give milk. The calves are also waiting for Me. Now the sakhŒs will come, and because I wonÕt be able to go and play with them, they
will be very unhappy.Ó
The cowherd boys saw all of this and said, ÒToday Your mother has taught You a good lesson!Ó
They were very unhappy that on that day they wouldnÕt be able to play with K¨§Ãa, but at the same
time they loved K¨§Ãa so much that just by seeing Him very briefly they felt great happiness. K¨§Ãa
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is very small in this pastime, only three and one-half years old. So these other boys are only three
and even two years old, yet seeing K¨§Ãa in this condition they felt great happiness. But they also
lamented, ÒOh, today K¨§Ãa will not be able to play with us because Mother has bound Him.Ó
This is mugdhatŒ, not sarvaj–atŒ. This svarŸpa-•akti is also called YogamŒyŒ, the energy by which
K¨§Ãa performs so many activities and pastimes. YogamŒyŒ saw that an opportunity for service was
available, and she responded accordingly. ÒHis waist will not be bound, and then He will be able
to go and play.Ó Regardless of how much rope was applied, the rope remained two fingersÕ length
short. This is impossible, but it becomes possible by the arrangement of this svarŸpa-•akti, the
medium by which BhagavŒn performs His pastimes.
What determines whether YogamŒyŒ gives the dar•ana of BhagavŒn to someone or not? If
YogamŒyŒ is pleased, then someone can receive K¨§ÃaÕs dar•ana. If she is not pleased, then they
wonÕt get His dar•ana. This YogamŒyŒ is the foundation for all of His pastimes, and this same
YogamŒyŒ in full form, expanded to the highest limit, is ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ Herself. The same •akti is
present in DvŒrakŒ in the forms of SatyabhŒmŒ, RukmiÃ”, and others, in VaikuÃ ha in the forms of
Lak§m”, and in the heavenly planets in the forms of the wives of the plenary portions of BhagavŒn
there. In heaven there is the form of ca–cala or restless Lak§m”, and in VaikuÃ ha there is the form
of aca–cala or steady Lak§m”. They are all ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒÕs reflected forms or expansions.
In the material world there is ca–cala Lak§m”. Why is she called that? Because today wealth is
with some person, and tomorrow it will be with another. She doesnÕt stick to one husband, and
she is always wandering in the four directions. Today here, tomorrow there, and so on. Who is she?
She is the shadow •akti of the steady Lak§m”: BhŸ, ‚r”, and N”lŒ. DurgŒ is also a shadow •aktiÑ
VindyavŒsin”, KaºkŒl”, CŒmuÃ¶Œ and so onÑthey are all shadow •aktis of the steady Lak§m”. At the
time of RŒmacandraÕs pastimes, within LaºkŒ there was Laºkin”, and she was also a shadow •akti
of the steady Lak§m”. The demons were worshipping her, but by nature she was restless. When
HanumŒn came and attacked, she became perturbed and ran away, thinking, ÒVery soon he will
destroy RŒvaÃa. This monkey has certainly come to defeat us.Ó
In this world Lak§m” is very restless, never remaining in one place. Some people who have abundant wealth think that they will turn it all over to their offspring, but there is no guarantee that it
will stay within their family. But that Lak§m” who in the form of Bhakti-dev” resides with BhagavŒn
is steady. Wherever this Lak§m” is, she is steady. If she is residing in a place where someone offends
her, then she may leave; otherwise she will stay. But bhakti doesnÕt come quicklyÑit is very difficult to obtain. Therefore such para-•akti of BhagavŒn cannot be understood by argument, but by
the mood of service. If inside us is ni§ hŒ, exclusive feelings towards one particular form of BhagavŒn, then bhakti will come, but if there is not exclusive ni§ hŒ towards one form, then it will not
come.
One may desire to perform bhajana for RŒma and S”tŒ, RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa, CandrŒval” and K¨§Ãa,
and others. From the perspective of tattva this is alright, and it is possible that one may even attain
VaikuÃ ha. But if there is not ni§ hŒ for one particular Deity, then there will be no rasa and no
Œnanda. This is being exclusive, but it is not being biased; it is thoroughly correct.
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In verse 2.4.165 of the B¨had-bhŒgavatŒm¨ta we find the word parame•var”. Parame•var” is
acintya-•akti, and to know Her is not possible by argument. She is beyond that. When will we be
able to have Her dar•ana? When we engage in exclusive bhajana it will become easy. The sentiment
of the gop”sÕ rŒgŒnugŒ-bhakti is very rare, and very difficult to obtain. But although that sentiment
is very rare, it can be achieved. Sometimes even if that thing which is considered the most degraded
of all in this world is dovetailed in the service of BhagavŒn, it can become the highest thing.

vikr”¶itaµ vraja-vadhŸbhir idaµ ca vi§Ãoú
•raddhŒnvito Õnu•¨ÃuyŒd atha varÃayed yaú
bhaktiµ parŒµ bhagavati pratilabhya kŒmaµ
h¨d-rogam Œ•v apahinoty acireÃa dh”raú
‚r”mad-BhŒg. 10.33.39
ÒAnyone who faithfully hears or describes the divine pastimes enjoyed by ‚r” K¨§Ãa with the gop”s
of V¨ndŒvana will very quickly obtain pure bhakti, thereby conquering the heart disease of lust.Ó
There is a very beautiful explanation of this verse in the BhŒgavatam commentary of Vi•vanŒtha
Cakravart” æhŒkura. Some people think that they will first become free from all offences and
anarthas, become pure by their own efforts, and then engage in bhajana, but that is absurd. First
concentrate the mind and make the heart pure, then do bhajana, and then bhakti will come? It will
never be like this. You can try to concentrate the mind for millions of lives, but there is no guarantee that it will remain focused. Even the senses of big, big sages like Vi•vŒmitra and Saubhari
became disturbed, so therefore in millions of lives it will not be possible to control the mind by
oneÕs own personal endeavour. You will just be kept waiting for millions of lives. It is like thinking
that you will wait until the water of a river dries up before you cross it. Whatever condition you are
now inÑif you are a thief, a dacoit, a hooligan, or if you are pureÑstart performing k¨§Ãa-bhajana
and chanting harinŒma, and automatically bhakti will take care of the rest.
In this world, there is no greater misconduct than adultery, but if it is in relation to K¨§Ãa, then
it is not misconduct. Why? Because He is the husband of all. From the perspective of bhakti the
feelings that the gop”s have for K¨§Ãa are the highest of all sentiments, both in this world and in
the spiritual world. Some people who hear the Tenth Canto of the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam say, ÒHey!
This is mundane! They are loving K¨§Ãa through hiding and deception, and because of this they
have become so exalted?Ó
Yes: they have become so exalted that the most exemplary personalities such as NŒrada, Uddhava,
and the KumŒras meditate on the gop”sÕ feet within their hearts. Those devotees who have developed sentiments like those of the gop”sÑvikr”¶itam vraja-vadhŸbhirÑwill gain entrance into
K¨§ÃaÕs playful pastimes.
If one listens with faith to narrations of K¨§Ãa's pastimes with the gop”s by anu•¨ÃuyŒdÑaccepting a pure guru, an ideal rasika Vai§Ãava who knows bhagavat-tattva and then constantly hearing
from himÑthen exclusive sentiment will come to him. This sentiment is our everything, and it will
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arise in us and give us great happiness. AnuvarÃayet means it is passed on from one to another.
What VyŒsadeva taught to ‚ukadeva GosvŒm”, ‚ukadeva in turn taught that very same thing to
MahŒrŒja Par”k§it. And what ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” taught, SŸta GosvŒm” described that very same
thing in the assembly of the sages. If it is described like this and one listens with faith, what will
happen? Bhakti parŒµ bhagavat”: parŒµ means K¨§Ãa, the best of all tattvaÑone will obtain bhakti
for Him, and that bhakti will become so intense that pratilabhya kŒmaµ h¨d-rogam Œ•u: one will
obtain the prema of the gop”s. And by obtaining that, what will happen? The disease in the heart
will be uprooted. What is that disease? The lust that men and women have for one another which
clouds a personÕs intelligence. If it creates so much strife amongst lower species such as animals and
birds, then what to speak of the effect it has on people?
This lust is so all-encompassing that when the desire comes for anything, we think, ÒI am its
enjoyer. I am its master.Ó Even in regard to such basic things as food and clothingÑany desire for
personal enjoyment whatsoeverÑit is all lust. There are so many types of lust from gross to subtle,
but by hearing about the gop”sÕ transcendental desire for K¨§Ãa, automatically the heart disease of
worldly desire which binds us birth after birth can be uprooted. And then prema, that entity which
couldnÕt be obtained by millions of lifetimes of attempts at purification by our own efforts, will
gradually come. Just see how something which is degraded in the worldly sense can at once be
made pure when performed for BhagavŒnÕs pleasure.
Therefore, Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura says, ÒTo eradicate your bad qualities, to control your
mind, and to rid yourself of lust, all of your personal efforts will prove to be futile! In millions and
millions of lives it will not happen! Just do one thing, and donÕt worry: practice bhagavad-bhakti
by engaging in •ravaÃam, k”rtanam, and smaraÃam. There are so many kinds of narrations about
K¨§Ãa, but the descriptions of the rŒsa-l”lŒ wherein K¨§Ãa is sporting with the gop”s are the topmost. If someone becomes absorbed in them day and night, then he will find no free time for anything else. So how could he possibly become engaged in any sinful activity? That person is really
dh”raúÑone whose buddhi, intelligence, is fixed.Ó

te§Œµ satata-yuktŒnŒµ
bhajatŒµ pr”ti-pŸrvakam
dadŒmi buddhi-yogaµ taµ
yena mŒm upayŒnti te
Bhag.-g”tŒ 10.10
ÒTo those who are sincerely devoted to serving Me with love, I give the understanding by which
they can come to Me.Ó
In this verse, the word ÔbuddhiÕ means the intelligence which gives BhagavŒn. It is full of mercy.
In one place, Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura says, ÒO K¨§Ãa, You are very merciful. You said
ÔdadŒmi buddhi-yogaµ.Õ Please give me buddhi-yoga. And You may ask, ÔWhich buddhi-yoga do
you want? The buddhi-yoga which I gave to Arjuna?Õ But I donÕt desire that. For Arjuna it was
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alright. For those people who desire that variety of buddhi-yoga, it is alright. But to me please give
that buddhi-yoga by which even You become bewildered and forget Yourself, in which You sport
with the gop”s, and by serving which one completely forgets himself. To become the servant of the
gop”s, to become lost in that service and forget everything elseÑI want that buddhi. For those who
are serving You, having forgotten everything else and being intoxicated in that service, You are
doing everything in the form of an ordinary human being. Be merciful and please inspire that buddhi-yoga within me. Such dh”raú or steadiness is what I desire. Give me that intelligence by which
I can come to You in this way.Ó Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura has offered such a beautiful prayer
to BhagavŒn, and no one can offer a higher prayer than this.
Here Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura is saying, ÒMy friends, practice sŒdhana like this. DonÕt pray
in this way all of the time: ÔO K¨§Ãa, I am a big thief, a big hooligan....Õ Just become deeply
absorbed in His pastimes. ÔI am qualified, I am not qualifiedÕÑthis is the consideration of a neutral person.Ó
Let us say someone has become greedy for a rasagullŒ, and there is no money in his pocket. Then
by grabbing it, stealing it, or by any means he will get it. Our greed for bhakti must be like that,
and we should pray to BhagavŒn that He will be merciful and give us this greed. So the purport
here is that the buddhi-yoga we really want is the mercy of YogamŒyŒ.
This YogamŒyŒ •akti of BhagavŒn is durvitarkyŒÑ inconceivable and beyond argument or debate.
ÒOthers have received it, so I should certainly receive it. Why was it given to them anyway? BilvamaºgalaÕs conduct was very bad, so why did he get it? And on the contrary my consciousness is
pure; I have never stolen or told a lie. Why shouldnÕt I get bhakti?Ó We should not think like this.
ÒWhen will we get it? How will we get it?ÓÑit is durvitarkyŒ or inconceivable.
By the arrangement of this very YogamŒyŒ alone, BhagavŒn appears in unlimited varieties of
forms. When BhagavŒn comes in the forms of Nara and NŒrŒyaÃa, He is always absorbed in meditation. That is one bhŒva or mood. In the form of RŒma He has a particular mood, in all other
forms He possesses a specific mood, and all of this is arranged by the influence of YogamŒyŒ, Parame•var”. From Parame•vara comes Parame•var”. Kintv asyaikŒnta-bhakte§u, gŸ¶ham ki–cin na
ti§ hati: even though it is inconceivable, still, it is not a secret to His pure devotees. By whose mercy
will we obtain exclusive bhakti? From YogamŒyŒ we will receive a proper understanding of it; otherwise no one will ever be able to understand it.
NŒrada told Gopa-kumŒra, ÒTo enter Goloka you must understand these points. Then you will
be qualified to render service there. Otherwise you will remain here in VaikuÃ ha and have dealings with NŒrŒyaÃa in a similar way as the KumŒras, who came here, received a brief dar•ana, and
then merely returned to their own residence.Ó
Now I will explain the next verse:
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patn”-sahasrair yugapat praÃ”taµ
dravyaµ sa bhuºkte bhagavŒn yadaikaú
pa•yanti tŒny atra yathŒ pratisvam
Œdau mamŒdattŒ tad eva me Õtti
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.166
ÒBhagavŒn ‚r” K¨§Ãa simultaneously ate all of the meals offered by His queens in such a way that
each queen thought, ÔHe has accepted His meal from me first.ÕÓ
Here NŒrada is saying that once he went to DvŒrakŒ and saw a very peculiar pastime of K¨§Ãa.
So many queens are there, including principal queens such as RukmiÃ”; K¨§Ãa has thousands of
wives there. They all prepared many different kinds of preparations, and they wanted to see whose
offering K¨§Ãa would consider the most beautiful and the most delicious. They all invited K¨§Ãa to
their respective palaces, and they were all watching to see whose palace He would go to first. They
had already given invitations to K¨§Ãa. It was understood that good fortune of whoever could take
K¨§Ãa into their home on this day and serve Him drinks and feed Him would be the topmost. Seeing K¨§Ãa emerge with NŒrada from the SudharmŒ assembly hall, all the queens eagerly stepped
out of their palaces. NŒrada was thinking, ÒWhose palace will He go to first?Ó
Just then K¨§Ãa assumed as many forms as there were queens and entered the palace of each and
every one of them simultaneously. NŒrada also expanded into as many forms and followed behind
Him. This is also possible for great devotees; we shouldnÕt think them incapable of doing that.
There is only one RŒdhikŒ, but when K¨§Ãa becomes NŒrŒyaÃa, She becomes Lak§m”. When He
becomes VŒmana, She becomes the Lak§m” of VŒmana. And when He becomes MahŒprabhu, She
expands into Vi§Ãupriya and Lak§m”priya. In this way, wherever there will be pastimes, She will be
there. When SadŒ•iva becomes ‚aºkara, then She becomes PŒrvat”.
It is the same for devotees who are rasika. Some devotees are satisfied in only one l”lŒ, while others go to all l”lŒs and assuming many different forms, taste many different pastimes. Merely tasting
one l”lŒ will not satisfy them. NŒrada is like this. For those who are rasika, it is difficult to say where
they are. NŒrada visits NŒrŒyaÃa, and in the same form he also goes to visit RŒma. But the NŒrada
that goes to RŒma is different from the NŒrada that goes to visit K¨§Ãa. Not different in tattva, but
different in bhŒva. Each of these expansions of NŒrada has his own sthŒy”-bhŒva, permanent sentiment. Just as K¨§Ãa says that He will never leave V¨ndŒvana, it is like this with devotees also. The
gop”s will never leave V¨ndŒvana. If they do, it will only be in another form as expansions, and it
is the same with the gopas also.
When NŒrada enters Vraja, he is Madhumaºgala. At Govardhana at NŒrada-kuÃ¶a (near Kusumasarovara) he performs austerities and worship for what purpose? His desires have not been completely fulfilled. ÒO K¨§Ãa, I have seen what it is to be in sakhya-rasa, I have seen what is in vŒtsalya, and I have also taken a look at dŒsya. Now, Prabhu, what is remaining?Ó He desires to experience that also, and taking another form, it may be possible.
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So NŒrada is saying that K¨§Ãa came out of the SudharmŒ-sabhŒ in this way, and that he was following Him. So many queens offered preparations, and K¨§Ãa expanded into thousands of forms
and simultaneously went to the palace of each and every queen. With the very same form and
mood, He simultaneously tasted all their offerings. Some people say that there was only one form
of K¨§Ãa going from palace to palace very, very fast, but NŒrada could not have done this as well.
They say that with such great speed K¨§Ãa went to each queen in such a way that all of the queens
thought that He had come to her first. They say that if one minute is divided into millions of parts,
that is the speed at which He was going. But it is like this only in His mŒdhurya-l”lŒ in Vraja. In
His ai•varya-l”lŒ in DvŒrakŒ He expands into many forms, but in Vraja He doesnÕt expand into
more forms; He remains in one form only. When NŒrada saw K¨§Ãa expand into all of these forms
in His ai•varya-l”lŒ, he was not at all astonished. When was he really astonished? When he saw K¨§Ãa
in His mŒdhurya-l”lŒ. With great speed and dexterity the same one K¨§Ãa was appearing simultaneously between millions of gop”s, and each and every gop” was thinking, ÒOh! K¨§Ãa is very
attracted to me! He loves me the most!Ó
Next NŒrada speaks this verse (B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.167):

kvacit ke§v api j”ve§u
tat-tac-chakti-prave•ataú
tasyŒve•ŒvatŒrŒ ye
te Õpi tadvan matŒ budhaiú
ÒWhen BhagavŒnÕs potency enters into a j”va, he is known by the wise to be a •aktyŒve•a-avatŒra,
an empowered incarnation.Ó
If any special •akti of BhagavŒn enters into a j”va, he is called a •aktyŒve•a-avatŒra. This is the
meaning of •aktyŒve•a-avatŒra: BhagavŒn has transmitted His own bhagavattŒ-•akti into that person. BhagavŒn is the possessor of all •akti, but bhagavattŒ is the manifestation of •akti. BhagavŒn
has unlimited qualities and this •akti manifests them all. BhagavŒn is heroic, merciful, knowledgable, and full in all six opulences, and they all manifest by •akti. Who really lifted GirirŒja
Govardhana? ‚akti, without whom His each and every activity would not take place. But we should
not think that •akti and •aktimŒn or the possessor of the •akti are separate. They are one and the
same.
We must respect those in whom •akti has entered just as we would respect incarnations of BhagavŒn Himself. NŒrada, Para•urŒma, Kapiladeva*Ñwe should give respect to them as empowered
incarnations of BhagavŒn because there •akti has manifested. Who is the guru? There are different
gradations, but he is either BhagavŒnÕs j–Œna-avatŒra, bhakti-avatŒra, or prema-avatŒra.
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sŒk§Œd-dharitvena samasta-•Œstrair
uktas tatha bhŒvyata eva sadbhiú
kintu prabhor yaú priya eva tasya
vande guroú •r”-caraÃŒravindam
‚r” Gurva§ aka 7
ÒThe guru is to be honoured as much as BhagavŒn Himself because he is the most confidential
servant of the Lord. This is acknowledged in all revealed scriptures and followed by all authorities.
I offer praÃŒma to the lotus feet of such a guru.Ó
If a Vai§Ãava gives us bhakti, then what will we call him? What sentiment will we have towards
him? He is giving us •ik§Œ, instruction, and although he may not have spoken the mantra in our
ear, he is giving us bhakti. He is giving us something which is indescribable. Yadunandana •cŒrya
originally gave initiation to RaghunŒtha dŒsa GosvŒm”, but is what RŸpa GosvŒm” gave him later
to be considered less important than that? We should always consider these things. The •akti of
BhagavŒn is within the guru, so we should respect him just as we respect BhagavŒn. In reality even
more credit should be given to the guru, because by his mercy we can understand BhagavŒn. We
have no direct knowledge of BhagavŒn. MahŒprabhu was very merciful, but we canÕt say that we
actually know Him. Bhaktivinoda æhŒkura, Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura, RŸpa GosvŒm”Ñwe
have heard that they were all very merciful, and they can give us mercy from their position, but it
is our own guru who can give us special things because of our direct relationship with him. He
attracts us to bhakti and eradicates our desires for material enjoyment, so therefore birth after birth
we will remain indebted to him.
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Chapter Eight
The Glories of YogamŒyŒ

NŒrada å§i has explained to Gopa-kumŒra that just as BhagavŒn, being one, assumes different
incarnations, para-•akti is also one but comes in different forms. According to her different activities, she is known by different names. In different forms this same •akti is present in DvŒrakŒ-pur”,
in VaikuÃ ha with the different incarnations of NŒrŒyaÃa, and with the demigods.
It is written in some places that devotees donÕt desire the mercy of the Lak§m” who is the goddess of ai•varya, opulence. We should understand that this does not refer to the MahŒ-Lak§m” of
NŒrŒyaÃa in the spiritual world. That Lak§m” is not ca–cala, restless, but she is steady and permanent, and in that form she is perpetually serving NŒrŒyaÃa.
Ca–cala Lak§m” was born from the churning of the milk ocean. This Lak§m” is the goddess who
embodies all money and wealth, and devotees donÕt desire her mercy. Even if she wants to serve
devotees and fulfil their desires, they simply offer praÃŒma to her and leave. What to speak of older
devotees, even new devotees are more dear than her to BhagavŒn. K¨§Ãa said:

na tathŒ me priyatama
Œtma-yonir na •aºkaraú
na ca saºkar§aÃo na •r”r
naivŒtmŒ ca yathŒ bhavŒn
‚r”mad-BhŒg. 11.14.15
ÒMy dear Uddhava, neither BrahmŒ, ‚aºkara, Saºkar§ana, the goddess of fortune Lak§m”, nor
even My own self are as dear to Me as you are.Ó
He has spoken this verse in relation to ca–cala Lak§m”. If the Lak§m” who is near NŒrŒyaÃa serving Him in VaikuÃ ha were to hear this verse, what would she do? Therefore donÕt take this verse
to be in relation to her. This can be said for the Lak§m” who appeared as the daughter of Bh¨gu.
Only a Vai§Ãava who has attentively heard from the guru-paramparŒ will understand statements like
these from the scriptures. Others will certainly misunderstand. Some may say that in this verse
Lak§m” is another name of RŒdhikŒ, but that would mean that another devotee would be greater
than RŒdhikŒÑUddhava would be a greater devotee than Her. Uddhava desires to take the dust
of the gop”sÕ feet on his head, so to think that anyone is greater than sarva-lak§m”-may” RŒdhikŒ
would certainly be erroneous. In order to understand which Lak§m” has been referred to in this
verse requires some careful consideration. We must try to properly understand our siddhŒnta, and
that can only be done by remaining in the association of Vai§Ãavas.
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This verse refers to the Lak§m” that bestows aÃimŒ-siddhi, who gave opulence to BrahmŒ and the
demigods, and who appeared from the churning of the ocean. What to speak of older devotees,
even new devotees are superior to her. Devotees, liberated souls, and those who desire liberation:
these three types of people donÕt worship that goddess of wealth, ca–cala Lak§m”. This verse is not
referring to the Lak§m” who is constantly situated at BhagavŒnÕs chest, massaging His feet and serving Him. That MahŒ-Lak§m” is steady, not restless, and is very dear to BhagavŒn. No devotee will
ever be indifferent towards her. But if anyone aspires for the affectionate sidelong glance from the
source of all incarnations, ‚r” K¨§Ãa, and His dearest ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ, then they will simply respect
this MahŒ-Lak§m” but not beg for her mercy. They will beg for mercy directly from ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ Herself.
This is not to be considered disrespect; there is no place for disrespecting any Vai§Ãavas. A
Vai§Ãava who is rasika and tattvaj–a, conversant with tattva, should always be respected. But that
doesnÕt mean that the remainder of Vai§Ãavas should be disrespected. That will be aparŒdha. But
we should be especially careful to commit no offence at the feet of K¨§ÃaÕs exclusive rasika, tattvaj–a Vai§Ãava, and with our hearts we will always aspire to serve him.
Suppose there is a festival going on and hundreds of devotees are there, including uttamaadhikŒr” Vai§Ãavas, madhyama-adhikŒr” Vai§Ãavas, and kani§ ha-adhikŒr” Vai§Ãavas. If amongst
them there is an exclusive rŒgŒnugŒ or even rŸpŒnuga Vai§Ãava, then we shall give more respect to
him, but we will have to give it with cleverness. Otherwise ordinary people will think that they can
be indifferent to kani§ ha-adhikŒr” and madhyama-adhikŒr” devotees. On three levels we shall
accordingly offer respect, but with some cleverness. Appropriate respect must be shown to all, in
gradation, just as RŸpa GosvŒm” has written:

k¨§Ãeti yasya giri taµ manasŒdriyeta
d”k§Œsti cet praÃatibhi• ca bhajantam ”•am
•u•rŸ§ayŒ bhajana-vij–am ananyam anyanindŒdi-§Ÿnya-h¨dam ”psita-saºga-labdhyŒ
Upade•Œm¨ta 5
The uttama Vai§Ãava should be served with love. Being an exclusive devotee, he never criticises
anyone. Whether he obtains happiness or unhappiness, he remains satisfied. Exclusively by ujjvalarasa he serves K¨§Ãa, so towards him we will have a special sentiment, but we will not disrespect
anyone. One devotee we will criticise, another we will disobey, another we will disrespectÑsaving
ourselves from this mentality we should give appropriate respect to all, and serve the advanced
rasika Vai§Ãava with love.
YogamŒyŒ has so many forms, and we should never commit any offence to any of them. We
should give them appropriate respect because they are the •akti of BhagavŒn, but we should not
perform any give-and-take transactions with them. This should be the only taking: ÒPlease give
your mercy to us so our enjoying spirit will go away.Ó Otherwise, this bartering mentality will lead
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us into material enjoyment. That should be our only prayer to them, and towards our most worshipable goddesses, the gop”s, we should have a mood of following and serving them.
In some places this •akti of BhagavŒn is known as mahŒ-vibhŸti, in some places as YogamŒyŒ, and
in some places as ŒtmamŒyŒ. In the G”tŒ 4.6 we find the words sambhavŒmy Œtma-mŒyayŒ: ÒI incarnate by My internal energy.Ó What is the meaning of ŒtmamŒyŒ? That •akti of BhagavŒn in His natural form. Where does this ŒtmamŒyŒ come from? Who is its root? ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. By the medium
of this potency, saccidŒnanda BhagavŒnÕs enjoyment takes place. This YogamŒyŒ potency is nitya
(eternal), satya (factual), anŒdi (beginningless), and ananta (unlimited). She took birth along with
K¨§Ãa, so how can she be anŒdi, beginningless? Prior to her own birth, she arranged for Baladeva
Prabhu to appear as the seventh child in the womb of Devak” and then she herself took birth from
the womb of Ya•odŒ later. So because she performed some activity before taking birth, she is nitya,
and is therefore known as SanŒtan”.
This YogamŒyŒ is the one who increases bhajanŒnanda, the happiness experienced by K¨§ÃaÕs servants. This YogamŒyŒ, taking the essence of the hlŒdin” and samvit potencies together, takes a
devotee progressively through •raddhŒ, bhŒva, prema, and all the way up to mahŒbhŒva. As if feeding the devotees milk she nurtures them in so many ways, and she arranges for a soul who has
attained perfection in sŒdhana to appear in the womb of a gop”. The personification of that
YogamŒyŒ, PaurÃamŒs”, is the mother of SŒnd”pani Muni and resides in NandagrŒma. In many ways
she increases rasa, either by providing a stimulus, or by personally doing so as PaurÃamŒs”. She
increases Ya•odŒÕs vŒtsalya-rasa, she increases the cowherd boysÕ sakhya-rasa, and she increases the
dŒsya-bhŒva of those in that rasa. She enhances all of the rasas and nurtures all of the j”vas. She is
the mother of variegated bhajanŒnanda, and if one doesnÕt take shelter of her, his bhakti cannot
increase.
This YogamŒyŒ is the foundation of the many kinds of BhagavŒnÕs incarnations. She makes all
the arrangements in regard to BhagavŒnÕs dress, appearance, ornaments, and pastimes. On one of
the many occasions when K¨§Ãa played the flute, the gop”s went into a state of bewilderment. Some
were wearing ornaments in the wrong places, and others placed make-up in places where it should
not have been applied. They were in all different awkward conditions. Who arranged all of this?
YogamŒyŒ. The proper ornaments were placed on improper places on their bodies, and the
improper ornaments were placed on the proper places, and this increased their beauty one million
times. YogamŒyŒ was the cause of this. Suppose one gop” puts an ankle bracelet around her neck,
and a necklace around her ankle. When she goes before K¨§Ãa, He will see it and say, ÒOh! You
have arranged your ornaments so beautifully!Ó So tell me then: how much more valuable has it
become? The cause is YogamŒyŒ.
This potency of BhagavŒn is durvitarkyŒ: inconceivable. Through YogamŒyŒ, K¨§Ãa performs pastimes with His devotees, there is His mugdhatŒ (being spellbound in emotion), the mugdhatŒ of
Ya•odŒ, and all varieties of pastimes. From the very beginning it is done by her for the pleasure of
BhagavŒn and His devotees. In another form called MahŒmŒyŒ, the activities of the asuras are facilitated and the j”vas are bound within material existence.
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Vasudeva took K¨§Ãa to Gokula and brought the girl YogamŒyŒ back from the bed of Ya•odŒ. As
long as she was with Vasudeva, she remained as YogamŒyŒ; but when she arrived in the jail of
Kaµsa, and Kaµsa lifted her up to kill her, then the activities of MahŒ-mŒyŒ began, and YogamŒyŒ,
in an invisible form, began her own activities. Exactly when she changed to her shadow form, no
one knew. Seeing this, it must appear to most persons that they are one and the same potency, but
they are not one. When she was placed in the jail and Kaµsa grabbed her, she became eight-armed
DurgŒ. He became astonished and frightened, and said, ÒOh! You are directly my worshipable
goddess!Ó But ultimately, when she left her form as YogamŒyŒ, and how she did this and thatÑit
is all durvitarkyŒ, inconceivable.
The potency of BhagavŒn is nitya, anŒdi, satya, ananta, and indescribable. It cannot be fully
described in words and an ordinary man cannot portray its form. Only an elevated, liberated, great
soul can describe a little of it. Otherwise it cannot be described at all.
We know that we are not the body. Hundreds of thousands of times we have spoken this fact to
others, but then we perform some sensual activity and again we forget this. If for one second we
forget that we are not this body, then all of our determination for spiritual advancement may vanish. It happened to such a great liberated personality as NŒrada. In the RŒmŒyaÃa it is said that he
was the cause of the appearance of RŒmacandra*. Selfishness for one penny can drown us in mundane consciousness. We must remain strong in bhajana, and with great humility we should perform
sŒdhana-bhajana. Only by the influence of this YogamŒyŒÑwhen this potency is transmitted into
the heart of a j”vaÑwill the sentiment of bhakti arise, and we will be able to properly engage in
•ravaÃa, k”rtana and so forth. How is it done? By the essence of the hlŒdin” and samvit potencies
together this sentiment arises in the heart of a j”va. This is called vi•uddha-sattva, and this is the
activity of YogamŒyŒ. She performs unlimited types of service in VaikuÃ ha, DvŒrakŒ, MathurŒ, and
finally in V¨ndŒvana.
There are differences in bhakti, and also differences in rasa. What are the differences in bhakti?
SŒdhana-bhakti, bhŒva-bhakti, vaidh”-bhakti, rŒgŒnugŒ-bhakti, and within them also are ni§ hŒ,
ruci, Œsakti, bhŒva, and next, in nitya-siddha devotees or in sŒdhana-siddha devotees are sneha,
mŒna, praÃaya, rŒga, anurŒga, bhŒva and mahŒbhŒva. This variegatedness is all arranged by
YogamŒyŒ. Bhakti is one; bhakti is not two. It is one sentiment, even though externally we see that
there are sixty-four kinds, or nine kinds, or five kinds, or three kinds. Rasa is also one. Rasa is not
many, but according to the different fields of activity of sŒdhakas, it appears to be in different
forms. ‚¨ºgŒra is one complete rasa, mŒdhurya-rasa. Manifest from that in sequence are vŒtsalya,
sakhya and dŒsya, and it appears in those forms. BhagavŒn is one, not two, but according to the
gradation of oneÕs bhakti and the gradation of one's j–Œna, He appears as Brahman, ParamŒtmŒ,
BhagavŒn, K¨§Ãa and so many other forms. The same moon, according to our angle of vision,
appears to be in the forms of dvit”ya, trayodas”, pa–cam” and so onÑthe moon doesnÕt change. It
is the same moon; only our vision of it changes. Therefore sometimes it is amŒvasya or new moon
night, sometimes it is pŸrÃimŒ, and in precisely the same way, the same BhagavŒn appears differently according to the gradation in a devoteeÕs sŒdhana. Similarly, BhagavŒnÕs •akti is also seen
according to the gradation in a devoteeÕs sŒdhana. All of this variegatedness is the arrangement of
YogamŒyŒ, and therefore for YogamŒyŒ there are so many mantras:
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•r” paurÃamŒsya• caraÃŒravindam
vande sadŒ bhakti-vitŒn-hetum
•r” k¨§Ãa-l”lŒbdhi-taraºga-magnam
yasya manaú sarva-ni•evitayaú
ÒI offer praÃŒma to the lotus feet of ‚r” PaurÃamŒs”-dev”, who is BhagavŒnÕs yogamŒyŒ-•akti. She
expands pure prema-bhakti for the feet of ‚r” RŒdhŒ-K¨§Ãa, and her mind is always immersed in the
ocean of K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes.Ó

kŒtyŒyani mahŒ-mŒye
mahŒ-yoginy adh”•vari
nanda-gopa-sutaµ devi
patiµ me kuru te namaú
‚r”mad-BhŒg. 10.22.4
The gop”s worshipped YogamŒyŒ with this mantra: ÒO goddess KŒtyŒyan”! You are the great
internal potency of BhagavŒn, the possessor of all mystic power and the ultimate controller. Please
make the son of Nanda our husband. We offer praÃŒma to you.Ó
All of the variegatedness in BhagavŒnÕs pastimes is arranged by YogamŒyŒ. Although the influence of this potency is indescribable, it is known to pure devotees, and they can describe it. Just as
the glories of BhagavŒn are indescribable, the glories of this potency are also indescribable, but
knowing something of it, BhagavŒnÕs pure devotees have described it. ‚ukadeva GosvŒm”, VyŒsa,
ParŒ•ara, NŒrada, RŸpa and SanŒtana GosvŒm”s, J”va GosvŒm”Ñmany ŒcŒryas have described it.

sŒ parŒparayoú •aktyoú
parŒ •aktir nigadyate
prabhoú svabhŒvik” sŒ hi
khyŒtŒ prak¨tir ity api
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.178
ÒBhagavŒnÕs potencies are classified either as superior or inferior. YogamŒyŒ is His superior, internal potency, and because she is BhagavŒnÕs natural potency, in some places she is known by the
name Prak¨ti.Ó
This YogamŒyŒ and mŒyŒ-•akti are called the para and apara potencies, respectively. They are perceived as two forms. Actually they are one, but the original is para, and its shadow is apara. What
is the meaning of ÔshadowÕ? That which is non-different from the original but does not perform
the same functions, is called a shadow. But not like the shadow of a tree which performs no activity. Our shadow also performs no activity, but the shadow of BhagavŒnÕs potency is not inactive.
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In Goloka, K¨§ÃaÕs rŒsa-l”lŒ, K¨§Ãa taking birth, devotees serving K¨§Ãa, K¨§ÃaÕs form, the gop”sÕ
forms, the trees and plants thereÑeverything is manifest by the influence of YogamŒyŒ and is true
and eternal. And what are the activities of the apara-•akti? In different places in nature, by the
action of this potency, some things are unreal, and some things are temporary. Some things are
satya, real, and some things are asatya, false. All the relationships that we create in this world are
false, whereas all of the objects of this world are true, but temporary.
Shells from the ocean are real, and silver is also real, but the illusion of thinking the shells to be
silver is asatya, unreal. These shells glitter just like silver, and both of these things are real. The seer
is also real. Three things are real, but considering these shells to be silver is unreal. Or when there
is a rope, a snake, and a seer, these three things are also real, but the illusion of considering the
rope to be a snake is unreal. At night, when we are walking along in the dark, we may step on a
rope. Because it is a little stiff, it wraps around our foot and we cry out, ÒSnake! Snake!Ó Then with
a lamp we take a look, and our fear disappears. We may have thought that a snake had bitten us
and that we were going to die, but after some light comes, that illusion is dispelled.
All of us are undoubtedly real, but to take it that ÒI am this bodyÓ is illusion. And to think that
Òall of these objects belong to meÓ is also illusion. What is ÔmineÕ? ÒI belong to K¨§Ãa, and I am
His servant.Ó Up to this point our conception is real. We should consider all objects as instruments
to be employed in the service of BhagavŒn, but instead we think, ÒI am their master.Ó On account
of this, so much quarrelling and fighting is going on. SŒdhus generally consider that nothing
belongs to them, but when necessity for a certain object arises, even they claim ownership over it
and fight amongst themselves.
Therefore, this mŒyŒ-•akti is very peculiar. This potency is one, but the external potency binds
the j”va in an illusory conception of himself and his surroundings, whereas the internal potency,
YogamŒyŒ, illuminates within the j”va the knowledge of things related to BhagavŒn and bhakti. We
may pray to MahŒmŒyŒ, ÒPlease be merciful to us. Now we are a little entrapped in your illusion,
but we pray to you for bhakti to the feet of K¨§Ãa.Ó This MahŒmŒyŒ, KŒmŒ-khyŒ-dev”, honestly and
affectionately gave Gopa-kumŒra the gopŒla-mantra. Although displaying the form of MahŒmŒyŒ,
she performed the function of YogamŒyŒ. This potency in the form of YogamŒyŒ acts to benefit
devotees, but if someone honestly desires it, then even in the form of MahŒmŒyŒ this potency will
show mercy to devotees. Otherwise, MahŒmŒyŒ cheats the conditioned soul. At first, which
potency came to HaridŒsa æhŒkura in the form of a prostitute? MahŒmŒyŒ. Next, after she Òbecame
a devoteeÓ, her activities were those of YogamŒyŒ. In all of these things we should see the difference and non-difference according to the siddhŒnta given by Caitanya MahŒprabhu, acintyabhedŒbheda.
The j”va has also been called para-•akti. The G”tŒ (7.5) says:

apareyam itas tv anyŒµ
prak¨tiµ viddhi me parŒm
j”va-bhŸtŒµ mahŒ-bŒho
yayedaµ dhŒryate jagat
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ÒBesides these, O mighty-armed Arjuna, there is another, superior energy of Mine, which is the
living entities who are exploiting the resources of the material, inferior nature.Ó
How many prak¨ti or natures of BhagavŒn are there? One. BhagavŒnÕs natural potencyÑsvabhŒvak”Ñmeans para-•akti. But by saying Ôprak¨tiÕ, we understand it to refer to the inferior nature
which creates this temporary world composed of eight elements. By saying ÔmŒyŒÕ we are referring
to ŒtmamŒyŒ, the internal potency, but people in general donÕt know this, so the material world is
usually known as mŒyŒ. The activities of the shadow potency MahŒmŒyŒ are generally either false
or temporary, whereas all of the many activities of YogamŒyŒ are eternal.
Where does MahŒmŒyŒ, the goddess who embodies this potency which makes the souls consider
their bodies to be their actual selves, herself reside? Within the eighth material covering of the universe. Her complexion is •yŒma or very dark; there, all is •yŒma. In a very beautiful and attractive
form she is situated there, and previously in that very place she met Gopa-kumŒra. With some gifts
to offer, she came before Gopa-kumŒra and said, ÒTell me what you desire. Do you desire bhakti?
Then I will give you bhakti. Do you want facility to enjoy material happiness? Then I will give you
all material happiness. I can give you everything, including bhakti, because I am the sister of BhagavŒn. I will give you whatever you desire.Ó
By her mercy, Gopa-kumŒra emerged from there and again returned to the Earth planet. Otherwise it is not possible to come out from there. By our own effort it is not possible to overcome
our illusion, and we just simply become more entrapped. Therefore we should depend fully on the
grace of the Vai§Ãavas, guru, and BhagavŒn, and we should not try on our own to escape this
entrapment.
Next, NŒrada told Gopa-kumŒra, ÒHere in VaikuÃ ha, you will see many different incarnations.
One type is vya§ i, and one is sama§ i. Who is the sama§ i-avatŒra? K¨§Ãa Himself. As we are vya§ ij”vas, and the sama§ i-j”va is HiraÃyagarbha BrahmŒ, there are so many expanded incarnations such
as KŸrma, VarŒha, N¨siµha, Para•urŒma, and VŒmana, but donÕt consider K¨§Ãa to be like Them.
K¨§Ãa is sama§ iÑthe seed, the root of all incarnations, and from this original seed, different forms
come. From a mango seed, a nim tree will not come, nor will bananas or guavas come from this
mango seed. But K¨§Ãa is such a seed that He is the seed of everything; such a very wonderful seed
is K¨§Ãa. Therefore He expands into all of the incarnations by His acintya-•akti. This is possible
only for K¨§Ãa and no one else. NŒrŒyaÃa may also have incarnations; for some purpose an incarnation may emerge from Him, but the special difference between Him and K¨§Ãa is that even if
NŒrŒyaÃa does assume an incarnation, He will not perform variegated pastimes. K¨§Ãa is avatŒr”,
the source of all incarnations, and when He personally descends, He performs unlimited variegated
pastimes. Plus K¨§Ãa possesses four extra special qualities of mŒdhurya which NŒrŒyaÃa does not.
NŒrada is explaining all of this to Gopa-kumŒra. ÒYou desire to witness all of these pastimes, but
how will you see them here?Ó Not aloud, but secretly NŒrada is telling him. ÒK¨§Ãa can do the work
of the VŒmana incarnation. Alone, K¨§Ãa can do the work of all the Vi§Ãu incarnations, the manvantara incarnations, the •aktyŒve•a-avatŒras, the l”lŒ-avatŒrasÑanything that NŒrŒyaÃa does, K¨§Ãa
can do also. No one else can do all of this: it is a special quality of K¨§Ãa.Ó
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The word ÔbhagavŒnÕ means what? ÔBhagaÕ means opulencesÑsix in allÑand ÔvŒnÕ means He
who possesses them. Many men of this world possess some opulence, but complete opulence is
found only in NŒrŒyaÃa or in His incarnations. And where is opulence more complete? In K¨§Ãa of
DvŒrakŒ and MathurŒ. And where is opulence the most complete? In Vrajendra-nandana. There we
find full ai•varya (wealth), v”rya (strength), ya•a (fame), •r” (beauty), j–Œna (knowledge), and vairŒgya (renunciation).

ai•varyasya samagrasya
v”ryasya ya•asaú •r”yah
j–Œna-vairŒgyayo• cŒpi
§aÃÃŒµ bhaga itiºganŒ
Vi§Ãu PurŒÃa 6.5.74
All of these qualities are found in NŒrŒyaÃa and the incarnations also. Like ai•varyaÑwhat is the
ai•varya of VŒmanadeva? He appeared very small, but at the time of measuring the Earth, He
immediately became wonderfully huge and in three steps covered the entire universe. This is ai•varya. RŒmacandra, taking all of the monkeys and bears with Him, attacked LaºkŒ and cut off
RŒvaÃaÕs head, but a new head emerged. Each time He cut off RŒvaÃaÕs head, it would return.
Finally He made a plan whereby cutting off RŒvaÃaÕs ten heads, they would not return, and RŒvana
was killed. This is ai•varya. DvŒrakŒdh”•a K¨§Ãa possesses so much ai•varya, and all of the other
incarnations possess so much ai•varya, but K¨§ÃaÕs ai•varya is especially marvellous. As a small boy
He was at the breast of PŸtanŒ, drinking and drinking, and no one knew what He was actually
doing. He wouldnÕt leave her breast, so they thought that maybe He was only playing. Then He
sucked out her life. He was thinking, ÒI donÕt like anyone to come to V¨ndŒvana and then leave
again. She has entered within the boundaries of Vraja, therefore I will not allow her to ever leave.Ó
This is ai•varya, and it reaches its zenith in K¨§Ãa. There is some vairŒgya in RŒma: He left the
kingdom, but He didnÕt leave S”tŒÑHe left the kingdom together with her. K¨§ÃaÕs vairŒgya is
such that hundreds of thousands of gop”s were collected together at a very pure place, and a cool
breeze was blowing; both ki•ora and ki•or”s were there, but at once He disappeared. K¨§Ãa had
such a strong feeling of vairŒgya that right before His eyes, fifty-six million members of the Yadu
dynasty took canes and sticks and fought and killed one anotherÑeven His own son was finished
and fell to the ground, yet K¨§Ãa, neither smiling, nor worrying, nor saving anyone, just sat quietly with His legs crossed. Why? His vision was that all of this fighting and killing was just an indrajŒla, a magical illusion. Therefore the pinnacle of all six opulences is found only in K¨§Ãa. The ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam (1.3.28) says:

ete cŒµ•a-kalŒú puµsaú
k¨§Ãas tu bhagavŒn svayam
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ÒAll of these incarnations are either plenary portions or parts of plenary portions of the puru§aavatŒras, but K¨§Ãa is BhagavŒn Himself.Ó
NŒrada told Gopa-kumŒra, ÒSvayam-BhagavŒn K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes are variegated, His affection is
variegated, His prema is variegated, and His associates are variegated. Anyone who has had even
half of a taste of this immense variegatedness by hearing about it simply cannot remain here in
VaikuÃ ha.Ó
*Once NŒrada desired to marry a princess, and in order to be successful at her svayaµvara, he prayed to Vi§Ãu for
a face as beautiful as His. But to protect the bhakti of His devotee, Vi§Ãu instead gave NŒrada the face of a monkey. Not understanding why everyone was ridiculing him at the svayaµvara, NŒrada was then told to go and look
at his reflection in a pond. Realising that Vi§Ãu had deceived him, he cursed Vi§Ãu that in His next life He would
lose His wife, and that He would have to take the help of monkeys to get her back. Therefore NŒrada is said to
be the cause of the descent of ‚r” RŒmacandra.
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Chapter Nine
K¨§Ãa Gives Prema Even to His Enemies

Gopa-kumŒra was somewhat dissatisfied with VaikuÃ haÑthat VaikuÃ ha which is so desirable,
where very, very beautiful bhakti is going on, and which is so difficult to attain. When GopakumŒra arrived there, NŒrŒyaÃa engaged him in the service of fanning Him with a cŒmara. Sometimes He even displayed the form of GopŒla and the l”lŒ of taking the cows out to graze and other
pastimes also, but still Gopa-kumŒra was not happy there.
I knew of one man who from childhood was hankering to go to V¨ndŒvana from his residence
in BihŒr. He was thinking, ÒWhen will I be able to go to V¨ndŒvana? There I will bathe in the
YamunŒ, I will roll in the ku–jas; sometimes I will go to RŒdhŒ-kuÃ¶a, and sometimes I will go to
‚yŒma-kuÃ¶a.Ó After a very long time the opportunity finally arrived, and leaving everything
behind, he went to V¨ndŒvana and stayed for some time. At first, with great emotion he roamed
in the four directions, smearing dust on himself and everything. Then after some time, something
astonishing happened: gradually his ÔfeverÕ decreased. It is like a fever, isnÕt it? ÒI will go to V¨ndŒvana, I will go to Govardhana, I will go to RŒdhŒ-kuÃ¶a.Ó At first his fever had increased, and so
he left everything and came to V¨ndŒvana. He visited all the places of K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes and daily
he visited numerous mandiras and went on parikramŒ. Sometimes he would even do parikramŒ two
or three times in the same day. He did whatever he was physically capable of doing, but then after
some time the low tide of his fever came, and he didnÕt perform any parikramŒ or visit any mandiras.
Some come to V¨ndŒvana and without understanding anything they say, ÒThis is the fruit of one
or two birthsÕ sŒdhana, in V¨ndŒvana?Ó But others come and see that V¨ndŒvana is full of rasa, and
upon residing here for a short time, they become overwhelmed with bhŒva. But for those who are
newcomers and donÕt have such internal development, what will they see in the dust and stone of
V¨ndŒvana? Everything they come across will only disturb their minds, and this will be their dar•ana
of V¨ndŒvana.
But Gopa-kumŒraÕs mind was disturbed in VaikuÃ ha for a different reason. In his heart there
was some ardent desire; intense spiritual greed produces this type of ardent desire. And how did it
come? For millions of years he had been practicing sŒdhana: he had been to Brahmaloka and many
other worlds and back again, and millions of years had elapsed. His ardent desire didn't come after
only one day; it came only after performing bhajana by way of the gopŒla-mantra, like the method
of BrahmŒ. In our sampradŒya it is one of the main mantras, yet still he was not feeling completely
fulfilled.
VaikuÃ ha is the pinnacle attained by vaidh”-bhakti and is not minimised in our scriptures. Up to
the Ninth Canto of ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam it is said to be the highest destination. Where was AjŒmila
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taken? What was the destination of PrahlŒda? VaikuÃ ha. And what was the destination of Dhruva?
Dhruvaloka, meaning one extended part of VaikuÃ ha. Therefore it has been stated that there is no
higher place to be attained by performing bhakti. Although in one or two places in the scriptures
we find the glories of Goloka-Vraja described, they have been described so briefly that an ordinary
person will not understand GolokaÕs true value; only one who can extract the essence will see, not
everyone. Obtaining residence there is extremely rare, and within Gopa-kumŒraÕs heart is that rare
desire for dar•ana of GopŒla. Along with that he desires k¨§Ãa-prema which is unrestricted like a
horse with no reins.
What is unrestricted prema? The members of ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒÕs family bound Her inside the
house, and the other gop”s were also bound inside their homes. ÒIf you go to meet K¨§Ãa we will
punish you! Serve your husband or we will beat you! And we will spread your bad name everywhere!Ó Prema with fear of worldly reaction due to having failed to uphold oneÕs dharma is
restricted prema; but the gop”s left their husbands regardless to be with K¨§Ãa. Their prema was
not bound; rather it was fully manifested, and it even increased further. Many obstacles will come,
yet prema will surely cross over them and heighten oneÕs desire to meet K¨§Ãa. Therefore so many
people were given obstacles, their desire for meeting K¨§Ãa increased, and they finally met Him. In
ai•varya-bhŒva there is no place for such prema. If BhagavŒn manifests His nature as the Supreme,
He will not freely converse with any ladies and He will not approach any ki•or” or young, unmarried girl. Would RŒmacandra even look upon the face of an unmarried girl? Would ‚r” Caitanya
MahŒprabhu after He accepted sannyŒsa? What to speak of not noting what ornaments they would
be wearing around their necks or on their wrists, MahŒprabhu would not even look at the nails of
their toes! Although They are BhagavŒn, still They possess such shyness and dharmaj–a or constant
awareness of upholding Their dharma.
Where there is such a sentiment, prema is restricted, but this obstacle is due to the nature of oneÕs
own worshipable Lord. Obstacles imposed by others are not enough to be a problem. All such
obstacles were placed before Gopa-kumŒra. In VaikuÃ ha, the residents teased him: ÒYou keep saying ÔGopŒla, GopŒla, K¨§Ãa,Õ and you say that while holding a piece of bamboo stick K¨§Ãa will
engage in rŒsa with the gop”s? This is a very shameful thing. Will NŒrŒyaÃa ever do this?Ó But this
is not the problem, the obstacle. Then why is Gopa-kumŒra dissatisfied? NŒrada told him the reason. ÒIn the form of NŒrŒyaÃa, He will not manifest the type of prema that you desire; He simply
will not give it. You will not be able to laugh with Him, converse freely with HimÑthat is the big
obstacle to prema here.Ó
Before, when NŒrada told Gopa-kumŒra to remain in VaikuÃ ha for some time, he wanted him
to understand all of this tattva. NŒrŒyaÃa has a total of sixty qualities, five more than the demigods.
Of these five, the first is His being hatŒri-gati-dŒyaka: He gives a high destination to those killed
by His own hand. The second is that He possesses the highest pinnacle of all ai•varya. The third is
that He is the original seed of all different incarnations. The fourth is that He is the attractor of
even the liberated souls, and the fifth is that He is eternally present in millions of universes. Therefore NŒrŒyaÃa is also BhagavŒn and avatŒr”, the seed of all incarnations. K¨§Ãa is also avatŒr”, so what
is the difference between Them? When we say that NŒrŒyaÃa doesnÕt come as an avatŒra, we mean
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that His selfsame form which is present in VaikuÃ ha will not come to this world. Hayagr”va and
other incarnations come, but NŒrŒyaÃa HimselfÑwith club, lotus flower, disc, and conchshell in
His four handsÑcomes in another form as someoneÕs son, husband, brother, or friend, and then
performs all His pastimes from those positions. And K¨§Ãa? Bringing V¨ndŒvana-dhŒma with Him,
He descends in His original form, playing the flute and enjoying with the gop”s. Bringing His
dhŒma and associates, He descends in His selfsame form.
The NŒrŒyaÃa present at Badar”-NŒrŒyaÃa in the form of Nara and NŒrŒyaÃa is different from
vaikuÃ ha-Œdipati NŒrŒyaÃa, the master of VaikuÃ ha. When NŒrŒyaÃa came here as VŒmana,
Lak§m” also came here, but it was VŒmana NŒrŒyaÃa that came here, and in VaikuÃ ha there was
still vaikuÃ ha-Œdipati NŒrŒyaÃa. KŒraÃoda•Œy” Vi§Ãu lying on ‚e§a is also NŒrŒyaÃa, but His form
and activities are different. The form and activities of the original NŒrŒyaÃa of VaikuÃ ha are not
brought to this world. Therefore it is said that there is no actual incarnation of NŒrŒyaÃa Himself.
But in His original form as a ki•ora, K¨§Ãa descends bringing His associates, His l”lŒ, and the entire
sixty-four-square-mile Vraja-maÃ¶ala which includes RŒdhŒ-kuÃ¶a, ‚yŒma-kuÃ¶a, GirirŒja Govardhana, NandagrŒma, and Var§ŒÃŒ. This is His special characteristic; NŒrŒyaÃa doesnÕt do this. This
is K¨§ÃaÕs unique characteristic as the avatŒr”.
BhagavŒn has so many forms, and all are hatŒri-gati-dŒyaka. What does that mean? Those demons
and enemies who are personally killed by Him are given a high destination. RŒmacandra, N¨siµha,
VarŒha, Para•urŒma and all other incarnations are hatŒri-gati-dŒyaka. The five qualities that are
found in BhagavŒn and not found in the demigods are found to the highest degree in K¨§Ãa. In
NŒrŒyaÃa and the avatŒras they are pŸrÃa or complete, but in K¨§Ãa they are pŸrÃatam or most
complete. When any avatŒra from NŒrŒyaÃa up to N¨siµha kills someone, what destination do
They give to those They have killed? Sutala, Svarga, Brahmaloka, all kinds of destinations. And
They will also give liberation, mukti, to some enemies killed by Them. According to how someone
has approached Them, They will give a particular destination to that person.
For example, in rŒma-l”lŒ there was ‚arbaºga å§i, who was worshipping brahma-tattva. He heard
that RŒmacandra was coming, and thinking that RŒma was the personification of the impersonal
Brahman, he waited for Him. After the sage waited for some time, RŒmacandra finally came and
gave His dar•ana to him. Being very pleased, the sage said, ÒPrabhu, give me my desired destination.Ó Then from the ¨§iÕs body a light came out, and that light entered into the body of RŒmacandra and the ¨§i attained liberation. He was such an unfortunate man: he received the direct dar•ana
of RŒmacandra and he merely asked for liberation! Therefore RŒma will give liberation. Many
incarnations will give it, but to those who approach Them as enemies, these incarnations will not
give prema.
What is real liberation? According to ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam it is svarŸpena vyavasthitiú: that liberation which bestows service to the feet of BhagavŒn, which is the highest destination. Those incarnations will not give this type of mukti. Especially They will not give it to those enemies whom
They have killed. N¨siµha killed HiraÃyaka•ipu, and VarŒha killed HiraÃyŒk§a, yet neither of these
demons obtained liberation in that birth. But K¨§Ãa killed numerous demons and not only gave
them liberation, to some He even gave prema! Like PŸtanŒ: she approached K¨§Ãa in the guise of
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a mother, so He gave her a motherly position in Vraja. She didnÕt directly become K¨§ÃaÕs mother;
she was given a position in Goloka as an elderly dŒs”, one who feeds K¨§Ãa milk. Otherwise there
would be a problemÑshe would be equal to Ya•odŒ, but that isnÕt the case. She went to Goloka
as a dŒs”. This type of liberation K¨§Ãa can give, and no other incarnation can give it.
Those that are killed by BhagavŒn are generally given ordinary destinations, but donÕt think that
He doesnÕt give liberation as well. He can give liberation, and to devotees He gives prema. Citraketu MahŒrŒja didnÕt desire liberation, and so he prayed:

na nŒka-p¨§ haµ na ca pŒrame§ hyaµ
na sŒrva-bhaumaµ na rasŒdhipatyam
na yoga-siddh”r apunar-bhavaµ vŒ
sama–jasa tvŒ virahayya kŒºk§e
‚r”mad-BhŒg. 6.11.25
ÒO BhagavŒn! I do not desire to attain Dhruvaloka or Brahmaloka, nor do I desire to rule over
the middle or lower planetary systems. I also do not desire the mystic perfections of yoga, nor liberation from the cycle of repeated birth and death if it means being separated from You.Ó
N¨siµhadeva offered liberation to PrahlŒda MahŒrŒja, but PrahlŒda didnÕt desire it. In this way
devotees donÕt desire liberation, but if anyone wants it, BhagavŒn can give it. And He gives prema
to those who worship Him with a desire for it, like the rŒja-kumŒr”s of Janakapura. They wanted
RŒma to marry them and become their husband, so He showed them the path: ÒI can only accept
one wife; therefore all of you will take birth in k¨§Ãa-l”lŒ in the wombs of gop”s, and there your
desires will be fulfilled.Ó Those mahŒr§is of DaÃ¶akŒraÃya also first had to take birth as gop”s in
Gokula; they were not sent directly to Goloka. Their identities as gop”s had not yet developed, so
they had to first reside in the Vraja of this world for some time.
When a man takes a law course and passes the magistrate exams, will he then immediately become
a judge? He will first have to undergo practical training by staying with an established judge for
some time, and then he can become a judge himself. Similarly, going to the Vraja of this world,
one will have to first undergo an apprenticeship, meaning that he must learn from someone, personally. For example, if a newly-married girl goes to the house of her mother-in-law and hasnÕt yet
learned how to cook, clean pots, and serve food, then every day she will have to take abuse. But
the members of the household will teach her everything. The mother-in-law will say, ÒMy daughter, today my health is not so good. You do the cooking. Also, scrub the pots and sweep a little. I
must rest, so you make some ro is like this....Ó Through such cleverness they will give her all practical instruction. In the same way, where will one receive this practical instruction to serve as a gop”?
In the manifest pastimes of BhagavŒn in Gokula-Vraja, not at any other place. In a practical way,
in the company of the nitya-siddha devotees, for some time one will undergo an apprenticeship and
learn. If one were sent directly to Goloka, then their identity would not yet be fully developed.
Therefore it is necessary to first take birth in the manifest Vraja, and regardless of whether one will
be in dŒsya, sakhya, vŒtsalya or mŒdhurya, he must learn his duties there.
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Next NŒrada spoke this verse to Gopa-kumŒra:

tŒratamyaµ tu kalpyeta
sva-sva-sevŒnusŒrataú
tad-tad-rasa-sajŒt”yasukha-vaicitryŒpek§ayŒ
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.193
K¨§Ãa has His uniqueness, and His associates, those who serve Him, also have their special characteristics. K¨§Ãa is the crown jewel of those who are ŒptakŒma and ŒtmŒrŒma. He is like a white
conchshell. If you place a pink flower in a white conchshell, its unique features will stand out, as
would the qualities of any coloured flower placed in a white conchshell. The shelter of K¨§Ãa is then
in relation to the particular nature of the eternal associate. According to their uniqueness in rasa,
K¨§Ãa manifests in that same way and accepts their service.
For example, VarŒha BhagavŒnÕs service is being performed in VaikuÃ ha, and there His desire is
being fulfilled. VarŒhadeva also has another form within prak¨ti, in the eighth material covering.
There He has assumed a very beautiful form, and millions and millions of souls are serving Him.
And does RŒmacandra have only one or two eternal associates? He has millions. A very few of them
are in sakhya-rasa, but mostly they serve Him in dŒsya-rasa. And VŒmanadeva has how many servants? Millions and millions. So K¨§Ãa is the root, these are His incarnations, and j”vas are Their
servants. But there are those souls who are serving an incarnation, and those souls who are serving
K¨§Ãa directly. Why is K¨§Ãa cheating like this? The mood of Vraja is so beautiful, and the best of
all rasa is mŒdhurya-rasa, so why doesnÕt He give mŒdhurya-rasa to everyone?
It is according to each soulÕs particular ruci or taste. To some j”va He may have only given liberation, and that soul will think, ÒHe has been so merciful to me; there is nothing greater than
this.Ó Will HanumŒn agree to become a father to BhagavŒn and serve in that way? Never. And
those who are serving VarŒha BhagavŒn are fully satisfied in that service. The servants of each and
every incarnation consider His merciful touch to be the highest attainment. Gopa-kumŒra saw that
there were so many devotees in NŒrŒyaÃa-loka, and they were all happy there. In AyodhyŒ, RŒma
is very merciful and affectionate to His devotees, but if Gopa-kumŒra were to go to AyodhyŒ,
would he be happy? Would he even find cows in AyodhyŒ? Yes, maybe in the home of a brŒhmaÃa
for the purpose of worship there may be a cow, but there will be no taking the cows out to graze
as there is in V¨ndŒvana. There, in all directions sacrifices are being performed with great pomp,
and if a poor cowherd boy were to go there, he would be disturbed by all of the smoke! Therefore, he would not like it there under any condition. NŒrada silently understood all these feelings
within Gopa-kumŒraÕs heart.
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Chapter Ten
The Gradations in Service
Sometimes it happens that a sŒdhaka cannot understand his own heart. Just as a patient cannot
identify his own disease, a sŒdhaka, due to his own weaknesses and shortcomings, cannot understand the nature of his own devotional sentiment. But a qualified doctor, by taking the pulse and
seeing other symptoms, can understand those things which the patient himself cannot know. He
will find the root cause of the disease. Where there is a fever, the doctor will not give any medicine
for the fever itself, but instead he will give medicine for the cause of the fever. An ordinary man
cannot act as such a doctor. Only someone with experience is the right person. Similarly, in our
bhajana we may be unhappyÑsuch misfortune may come to us. Those whose very life is bhajana
can reveal to us what are our weaknesses and anarthas and from where they have arisen. They will
give us a plan for eliminating those problems at the very root. They will say, ÒYou must hear harikathŒ! And before hearing hari-kathŒ, you must serve Gurudeva with great faith.Ó And if we
respond, ÒBut in trying to serve, my mind is very restless. How will I control it?Ó, they will say,
ÒBe confidentÑby GurudevaÕs grace you will control it!Ó
Therefore, the clever, intelligent guru understands the feelings in the heart of a disciple which
even the disciple himself doesnÕt understand. Gopa-kumŒra wants to ask, ÒWhy is it that my heart
is not satisfied here, even though I know that there is no greater place?Ó But due to shyness, he
cannot ask.
NŒrada, the crown-jewel of spiritual doctors, recognised the symptoms, identified the disease,
and without even inquiring anything from Gopa-kumŒra will give the answer. He will give different levels of answers, understanding that what Gopa-kumŒra is saying may be irrelevant to the
actual root cause of the disease itself. So he will tell him some things that are valuable for sŒdhana,
and some things for siddha, the level of perfection. If we donÕt give the instructions that we hear
from an experienced soul a place in our hearts and donÕt follow them, then not only in one or two
births, but in countless millions of births we will not attain hari-bhakti. Understanding the inner
feelings of Gopa-kumŒra and knowing the reason for his unhappiness, NŒrada is telling us how we
should engage in bhajana. Therefore we must first prepare our minds to accept his line of thought.
The defects that NŒrada will point out to Gopa-kumŒra are actually within us, and when we make
a sincere effort to eliminate these defects, then we will really be engaging in bhajana. You can take
it that real bhajana will be coming soon.
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vaikuÃ ha-vŒsino hy ete
kecid vai nitya-pŒr§adŒú
pare k¨§Ãasya k¨payŒ
sŒdhayitvemam ŒgatŒúa
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.194
Some of the residents of VaikuÃ ha are nitya-siddha, and some are sŒdhana-siddha. The nityasiddhas are the eternal associates, and the sŒdhana-siddhas are those who came later, who by the
mercy of BhagavŒn attained perfection by the practice of sŒdhana. In the service of all devotees
there is gradation. Some remain near to BhagavŒn serving Him with the cŒmara, while others are
far away carrying out orders. For instance, Vasi§ ha å§i is serving RŒmacandra in AyodhyŒ, and his
service is saying Òmaºgalaµ bhavatuÓ and giving blessings. He gives advice for different things such
as how to perform sacrifices and so on. Lak§maÃa also performs different services for RŒma. Once,
when RŒma was away, Lak§maÃa sat with Ni§ŒdrŒja and sang the glories of RŒma for the entire
night. In great happiness Ni§ŒdrŒja experienced ecstatic symptoms of love. Day and night
Lak§maÃa serves RŒma, and Hanuman also serves Him, but when S”tŒ serves Him, then everyone
else is sent outside, and they will all follow her order. In such services there is always gradation.
When trying to understand the reason for this gradation, one should not pass judgement by
thinking ÒThis service is the highest, this service is lower.Ó In VaikuÃ ha all of the servants have
their uniqueness. For example, cooking is being done there also. With great prema, RŒmaÕs mother
Kau•alyŒ, Lak§maÃaÕs wife UrmilŒ, and S”tŒdev” are all cooking for RŒma. Are they considered mere
cooks? No. Cooking is also arcana, so donÕt consider what is higher and lower in regard to sevŒ.
To think ÒI am importantÓ and that someone else is Òjust a cookÓ is aparŒdha. There is always gradation in service, but in all of it there is prema. Maybe in one particular form of bhajana there is
more prema, and in another there is less, but when you arrive in VaikuÃ ha, youÕll find that everyoneÕs service is extraordinary, and their prema is also extraordinary. We should understand this
point. Therefore, there is no inferiority there, only gradation and speciality.
HanumŒn, JŒmbavŒn, Sugr”va, Aºgada, and all others came together for the rŒja-abhi§eka of
RŒmacandra. With great prema RŒma had accepted all of their service and then began bidding
them farewell. He called Sugr”va and placed a beautiful garland of jewels around his neck. RŒma
embraced him and said, ÒI am indebted to you. If not for you, if you hadnÕt gone searching for
S”tŒ, then we wouldnÕt have ultimately been victorious. Therefore remain in the kingdom and enjoy
the fruits of your service. Sometimes I will call for you to come and see Me, or I will come to you
Myself.Ó
While RŒma was bidding them farewell, there were tears in the eyes of everyone. He called them
one by one, and meeting with them, He gave cloth to some, to others He gave ornaments, and to
others He gave something else. But where had Aºgada hidden? Why had he hidden? He was thinking, ÒWhen He calls me, then I will have to go. But I donÕt want to leave Him!Ó
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RŒma bid farewell to all, and Aºgada remained hidden. Then RŒma said, ÒWhere has Aºgada
gone?Ó He was hiding behind HanumŒn, because he knew that RŒma wouldnÕt call HanumŒn to
bid him farewell. RŒma had called everyone else; so why didnÕt He call HanumŒn? The reason was
that in the home of Sugr”va there was a wife and there were children, so RŒma told Sugr”va, ÒNow
you must return to them.Ó Aºgada had his mother, but HanumŒn had left everything. All others
had their objects of love, and together with that they had bhakti for RŒma also. Everyone had other
points of affection, but HanumŒn had no other point of affection. His only object of service was
the feet of RŒma. He didnÕt even have his own hut! All others had their family, or their kingdom,
or their building, or their position in society. JŒmbavŒn had his cave in VindhyŒcala mountain, so
RŒma told him, ÒGo, please...your wife is there.Ó But if He said to HanumŒn, ÒYou go,Ó then
HanumŒn would say, ÒPrabhu, where will I go? I have not made a hut anywhere. You are my
mother and my father alsoÑYou are my everything! Your feet are my only residence. I have nothing else besides You.Ó
RŒmacandra saw that HanumŒn was aki–cana, whereas all the others were not. So as long as there
is another point of affection besides K¨§Ãa in our bhajana, then He will say, ÒAlright, you go,Ó and
send us back to the place from which we have come. He sent back the wives of the brŒhmaÃas who
had their homes, husbands and sons and daughters. But although some of the gop”s had husbands
and even sons and daughters, upon meeting K¨§Ãa their attachment for them was washed away
from their hearts forever. As long as we remain aki–cana, there will be no attachment to a mother
or anyone else, and we will not be ordered to return.

bhajanŒnanda-sŒmye Õpi
bhedaú ka•cit prakalpyate
bŒhyŒntariÃa-bhŒvena
dŸra-pŒr•va-sthatŒdinŒ
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.195
ÒThe bhajanŒnanda, the happiness derived from serving BhagavŒn, is the same for all of His eternal associates, but some consider that there is a difference between serving Him from a position
near to Him, and serving Him from a distance.Ó
When a kani§ ha-adhikŒr” devotee engages in bhajana, he thinks, ÒThere is no one like me. I am
getting so much happiness from my bhajana. I am so impressive.Ó Another man who is playing
m¨daºga is thinking, ÒI am playing the m¨daºga in so many ways and a very beautiful melody is
coming. I am playing so nicely.Ó The karatŒla player is also thinking in this way, and the man who
is singing is feeling that there is great happiness in all of this. But when there will be some consideration of gradation, then we will understand that simply playing the m¨daºga and karatŒlas nicely
does not constitute genuine k”rtana. Why do we play the karatŒlas? Day and night a party may be
continuously playing golden, polished karatŒlas and m¨daºgas very, very nicely, while in another
place there is one man alone, who without m¨daºga or karatŒlas is sitting and chanting:
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gurudeva! k¨pŒ-bindu diyŒ koroÕ ei dŒse
t¨nŒpekhŒ ati h”na
sakala sahane bala diyŒ koroÕ
nija-mŒne sp¨ha-h”na
sakale sammŒna korite •akati
dehoÕ nŒtha! jathŒjatha
tabe toÕ gŒibo hari-nŒma-sukhe
aparŒdha haÕbe hata
‚araÃŒgati
ÒGurudeva! Please give this servant of yours a drop of your mercy which will make him realise
that he is more insignificant than a piece of straw. Give me the strength to tolerate all difficulties,
and please make me devoid of all desires for personal prestige. Only when you have given me the
ability to properly respect all living beings will all my offences cease, and I will be able to sing harinŒma in great happiness.Ó
With great feeling he is singing it, and with his bodily limbs shivering and tears flowing from his
eyes. So between the happiness of all those m¨daºga and karatŒla players and that of the one lone
man performing k”rtana with such feeling, will there be some distinction? Very much so. The lone
manÕs chanting is really k”rtana. And that Ôk”rtanaÕ that has very beautiful m¨daºga notes, a beautiful melody, and has everyone involved in it, but is devoid of even a little genuine devotion, is
something else entirely. Therefore in k”rtana, sincere sentiment is necessary, and just as in bhajana
there is gradation, in arcana there is also gradation. One man is offering arcana with a pure sentiment, one man is offering arcana without any such sentiment, and another man who blasphemes
Vai§Ãavas is also offering arcana to the Deity. Will it all be equal? No.
In the spiritual realm also there is gradation in the service of the eternal associates of BhagavŒn.
Just as one servant brings flowers, another makes a garland, another hands the garland to
Lak§m”dev”, another prepares food, and another offers it. In this way there is gradation. One is serving near to Him, and others are serving from farther away. If the one who is serving near to Him
thinks that those who are serving from farther away are inferior, he is mistaken. The bhŒva or sentiment is the important thing.
Caitanya MahŒprabhuÕs servant Govinda dŒsa may think that SvarŸpa DŒmodara and RŒya RŒmŒnanda are only servants who remain at a distance from the Lord, and who only come for a few minutes or an hour and make MahŒprabhu cry. Govinda dŒsa himself wipes away the tears of
MahŒprabhu, and then they come and make Him cry again. So he may think, ÒWhy do they have
to come and make Him cry again?Ó
Govinda dŒsa is always saying to the Lord, ÒPrabhu, please donÕt cry.Ó Then SvarŸpa DŒmodara
will come and make Him cry again, so what will Govinda dŒsa think? Therefore it is not that the
servant who is nearer is necessarily better. In this case the servants that remained farther away from
MahŒprabhu are higher. It is not a question of the physical proximity or distance, but of the heartÕs
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nearness to or distance from Him. That service to Hari, guru, and the Vai§Ãavas in which there is
the most love is the best.
When the four KumŒras arrived at VaikuÃ ha, the gatekeepers there, Jaya and Vijaya, raised their
sticks and said, ÒYou cannot enter!Ó Thinking that they were the masters there, they prohibited the
four KumŒras from entering. Should those doormen have thought that since the KumŒras had
come from a long distance they couldnÕt have known that it was the time that Prabhu takes rest?
The KumŒras knew everything. They came in humility with folded hands, but they knew everything. Jaya and Vijaya didnÕt understand the feelings and the prema that the KumŒras have for BhagavŒn. Is it like this only sometimes? Most of the time it is like this! One who is serving near to the
Lord or near to Gurudeva cannot understand the devotional sentiment of those who are serving at
a distance. Therefore we should be careful not to think so highly of ourselves and we should always
remember the ÔmisfortuneÕ that came upon Jaya and Vijaya. We should understand how to behave
properly and avoid being arrogant. Generally these things are said for those practicing sŒdhana, but
even in the state of perfection this can happen. This incident occurred in VaikuÃ ha, but it is for
giving instruction to those of us performing sŒdhana. In any situation we should never have a mood
of disrespect towards Vai§Ãavas, nor should we ever speak ill of Vai§Ãavas.
K¨§Ãa has so many eternal associates, and they all have their uniqueness. There are so many incarnations and sources of incarnations of BhagavŒn, and They all have Their associates, but K¨§ÃaÕs
associates are more special than them, more special than the devotees of N¨siµha and all other
incarnations. The devotees of other incarnations serve their Lord with humility and folded hands,
but K¨§ÃaÕs devotees sometimes fight and quarrel with Him and display mŒna, jealous anger. Such
a bhŒva is found in their service, and therefore they are greater.

vadanti kecid bhagavŒn hi k¨§Ãaú
su-sac-cid-Œnanda-ghanaika-mŸrtiú
sa yat paraµ brahma pare tu sarve
tat-pŒr§adŒ brahmamayŒ vimuktŒú
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.200
Some say that K¨§Ãa and His many incarnations are all one in tattva, although there is some gradation and speciality in rasa and manifestation of •akti. That is alright. In Their associates there is
the same uniqueness, but will we take it that some of these associates are inferior? DonÕt think in
this way. Whether they are nitya-siddha or sŒdhana-siddha devotees, it says here that they are all
fully, eternally liberated. Some say that K¨§Ãa is parabrahma:
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”•varaú paramaú k¨§Ãaú
sac-cid-Œnanda-vigrahaú
anŒdir Œdir govindaú
sarva-kŒraÃa-kŒraÃam
Brahma-saµhitŒ 5.1
They say that He is parabrahma, and that all of His eternal associates are brahma-svarŸpa. In
some places it has been stated like this, and this is also not incorrect. What is brahmŒnanda? The
Œnanda of the j”va is called brahmŒnanda. The j”va has been called brahma, but the j”va has not been
referred to as parabrahma; parabrahma is K¨§Ãa. We donÕt consider that brahma and parabrahma
are one and put them in the same class. We consider the j”va to be the servant: dŒso Õsmi dŒso Ôsmi.
The scriptures say Òbrahma evaµ bhavatiÓ, in the G”tŒ there is Òvi•ate tad anantaramÓ, and there
are also similar verses in the BhŒgavatam. In Pur”, SŒrvabhauma Bha ŒcŒrya came to have hatred
for brahmavŒda, but not all liberation is worthy of hatred. Mukti can also mean attaining service at
the feet of BhagavŒn. But SŒrvabhauma despised the word mukti, and he also despised referring to
the j”va as brahma.
Hearing this line of thought, Gopa-kumŒra asked NŒrada a question:

p¨§ aµ mayedaµ bhagavan dharŒ-tale
ti§ hanti yŒú •r”-pratimŒ mahŒ-prabhoú
tŒú sac-cid-Œnanda-ghanŒs tayŒ matŒ
n”lŒdri-nŒthaú puru§ottamo yathŒ
eko Õpi bhagavŒn sŒndrasac-cid-Œnanda-vigrahaú
k¨payŒ tatra tatrŒste
tat-tad-rŸpeÃa l”layŒ
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.202, 203
In this world, there are many vigrahas of BhagavŒn. In Pur” there are JagannŒtha, Baladeva, and
SubhadrŒ, in ‚r” Raºgam there is RaºganŒtha, and in those places They are being worshipped.
There, whether the prasŒda is cooked or uncooked, its acceptability is not considered. Those
Deities are established there to mercifully give dar•ana to the people of this world. Gopa-kumŒra
is asking, ÒPrabhu, there are so many forms of BhagavŒn in this world, like JagannŒtha and
RaºganŒtha, and many other Deities. In what way should we respect Them? Are They all solidified
forms of saccidŒnanda? By offering pŸjŒ to any of Them, will it be considered offering pŸjŒ to BhagavŒn?Ó
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There are so many vigrahas in this world, and all are saccidŒnanda. For showing mercy to the
devotees, the one BhagavŒn is situated in many different forms as His pastime. But we are not able
to serve Him directly. If we try to serve Him just as Lak§m”dev” is serving NŒrŒyaÃa, as the gop”s
are serving K¨§Ãa, and as PrahlŒda MahŒrŒja is serving N¨siµhadeva, at some point we will say,
ÒPrabhu, the time to take rest has long passed. Half the night I have remained without sleep. I am
feeling very sleepy.Ó So BhagavŒn will say, ÒThen you go and sleep,Ó and we will have to go and
take rest. If the Deity were to speak and express His desireÑÒMassage My feet. This food has not
been prepared properly; make it like thisÓÑwe would become easily discouraged.
We want to serve according to our own desire. If we have not even served according to the desire
of our guruÑif we could not follow him properlyÑthen how will we serve BhagavŒn directly? If
we are placed directly in front of BhagavŒn and He says, ÒDo this service for Me!Ó, can we do it?
Could we do anything and everything He asked of us at any time? We are not able to. Therefore
the Deity remains silent. However much service we offer, He just remains silent. So BhagavŒn has
assumed all these forms for giving mercy to the devotees. He understands that by no other means
will we be able to serve Him in our conditioned state, so He becomes the vigraha, remains silent,
and in the end He just accepts our praÃŒmas. For this reason He has manifested these vigrahas.
There are many different types of ruci in the j”vas, so to accept service from them according to
their ruci, He has assumed different forms. Some will serve in dŒsya-rasa, some in sakhya, and some
in vŒtsalya. Why has K¨§Ãa become La¶¶u-GopŒla? Because then many people can worship Him as
their son. When women become old and their offspring have all grown up, they still desire to render the service of a parent. Women are so inclined towards serving children that not only will they
forget about serving their husbands, they will even engage the husband in the service of the children! The wife will say to her husband, ÒHelp me a little with the children. Catch that child! Bring
some milk for the children. The children are sick, call the doctor for them! Take the children to
school!Ó The sentiment of serving children is vŒtsalya-bhŒva, so for them K¨§Ãa has become BŒlaGopŒla, for others He becomes something else, but all these vigrahas are eternal. To accept service
K¨§Ãa has become the Deity and assumed many forms; and He doesnÕt speak. If He spoke, then
we couldnÕt serve Him. At one, two, or three oÕclock in the night He may feel cold and require
some service when His servant is in deep sleep. So what would happen if He always expressed His
desire? Therefore He remains silent and accepts our service.
But if we suppose that He says nothing because He knows nothing, that is an offence. He doesnÕt speak or move, but we should understand that He sees everything. He knows the true scope of
what we do, and we must accept the reaction to whatever we do. Therefore in front of æhŒkuraj”
we shouldnÕt spread our legs, talk too much, become angry at anyone, or inordinately display affection for anyone. Before æhŒkuraj” donÕt offer praÃŒma to anyone, and donÕt speak too loudly. All
these things should be given careful attention. If in the DeityÕs room there is fighting and arguing,
and the pujŒr” goes to do the pŸjŒ with an agitated mind, that will be an offence. With a disturbed
mind we should not do the DeityÕs pŸjŒ. But He remains silent anyway. We take it that He sees
nothing, but He is very merciful and sometimes doesnÕt even accept the offences of His devotees.
Those who leave other types of sŒdhana to perform arcana of the Deity will benefit. But Gopa-
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kumŒra is saying to NŒrada, the very founder of pŸjŒ, ÒPrabhu, in some places in the scriptures it
is written that there are some who are offering arcana to the Deity, but are disrespecting devotees.Ó

arcŒyŒm eva haraye
pŸjŒµ yaú •raddhayehate
na tad-bhakte§u cŒnye§u
sa bhaktaú prŒk¨taú sm¨taú
‚r”mad-BhŒg. 11.2.47

ÒA devotee who worships the Deity in the temple with faith but does not properly respect other
devotees or people in general is called a materialistic devotee, and is included within the lowest class
of devotees.Ó

yo mŒµ sarve§u bhŸte§u
santam ŒtmŒnam ”•varam
hitvŒrcam bhajate mau¶hyŒd
bhasmany eva juhoti saú
‚r”mad-BhŒg. 3.29.22
ÒOne who worships the Deity in the temple but does not know that BhagavŒn in the form of
ParamŒtmŒ is situated in every living entityÕs heart is in ignorance, and is compared to one who
offers oblations of ghee onto ashes.Ó
K¨§Ãa is situated within each and every j”va. There is no soul where there is not BhagavŒn. Yet in
many scriptures such as NŒradaÕs own bhakti-sŸtra, the NŒrada-pa–carŒtra, and others, it is stated
that there are people who worship the Deity in the temple, but insult and disrespect other living
entities and even blaspheme Vai§Ãavas as they are carrying on their pŸjŒ. Apparently they are very
strict: if a mango has mistakenly been put in an unclean place, or if someone has seen it and desired
to taste it, then they will throw that mango away and it wonÕt be offered to the Deity. At the time
of cooking they cover their faces with cloth, and at the time of kneading dough there will be no
speaking. They honour all of these principles, but they disrespect devotees. They pass judgement
on whether devotees are higher or lower, and thus it is written that the arcana that these people
are offering to the Deity is like the pouring of ghee onto ashes. And furthermore:
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aham uccŒvacair dravyaiú
kriyayotpannayŒnaghe
naiva tu§ye Õrcito ÕrcŒyŒµ
bhŸta-grŒmŒvamŒninaú
‚r”mad-BhŒg. 3.29.24
Kapiladeva said, ÒO sinless mother, even if someone worships the Deity with all the proper rituals and various kinds of paraphernalia, I am never pleased by a person who is ignorant of My presence in all living entities.Ó
All souls are the residence of BhagavŒn. Especially here this instruction is being spoken for devotees. Those who perform exclusive bhajana of BhagavŒn must not insult any living entity. We are
insulting others, but so nicely we are performing arcana. Even if we are giving all respect to
Vai§Ãavas, still BhagavŒn will not be satisfied; there will still be offences because respect is not being
given to all souls. PratimŒ-manda-buddhinam: those of small intelligence are offering this type of
arcana-pŸjŒ. In another place it is also said:

arcye vi§Ãau •ilŒ-dh”r guru§u
naramatir-vai§Ãave jŒti-buddhivi§Ãorva vai§ÃavŒnŒµ kalimalamathane pŒda-t”rtha ambu-buddhiú
There are those who consider that BhagavŒn is in the Deity. Yes, inside different things there is
gradation in the degree of BhagavŒnÕs presence, but they donÕt consider that the •ilŒ is BhagavŒn
Himself. They also think that the caraÃŒm¨ta of BhagavŒn, which dispels the influence of Kali-yuga,
is ordinary water. And they further consider that the object of arcana, the Deity, is sometimes composed of Ôsecond-numberÕ marble, whereas in another place there is a Deity composed of first-class
marble. They consider, ÒOh, this Deity at Govardhana is very beautiful, but the Deities we see in
the temples of V¨ndŒvana are not this beautiful. Here, K¨§ÃaÕs nose is a little straighter, His eyes
are a little longer, and this is very good.Ó BhagavŒn does not accept pŸjŒ from such people who
think like this.
They also consider the dust of the feet of Vai§Ãavas to be ordinary dust, and the foot-water of the
Vai§Ãavas to be ordinary water. They have faith in the holy places and the water there, but in the
caraÃŒm¨ta of Vai§Ãavas they donÕt have the same faith. They place their faith in the skin and blood
of the material body which is destined to perish. The soul is inside every type of body, but they
donÕt understand that the ŒtmŒ is a dear part of BhagavŒn. It doesnÕt matter that the soul is bound
within a material body; its intrinsic form is as a servant of BhagavŒn. Therefore it should be
respected. Respect is given on different levels, so we should give appropriate respect to all others.
And what is the position of he who doesnÕt do this? Sa eva go-kharaú (‚r”mad-BhŒg. 10.84.13).
Go means animal, and kharaú means donkey. DonÕt take it that here go means a cowÑa cow is a
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very pure thing! It means such a person is no better than an animal, and the most foolish of the
animals is the donkey.
Gopa-kumŒra is asking NŒrada, ÒPrabhu, why has this been stated in the •Œstras? Please explain
this. Some of the mŸrti worshippers have been referred to like this, but you said that those who
perform arcana are the most fortunate. How can this be harmonised?Ó
An ordinary person cannot harmonise it, and even a lower-level madhyama-adhikŒr” devotee cannot harmonise it. Only a middle or higher-level madhyama-adhikŒr” who is conversant with the
scriptures and who has attained the mercy of gurudeva can grasp all of this. And because NŒrada is
the original founder of the regulations of the path of pŸjŒ and also the foremost preacher of that
path, who could possibly know this tattva better than him?
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Chapter Eleven
The Proper Mood for Arcana

Upon hearing Gopa-kumŒraÕs question concerning arcana-pŸjŒ, NŒrada was overwhelmed with
supreme happiness and immediately embraced him. Why did he embrace him? Because in regard
to this subject there is some doubt in us. If someone asks us, ÒOkay, is this Deity made from real
marble, or false marble? Is it made from pure metals, or alloys?Ó will we be pleased and embrace
that person? Rather we will be thinking, ÒSeeing this person is sinful.Ó But in VaikuÃ ha, it is not
possible to have such doubts. In VaikuÃ ha this outlook cannot come, so there is no personal
necessity in Gopa-kumŒraÕs asking. He is asking for the benefit of those of us on the path of sŒdhana. He has no doubt himself, but doubt remains in us. Therefore, for our welfare he has asked.
NŒrada saw that he cares so much for others that he is asking this question. Being very pleased, he
embraced Gopa-kumŒra and slowly answered him.
NŒrada said, ÒThe Deity is directly BhagavŒn Himself. The RaºganŒtha Deity, the Deity of Pandharpura (in MahŒrŒ§ ra), the Veºkate•vara Deity, JagannŒtha in Pur”, the Deities of MŒyŒpura and
the •r” vigrahas of V¨ndŒvanaÑGovinda, Gop”nŒtha and Madana-mohanaÑare all directly BhagavŒn. Sometimes the Deity says, ÔOn the side of My nose there is a small hole; place an ornament
there. And after feeding Me, take Me out. I never go anywhere.Õ And His devotee thinks, ÔHe cannot speak or move! Why is He speaking? And if He can speak, then certainly He can move also, so
I need not worry.Õ Such pastimes are performed by the Deity. Sometimes He asks for an ornament,
and sometimes during the night He comes to a devotee in a dream and speaks with him. The devotees in Pur” perform k”rtana from the G”ta-govinda, and when the Deity wants to join them, He
races off the altar, tearing His clothing and breaking His ornaments on the way. Are such activities
ordinary? Therefore one must abandon any mundane conception of the Deity. He is directly BhagavŒn Himself.
ÒBesides this, what is the consideration that Ôthis is an old Deity,Õ or Ôthis is a new one,Õ or Ôthis
is one we made ourselvesÕ? GirirŒja is brought from Govardhana, or a •ŒlagrŒma-•ilŒ is brought
from somewhere, and we worship Him in that form. Or in our home with metal or some other elements we have made a mŸrti, and by worshipping that mŸrti we feel great happiness in our hearts.
If anyone abandons his varÃŒ•rama-dharma responsibilities to perform pŸjŒ of BhagavŒn with great
faith, there is no fault in it. We must abandon the mundane conception of the Deity, as He is the
direct form of BhagavŒn.Ó
No one made Baºki-bihŒr”; He appeared by Himself. Others were manifested by devotees:
Madana-mohana was manifest by SanŒtana GosvŒm”, Govindaj” and DŒmodara were manifest by
RŸpa GosvŒm”, and Gop”nŒtha was manifest by Madhu PaÃ¶ita. All of these Deities appeared by
Themselves or were installed by great devotees, so concerning Them there is no doubt. But by sin-
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cerely serving other Deities which you have brought from somewhere and have established yourself with mantra and abhi§eka you will also attain the topmost bhakti. In this method there is no
fault whatsoever.

na patityŒdi-do§aú syŒd
guÃa eva mahŒn mataú
sevottamŒ matŒ bhaktiú
phalaµ yŒ paramaµ mahat
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.209
There is a great quality in pŸjŒ: from this service one will obtain a great result, the topmost bhakti.
If anyone leaves his varÃŒ•rama-dharma responsibilities to engage in pŸjŒ with the aim of attaining
bhagavad-bhakti, and has genuinely entered into bhajana, but in this birth he has not attained perfection because for some reason in the midst of performing bhajana his bhakti has stoppedÑfor
whatever reasonÑthen what is the loss? And if that person remains within varÃŒ•rama-dharma for
his entire life but doesnÕt perform bhajana or serve BhagavŒn, then what will he have gained? All
of his life within varÃŒ•rama he served his parents, served his family gurus, gave charity and dak§iÃŒ,
bathed at holy places and everything, but he didnÕt engage in bhajana. So then what did he gain?
MahŒrŒja Hari•candra received the association of great personalities like Vi•vŒmitra and became a
great devotee; therefore he was benefited. Otherwise there would have been no benefit resulting
from all of his dharma.
If someone in an immature stage left his vow of brahmacarya and for some reason didnÕt reach
perfection, then there is no loss for him. Why? Because in his next birth he will begin again from
the point of his attainment and then go on to success. It is just as when we study in a school, pass
the courses, and then go to another school and study further.
If anyone takes up bhajana, offering pŸjŒ to æhŒkuraj”, and chanting harinŒma, then all connections with the world and varÃŒ•rama are broken. This is called kriyŒlopa or absence of activity.
Ordinarily, those who have left their worldly duties would have to appoint millions of mahŒr§is to
perform all the ceremonies necessary for atonement in order to rectify their mistake. But those who
have entered into bhajana will not have to undergo any atonement. Any man who leaves his
worldly duties for selfish motives has five debts upon him: to the demigods, the sages, the forefathers, the family members, and to all other living entities.
What is the duty of a son? How will he fulfil his debt to his forefathers? Just as his father raised
him and made him qualified to live in the world, then he must also marry, have offspring, and make
them qualified to live in the world. Then his debt to his forefathers is completed. But without marrying it canÕt be done. And how will a girl fulfil her debt? By serving just as her mother did. Her
mother brought her up and looked after her, and like that she will serve her husband, give birth to
sons and daughters, raise them to maturity, and then she will be free of her debt. The debt to the
demigods is like this also, as are all other debts. As long as oneÕs wife has not said, ÒGo then! Go
and do bhajana,Ó one cannot leave household life to take up bhajana.
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Yet in a very discreet way MahŒprabhu disregarded the injunctions of the scriptures and left
home. He left behind His elderly mother, made no arrangements for her needs, and giving up all
responsibilities, He left. He disregarded the injunctions of the scriptures, but for what? For the service of Govinda. So when someone leaves in this way, it is called kriyŒlopa.
According to the injunctions, first one should be a brahmacŒr”, then a g¨hastha, then a
vŒnaprastha, and finally a sannyŒs”. But some go straight from brahmacŒr” to sannyŒsa without following g¨hastha-dharma, so the debt to their forefathers is upon them. However, there will be no
necessity of atonement for this if one has left to take up the bhajana of Mukunda. But it is said that
those who have resorted to kriyŒlopa for some purpose other than engaging in bhagavad-bhajana
must appoint three million brŒhmaÃas to perform ceremonies for their atonementÑthe kind of
brŒhmaÃas with long beards and their hair tied high on their heads who live only on milk. Day and
night they will be chanting Òoµ svŒhŒ, oµ svŒhŒÓ. Those who need atonement must appoint them,
and if they donÕt follow this process of atonement, BhagavŒn will punish them. But for devotees
who have left their worldly responsibilities to take up bhajana, this atonement is not necessary.
There are also sixty-four kinds of bhakti, and if someone becomes absorbed in one kind and is
unable to do the rest, for this also there is no need of atonement. But be especially careful of one
thing: while absorbed in the pŸjŒ of æhŒkuraj” or while being absorbed in taking harinŒma, do not
offend any uttama Vai§Ãava. Always be careful of this. Other things K¨§Ãa will tolerate, but this He
will not tolerate.
tŒvat karmŒÃi kurv”ta
na nirvidyeta yŒvatŒ
mat-kathŒ-•ravaÃŒdau vŒ
•raddhŒ yŒvan na jŒyate

‚r”mad-BhŒg. 11.20.9
One needs to follow the path of karma-kŒÃ¶a only as long as he has no renunciation. At the time
when renunciation comes, and he understands that worldly attachments are a source of misery, and
that ÒI am Œtma-tattvaÓ, he will no longer need to follow the path of karma. Then he can go along
the path of j–Œna. Beyond this, if by •ravaÃa, k”rtana, smaraÃa, pŒda-sevana, or any other way bhakti
comes, then also there is no need to follow the path of karma.
For example, RabindranŒtha Tagore never studied in school, nor did he go to college. He was
taught at home. First his parents taught him, and after this a tutor came and taught him. And the
acquisition from his previous lives was such that automatically he became highly learned. For him
studying in schools was not necessary. Similarly, those who have given their hearts to hearing and
chanting about K¨§Ãa have no need to follow the path of karma. They may perform some karmic
activity, but it will only be for the benefit of others. It will not be for themselves. But wherever
there is some faith in bhakti, no karma is necessary. For performing karmic activities properly, there
are many books like Manusm¨ti, Artha-saµhitŒ, the writings of YŒj–avalkya, etc., and in society
people have so many conventions for that purpose. These things are not for those who have
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entered into bhajana. If sŒdhakas do them, it is alright, and if they donÕt do them, there is no harm.
Some people read the G”tŒ verse ÒSarva-dharmŒn parityajya mŒm ekaµ •araÃaµ vrajaÓ, and they
take it to mean, ÓLeaving aside all material attachments, follow the path of karma and come to My
shelter.Ó But what did our GosvŒm”s say? Leave both attachments and karma, just as all of our previous ŒcŒryas did, and as so many devotees have done. Being a surrendered soul to BhagavŒn,
RaghunŒtha dŒsa GosvŒm” left his home. Did he engage in any karma? Not knowing bhakti-rasa,
those of meagre intelligence engage in karma, but for those who understand the true nature of
bhakti, there is no arrangement for karma. They are above karma and atonement. BhagavŒn Himself sometimes performs certain karma-kŒÃ¶a functions for the benefit of the world, and saints and
devotees also do it, but only for the welfare of this world.

yad yad Œcarati •re§ has
tat tad evetaro janaú
sa yat pramŒÃaµ kurute
lokas tad anuvartate
Bhag.-g”tŒ 3.21
ÒCommon men imitate the actions of great men. Everyone follows the standards which great
personalities establish.Ó
What is karma? When we do anything with a selfish aim and taste the fruit of our own activities,
it is karma and we become implicated in its reaction. For instance, ÒI am offering arcana to my
Deity, and as a result everyone will praise me, and I will make so much money.Ó That pŸjŒ will simply be karma. That which is done for BhagavŒn is bhakti, and that which is done for liberation is
j–Œna. BhagavŒn will accept pŸjŒ offered with the aim of pleasing Him.
If we are thinking, ÒBhagavŒn will be pleased by my service, and therefore He will give me a wife,
give me a husband, give us a son, daughter, or money,Ó then that is karma. But from those who
are offering pŸjŒ solely for the pleasure of BhagavŒnÑeven though there may be some mistakes in
itÑit will be accepted as genuine bhakti.
Next NŒrada spoke this verse:

siddhiú syŒd bhagavad-d¨§ yŒ
t¨Ãa-sammŒnanŒd api
sak¨d-uccaranŒn nŒmŒbhŒsasya •ravaÃŒt tathŒ
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.210
If with bhagavat-buddhi or awareness of BhagavŒnÕs presence one offers praÃŒma even to a piece
of straw, or offers something to that straw with great feeling and shows it respect, then this action
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will be the fulfiller of desires and the giver of perfection. And remembering the name of his son,
AjŒmila unknowingly achieved a spiritual destination. Yes, unknowingly. If we have given one of
our family members the name of a rŒdhŒ-dŒs” or the name of a k¨§Ãa-dŒsa, such as Madana-mohana,
will there be any result from that? Certainly there will be benefit, even if we only call their names
in abhŒsa. In this way NŒrada has said that with bhagavat-buddhi anyone can offer respect even to
a piece of straw. Why? Because in this world there is nothing that isnÕt related to BhagavŒn. Is there
anything? No, all objects are the place of BhagavŒn.
If we see that BhagavŒn is even within a donkey, then because of this vision will we have to take
birth as a donkey? No, it isnÕt like that. It is written somewhere that tilaka was applied to a donkey, and a tulas”-mŒlŒ was placed around his neck. The people were saying that if one didnÕt offer
praÃŒma to the donkey, then that person wouldnÕt obtain bhakti. So someone was devoutly offering praÃŒma to the donkey. Yes, if one does this with the vision that BhagavŒn is in all things, there
is no harm, but thinking that this donkey is BhagavŒnÑthat is polluted intelligence. PrahlŒda
MahŒrŒja offered praÃŒma to everythingÑbirds, animals, insects, strawÑwhy? Because he understood that without the presence of BhagavŒn, nothing can exist; not because ÒThis is BhagavŒn
Himself.Ó
If we were to see a peacock feather which has fallen in the dust and been trod on by others, what
would we do? At once we would pick it up and clean it off, touch it to our head, and keep it in
some pure place. Why would we keep itÑbecause Òthis is K¨§ÃaÓ? No, because this thing is dear
to K¨§Ãa; K¨§Ãa wears it. This is bhagavat-buddhi. If with this outlook one offers respect to a piece
of straw, that will be greatly helpful in attaining bhagavad-bhakti. So what to speak of our progress
if we offer respect directly to the Deity of BhagavŒn?
Non-moving living entities and all things are manifestations of the •akti of BhagavŒn, and there
is no harm in offering them praÃŒma, just as PrahlŒda MahŒrŒja did. Everything is part of BhagavŒn; we should understand that. If we can attain perfection even by seeing straw and other unimportant objects with the vision of bhagavat-buddhi, then how much quicker will the result come if
we are directly remembering the •r” vigraha? If we worship a Deity in the temple, or if we establish
a Deity in our home with a fire sacrifice, abhi§eka, and Vedic mantra, then how can there be any
fault in this? There is certainly no fault in it. Therefore the mŸrti-pŸjŒ of BhagavŒn has been written about in all scriptures, and now NŒrada will explain why those other things have been written
regarding certain faults in pŸjŒ.

kadŒpi k¨§Ãa-pratimŒrcanavatŒµ
na sambhavet k¨§Ãa-pare§v anŒdaraú
gha eta cet karhy api tad-vi§aktito
g¨Ãanti nŒgas tad am” stavanty atha
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.212
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If anyone is really a devoteeÑeven a kani§ ha-adhikŒr” who may not even know tattva but is sincerely engaged in pŸjŒ of the DeityÑthen it will not be possible for him to disrespect any Vai§Ãava.
A materialistic devotee is still a devotee, isnÕt he? But he will never be able to show any disrespect.
Upon seeing a Vai§Ãava he will offer praÃŒma and say, ÒPlease take dar•ana of our æhŒkuraj”. Please
take His prasŒda,Ó and he will do nothing more. If someone does disrespect a Vai§Ãava, then he
has not yet even become a kani§ ha devotee. NŒrada is saying that if a devotee is really doing arcana,
then he will not be able to disrespect any Vai§Ãava. Not even a new devotee or a kani§ ha devotee
can do it.
One such opportunity came. A devotee was seated to begin his arcana, and then an elder Vai§Ãava
came. The pujŒr” was not immediately able to show that Vai§Ãava respect. In such a situation
Vai§Ãavas are very merciful. They will say, ÒNo, noÑdo your service, you should do your pŸjŒ.Ó
The pujŒr” didnÕt know that the Vai§Ãava had come because he was absorbed in his arcana. Then
that Vai§Ãava was even more merciful towards him and didn't consider that there was any fault. If
that Vai§Ãava who came had considered this to be an aparŒdha on the part of the pujŒr”, then he
would not have been a Vai§Ãava at all. But at the same time, there can be the possibility of aparŒdha
here. Once Baladeva arrived in an assembly and Romahar§ana knowingly did not get up and offer
praÃŒma. He was not absorbed in anything at the time, and he was thinking, ÒI am worshipable to
everyone.Ó So he didnÕt show respect, and Baladeva finished him.
If a devotee is absorbed in pŸjŒ or offering prayers and a Vai§Ãava comes, but the devotee does
not see the Vai§Ãava due to being absorbed in his prayer, the Vai§Ãava will take their error as a great
quality. They wonÕt take it as an offence. But if one knows that a Vai§Ãava has come and intentionally neglects him, thinking that the Vai§Ãava is insignificant, that will be an offence. Then the
Deity will not accept that personÕs pŸjŒ.
Suppose we are spending one lŒkha of rupees for a festival for the Deity and we are busy making
the arrangements for one whole month. We are making elaborate arrangements for the distribution of prasŒda to the thousands of people who come. We are putting up electric decorations and
making elaborate arrangements for the pŸjŒ, but if behind it is a desire for prestige, that pŸjŒ will
be useless and the Deity will not accept it. If we are doing this so that our prestige in the world
will increase and so that people will praise us, then ThŒkuraj” will not accept our pŸjŒ.
If someone offers just a little simple pŸjŒ which is genuinely for the pleasure of K¨§Ãa, then He
accepts it; but when there is impure motives in the pŸjŒ, He will not accept it. Therefore at the
time of offering pŸjŒ we must have the proper sentiment in our hearts, and also at the time of taking His name. Sometimes we may say to someone, ÒHey you! Come here!Ó If we call K¨§Ãa in the
same way, will He listen? If we call Him and the correct feelings are not there, He will not listen.
We may say to someone nicely and with some feeling, ÒPlease come and take prasŒda.Ó If we
approach BhagavŒn in that mood, He will come. Otherwise, if seeing that an offering is late we
rush through it by quickly chanting Òoµ k¨§ÃŒya namaú,Ó will He come? Only when there is sincere desire from within will BhagavŒn accept an offering. Otherwise, He will not be hungry and
will not accept it. We should consider these things in whichever limb of bhakti we are engaged in.
If we are preparing food but we have no genuine desire to please Him, we are not in the proper
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mood, then æhŒkuraj” wonÕt accept any of it, because He has no need. He is hungry only for
prema. Taking all of these things into consideration, we should engage in k”rtana, •ravana, smaraÃa,
vandana, and everything with prema. Then BhagavŒn will certainly accept what has been offered.
One may be singing k”rtana in a sweet melody, and some great musicians are there. They know
all the rhythms and classical melodies and are playing them very sweetly, and this attracts the minds
of many people. But unless it is exclusively for the pleasure of BhagavŒn, then the only result from
this k”rtana is that those who are listening are enjoying it. Those who are seated there and playing
the k”rtana will get no benefit if it is not really for His satisfaction. This, then, is not an easy thing;
when all of one's activities are done solely for BhagavŒn's satisfaction, it is called •uddha-bhakti.
These days we can see how degraded things have become as we enter further into the age of Kali.
Some people take the property of the Deity to be their own, and in their pŸjŒ they think, ÒI am
importantÓ and ÒI am the master.Ó For this reason there is then sometimes a court case, and such
persons go on quarrelling and fighting, sometimes even up to spilling blood and killing each other
rather than turning the service over to someone who may be more qualified. Inside them is aggression towards other living entities. They have more money, more influence, more disciples, and by
any means their opulence has increased, but they continue to disrespect other devotees. Such people will certainly be deprived of what the scriptures declare to be the results of pŸjŒ: love for BhagavŒn, dar•ana of BhagavŒn, and ultimately attaining VaikuÃ ha.
Once, NŒrada said to BhagavŒn, ÒPrabhu, I see that many people donÕt respect devotees. Why
is it like this? They should respect devotees.Ó
BhagavŒn replied, ÒWhat to speak of devotees, they donÕt even respect Me!Ó And desiring to
prove the point, He said, ÒI will show you something. Tomorrow there will be a very big bhaÃ¶Œra
(an arrangement for distributing free prasŒda to sŒdhus). I will go to that bhaÃ¶Œra personally, and
you will see how they respect Me there.Ó
BhagavŒn went to the bhaÃ¶Œra. It was a very big programme, and those who were invited had
been sent tickets. All of the important people with tickets had entered, and then one old man with
a black complexion who was so thin that it appeared as if his back and stomach were touching,
came begging. ÒPlease let me enter. I havenÕt eaten for four days,Ó he said. He tried to enter a little inside, but was stopped by the guard. ÒDo you have a ticket? No?Ó
In the end the old man pushed the guard aside and entered. The guard became angry and notified the supervisor, but the man didnÕt care; pushing his way in, he took a leaf for a plate and went
and sat down at the back. Then the supervisor approached him and said, ÒWhere is your ticket?
You are not honouring this? Grab this man and throw him out.Ó
When the beggar didnÕt get up, four or five men forcefully ejected him and slammed the door
behind him. Meanwhile, NŒrada was watching. ÒPrabhu, I see now: despite all Your effortsÑpushing Your way in, taking a leaf, and sitting in the backÑafter quarrelling with You, they ejected
You!Ó
So we shouldnÕt show such disrespect to others. We should all be careful. If someone comes to
our home or temple, we should certainly give him somethingÑit might be Him! And He may even
come in the form of a mŒyŒvŒd”. We should give him something and show him some respect also;
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otherwise it will be aggression towards others. If a sŒdhu comes, then show him some respect.
Knowing BhagavŒn to be inside everyone, give him respect and speak to him with sweet words.
Bhagavad-bhakti is established on a foundation of very beautiful philosophy, and if we donÕt honour these things, fault will come upon us. We should serve the Deity with the correct vision and
offer respect to all accordingly. When Gopa-kumŒra went to PrayŒga, he saw different kinds of sacrifices going on there, and everyoneÑeven the crows and monkeys and everyoneÑwas given
prasŒda.
NŒrada uses the word Ôavidu§aÕ. ÔVidu§aÕ means a scholar, and avidu§a means one who knows
nothing, a fool. From a foolish person BhagavŒn doesnÕt accept pŸjŒ. But if someone has no knowledge but is faithful, from that person He will accept pŸjŒ. Here, vidu§a and avidu§a do not refer to
whether one has studied the Vedas or not. Though having studied the Vedas and other scriptures
one can still be a fool. If after having read the G”tŒ, BhŒgavatam, RŒmŒyaÃa, and all the PurŒÃas
one still has no faith in the Deity, he is simply a fool.
One day a devotee who came to our ma ha sat looking at the Deities for half an hour. We were
wondering if he was experiencing some great sentiment or what he was thinking. After gazing at
the Deities for so long, he called someone over and said, ÒFrom where has this mŸrti come? There
is a defect in it.Ó This is avidu§a, even though this man had been a member of our order for at least
forty or fifty years.
Those that are avidu§a donÕt give proper respect to anyoneÑnot to Vai§Ãavas, and not to others. BhagavŒn doesnÕt accept pŸjŒ from such people, but He will accept pŸjŒ from those who are
ignorant but innocent, because they are not offensive. In arcana, what comes first? Offering bhoga.
After that? The ghee lamp. Then? Bathwater in a conchshell, followed by cloths, followed by
caraÃŒm¨ta, and after this the cŒmara. So if someone accidentally changes the sequence of these
things and offers the cŒmara at the wrong time, will the Deity reject his pŸjŒ? This pŸjŒ He will
accept. But those who do their pŸjŒ with sixteen ingredients but no faith, just so that people will
come and give moneyÑwhere the pujŒr” is thinking that he made thirty rupees this week and he
will make another thirty rupees next weekÑare committing aparŒdha. BhagavŒn wonÕt accept pŸjŒ
from those people. But from those who are ignorant yet innocent He will always accept pŸjŒ, even
from a sakŒma person with some selfish desires. If a sakŒma person is faithful, then after a long time
BhagavŒn will still give them bhakti because they have not committed any offence, spoken any blasphemy, or engaged in any violence towards other living entities. In this way BhagavŒn is supremely
merciful. But if someone is behaving unfavourably towards others, then in hundreds of thousands
of births he will not get bhakti.
Therefore according to oneÕs own natural proclivity he should do everything for the service of
BhagavŒn. Then He will be pleased, Gurudeva will be pleased, all Vai§Ãavas will be pleased, and
then everything will be correct. Remember that it is not for our own pleasure that we are doing
everything, but for the pleasure of our gurudeva; only then is it fully correct.
This subject is very important, and especially for a sŒdhaka it is necessary to hear. We may be
eager to hear talks about rasa and l”lŒ, but this subject we may not be so eager to hear about. These
points are essential to know because they are at the very root of sŒdhana-bhajana. If disregarding
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them we commit aparŒdha, we will leave the path of bhakti and our lives will be useless. But instead
we can prepare our hearts for serving the Deity, the Vai§Ãavas, and Gurudeva in the correct way,
and thereby achieve success in our sŒdhana.
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Chapter Twelve
Ultimately Prema Cannot Be Described

Whenever we hear hari-kathŒ, we should listen with our hearts, and be sure to keep it in our
hearts. Otherwise, the ear will hear, but the ear will not tell the heart, and it shouldnÕt be like that.
What is told to our ears should arrive in our hearts, and we should try to bring that into practice.
Then we will get the result of hearing. If we are not able to hear hari-kathŒ properly and not able
to keep it in our hearts, then the spiritual greed which should arise from hearing such talks will not
arise within us in this or any other birth.
‚r”la BhaktisiddhŒnta Sarasvat” PrabhupŒda said that this world is deficient. This body is also deficient; everything here is deficient. But whatever we are undergoing in this world now, and whatever deficiencies there are, our aim is not to make them go away. We should not try for that in life.
They will remain now, and they will remain for millions of years. What is the true purpose of
human lifeÑthat should be ascertained in this lifetime. What is the aim of life? What should we do?
This human birth is very valuable, because with it we can meet BhagavŒn. We should definitely try
for this in this very lifetime, and our goal should be ascertained before we are forty years of age.
Generally, we see that after the age of forty oneÕs desire and ability to take a new course in life is
diminished. We may try to apply our minds to something new and then after some time our determination may fade and not return. Although it is certainly possible to change direction in life after
the age of fortyÑand many have done itÑthe risk is there that one will become Òset in their ways.Ó
So whatever situation you are in now as youths, at a tender age, you should put into practice the
ideals which will lead to the goal of human life. Then the final result may come within a relatively
short time or a very long time; that is a separate consideration. But your present age is very valuable. Therefore certainly before the age of forty a person should make the decision to fulfil the aim
of human life. Because after that the age of fifty comes, and then there is an even greater chance
that it will be too late. At that time, we may hear everything, but still never muster the firm determination to do what should be done.
In the name Gopa-kumŒra, what is the meaning of kumŒra? He is at a very tender age, and he
met his guru at that age. And even after millions of years when he finally received such mercy that
he met BhagavŒn, he still remained as a kumŒra. From the day of meeting his guru, he slowly came
to understand siddhŒnta and became determined. He never abandoned the chanting of his gopŒlamantra. Wherever he went he kept the same determination, and he never changed his aim. We
should follow that example. If our aim remains correct, then K¨§Ãa in the form of gurudeva, in the
form of a Vai§Ãava, in the form of the •ik§Œ-guru, and in other forms also, will give us help in the
midst of our progress and send others to help us as well. Who sent NŒrada to Gopa-kumŒra? He
met NŒrada in VaikuÃ ha, and BhagavŒn as the antaryŒm” helps devotees in this way so that they
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can attain the goal of life. One who instructs us on how to attain BhagavŒn is guru. For this purpose NŒrada is wandering throughout the world, and it is through such a devotee that BhagavŒn
can help us.
BhagavŒn is like a father and jagat-guru. The d”k§Œ-guru is also jagat-guru and like a father, but
a father will not instruct his daughter on how to serve her husband. He will not tell her how she
is to behave when alone with her husband. Her mother will also not say. Who will say? Her close
friend will be able to tell her. The example is also there that K¨§Ãacandra is the beloved son of
Nanda BŒbŒ, and Nanda BŒbŒÕs younger brother is Sunanda. Though living with both of them,
K¨§Ãa is more affectionate with Sunanda. In the scriptures it has been described that He associates
more with Sunanda. Sunanda is somewhat older than K¨§Ãa, but he is NandaÕs youngest brother.
Therefore he is K¨§ÃaÕs dear friend and like His father also. He can fight and quarrel with K¨§Ãa
too, but when K¨§Ãa wants His father to agree to something, He approaches Sunanda, and
Sunanda makes Nanda BŒbŒ agree to it. He is very intimate with K¨§Ãa.
Similarly, like a father, BhagavŒn Himself will give us less instruction, but He will give it. In
another form He will give it in great detail by sending someone who is dear to Him and that person will tell us everything. In the form of •ik§Œ-guru, BhagavŒn will tell one everything. NŒrada, as
the •ik§Œ-guru of Gopa-kumŒra, will tell him things that Jayanta, Gopa-kumŒraÕs d”k§Œ-guru, would
not tell him. Just as the greatness of the d”k§Œ-guru has been described, in the same way the glories of the •ik§Œ-guru have also been described in the Caitanya-caritŒm¨ta and other scriptures.
There is some separation, vipralambha-bhŒva, in devoteesÕ love. It is such a peculiar sentiment
that only prem” or loving devotees can know it. Others cannot understand it, and upon seeing it,
they even become frightened. In Pur”, MahŒprabhu jumped into the ocean thinking that it was the
YamunŒ. A fisherman, taking his net, climbed into his boat and went out onto the ocean.
MahŒprabhuÕs body appeared as if He had not eaten for a long time, and in this weak and fragile
condition He entered into the fishermanÕs net. When the fisherman was drawing in his net, he felt
the heavy weight and joyfully thought, ÒToday I have caught a big fish.Ó Bringing the net into the
boat, he returned to the shore. There, when he looked closer, he became frightened and thought,
ÒWhat is this? A corpse has come into my net!Ó Having touched MahŒprabhuÕs body, the fisherman felt that a ghost had possessed him. Becoming overwhelmed with fear, he left his net and
everything there and ran away.
Nearby, SvarŸpa DŒmodara, RŒya RŒmŒnanda, NityŒnanda Prabhu, Advaita •cŒrya, and all the
devotees were searching for MahŒprabhu. Then they saw a madman on the shore of the ocean who
was laughing, crying, and calling out, ÒHari! Hari!Ó
SvarŸpa DŒmodara said to him, ÒWhat happened?Ó
The fisherman said, ÒA ghost has possessed me!Ó
Recognising the manÕs symptoms, SvarŸpa DŒmodara said, ÒI know how to rid you of this ghost;
I know the mantra.Ó He slapped the fisherman a few times, recited a mantra, and then the fisherman came to his senses a bit. Then he said, ÒMy friend, can you show us where you have seen this
ghost?Ó
ÒFrom a distance I will show you, but I will not go near there!Ó
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ÒAlright.Ó
Going to the place, from a distance the fisherman showed them. There, in the net was
MahŒprabhu, His body rolled into a ball in the posture of a child before birth. His joints were all
dislocated, and His whole body was slack and elongated. Then SvarŸpa DŒmodara told the fisherman, ÒOkay... you can go now and this ÔghostÕ will no longer disturb you.Ó Then the devotees
took MahŒprabhu out of the net, laid Him on the shore, and cleaned off His body. Surrounding
Him, they started performing k”rtana, and after a little while MahŒprabhu came to His senses.
Seeing MahŒprabhuÕs condition, that fisherman became terrified. Like this, if any ordinary man
sees such an advanced state of bhakti, will he desire bhakti? But loving devotees will understand.
They will think, ÒWhen, in my meditation, will I also be able to have such a dar•ana of K¨§Ãa as
MahŒprabhu was experiencing? When will I receive such an opportunity?Ó
A devotee has to go through this intense separation to reach K¨§Ãa. It is like the unhappiness of
this world multiplied millions of times, and a devotee will have to feel that many times. Still, he
will not be able to express it in words. BhagavŒn Himself is not able to express it. Whoever is experiencing it will be unable to express it in words. Nowhere in the scriptures are the symptoms of
prem” devotees described completely. In ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam, the symptoms of the gop”sÕ state of
intoxication and mad, senseless talking have only been described in brief; more than that has not
been described. It is not possible. But we should understand the unhappiness of ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ
and the gop”s in separation from K¨§Ãa to be the ultimate transformation of happiness, the very culmination of happiness.
For example, when it is very hot and a few drops of rain begin to fall, it is very pleasant. When
the month of KŒrttika is starting and it begins to cool off, we like that very much. So coolness is
welcome, but too much cold is unpleasant, such as when it freezes overnight and ice is produced.
But although cold and heat are complete opposites, it is an astonishing thing that when one takes
a piece of ice in his hand, it feels as if it is burning. This burning sensation is the ultimate transformation of cold.
Similarly, in the realm of bhakti, when k¨§Ãa-prema becomes intensified and one experiences
vipralambha, it seems that at that time he is very unhappy, but that is not actually unhappiness. It
is the pinnacle of happiness. No one can describe the symptoms of that condition. What were the
sentiments of ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ that Caitanya MahŒprabhu felt when He was locked in the Gambh”rŒ and was rubbing His face against the wall? The sentiments that were experienced by RŒdhikŒ,
the bhŒva experienced by MahŒprabhuÑhas all of this been described? No. Therefore this is called
sva-samvedhya-da•Œ: it can only be understood by directly experiencing it oneself. It is not possible for anyone to describe it. We cannot tell anyone about what divine blissfulness, what Œnanda,
has come within us as a result of meeting K¨§Ãa.
Therefore, NŒrada tells Gopa-kumŒra, ÒMy dear friend, this desire to meet K¨§Ãa which has arisen
inside you by the influence of your mantraÑthis is sva-samvedhya-da•Œ. With words I cannot make
you understand completely this matter that has disturbed you, but I will try to describe it a little.
The nature of prema is like that. That desire for the prema of your internal svarŸpa can never be
fulfilled here. That svarŸpa is in sakhya-bhŒva, and beyond that, pure vi•rambha or intimate sakhya-
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bhŒva. This vi•rambha sakhya-bhŒva cannot be found in any place from Siddha-loka to SadŒ•ivaloka to VaikuÃ ha, AyodhyŒ, MathurŒ, or DvŒrakŒ. It is found only in Vraja.Ó
Then NŒrada took a look around. Lak§m”dev” was nowhere near, and no other eternal associates
of NŒrŒyaÃa were around, so no one was listening to this conversation. If someone with a particular sentiment hears the words of someone with a higher sentiment, they will say something like,
ÒOh! He is blaspheming our Lord!Ó Therefore not everyone should hear such talks. That is why
NŒrada looked around to make sure that no servant of Lak§m”, no friend of Lak§m”, Garu¶a, or
anyone else was nearby. Then, after looking, he began speaking again. ÒInside you there is so much
bhakti. You can easily obtain heavenly enjoyment, and you can also obtain liberation easily. You
can even have the prema of VaikuÃ ha easily, but the love for ‚r” RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa which you are
seeking is so difficult to obtain, so rare. You can easily attain residence in the heavenly planets, liberation, or even VaikuÃ ha by performing the appropriate sacrifice. By following the path of j–Œna
you can easily achieve liberation, and by way of karma-yoga you can easily go to heaven. But the
bhakti that you desire cannot be easily obtained even by millions of efforts. You will never obtain
it by your own endeavour. How will you receive it? If you unconditionally surrender to ‚r” RŒdhŒK¨§Ãa and beg mercy from Them, then it may be possible. Our effort is to pray for it. Our only
prayer is that we can somehow offer Them our very soul. But trying to obtain this prema by our
own effort? It is not possible. What you desire is very rare. It is obtainableÑnot that you canÕt get
it, you can obtain itÑbut it is very difficult.Ó
kadŒcid eva kasmaicit
tad-ekŒrtha-sp¨hŒvate
taµ dadyŒd bhagavŒn bhaktiµ
loka-bŒhyŒya dh”mate
B¨had-bhŒg. 2.4.233
If someone desires the prema of Vraja, then only if real spiritual greed has somehow or other
arisen within them will they be able to obtain it. Without this greed it will never be possible. When
a person really wants something, then by bribery, by thievery, by trickery, by fightingÑby any
means they will try to get it, and this greed is the root cause of prema-bhakti. Such transcendental
greed is possible only when BhagavŒn and His prem”, rasika devotees are merciful to us. K¨§Ãa will
give the highest treasure only to those who have some special hankering for it and not to those
who donÕt have this qualification.
What shape will this hankering take? ÒI want to serve K¨§Ãa just as Subala does, or just as Madhumaºgala, ‚r”dŒmŒ, and others do.Ó Is it possible that there is any special difference between the service of ‚r”dŒmŒ and the service of Subala? A very big difference is possible. ‚r”dŒmŒ has great love
for K¨§Ãa; as much as Subala or even more. But there is one hidden consideration here: ‚r”dŒmŒ is
the brother of ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. Therefore K¨§Ãa is not always able to have free dealings with
‚r”dŒmŒ, because through him RŒdhikŒ may come to know of something that K¨§Ãa doesnÕt want
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Her to know about. But with Subala, K¨§Ãa can speak openly and freely and completely reveal His
heart. Therefore there is no distance between K¨§Ãa and Subala. In this way there are differences
between sakhŒs, and Gopa-kumŒraÕs hankering is like that of Subala. He desires to serve K¨§Ãa just
as Subala does, remaining near to Him and taking the cows out to graze.
Suppose K¨§Ãa is distributing cintŒmaÃi. Who is He distributing it to? To those who are qualified to receive it. And if someone else comes who is not qualified to receive cintŒmaÃi, what will
K¨§Ãa give to him? He will give him some other stone which may shine more than cintŒmaÃi, but
which is not cintŒmaÃi. He will give the greatest thing only to those who have some special greed
for it, and for this reason, He sent NŒrada to Gopa-kumŒra, saying, ÒIncrease his greed.Ó But
merely being greedy for a short time will not do. This greed is like a creeper: you must water it and
protect it, and then it can grow all the way up to V¨ndŒvana.
How does K¨§Ãa increase someoneÕs greed? Once NŒrada was chanting his mantra. After chanting more and more, he attained svarŸpa-siddhi. A very beautiful form with four arms appeared
before him, and then at once disappeared. Now how much had his greed increased? NŒrada started
lamenting and crying until a voice from the sky said to him, ÒWhile residing within a material body
you will not be able to have My direct company. For now you will remain in svarŸpa-siddhi and
you will not change your form. Then in your next birth, after giving up this form, you will attain
vastu-siddhi and reside with Me eternally.Ó
Therefore in sequenceÑfirst as d”k§Œ-guru, then as •ik§Œ-guru, then BhagavŒn Himself comes as
guru to increase our greed. So far the greed of Gopa-kumŒra has reached up to VaikuÃ ha, but now
NŒrada has come to increase his greed still further. Increasing more and more, finally K¨§Ãa will
give him the highest treasure, which is only given to someone who is fully greedy for it.
Prema-bhakti becomes mature in a similar way as a mango becomes ripe. There are many kinds
of mangos. Some mangos are so sweet, fragrant, and delicious that upon tasting one of them, you
wonÕt want to stop eating until it is finished. Again and again you will keep putting the mango to
your mouth, and as long as there is a little juice remaining in it, you will not discard it. So where
is prema found in its full maturity? In the company of the vraja-vŒs”s. In the company of the nityasiddha associates of K¨§Ãa it will be fully mature, and nowhere else. So at that time in VaikuÃ ha,
Gopa-kumŒraÕs prema had not yet fully matured; it was still a little unripe.
NŒrada is saying that there is no one capable of describing the tattva of fully matured prema.
Why? Because even ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ is not capable of it. In fact, if there is any person who is the
most incapable of describing it, it is RŒdhikŒ, because She Herself is fully immersed in that rasa.
She will not be able to describe what She is experiencing, but those who remain aloof will be able
to describe a little something of it. When a man has entered into rasa, what will he himself speak
about it? He will not say anything. In any description of the state of MahŒprabhuÕs prema, we donÕt
find in any place that He Himself described it. In some places SvarŸpa DŒmodara has described it
in poetry, RŸpa GosvŒm” described a little something of it, and by hearing from RŸpa and
RaghunŒtha, K¨§ÃadŒsa KavirŒja GosvŒm” described something of it, but he was unable to describe
it completely.
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NŒrada is saying, ÒIn describing this prema, what will I say? I am capable of saying something
about the symptoms of it, but most people will misunderstand and take another meaning. I may
say, ÔOh! RŒdhikŒ is dying in separation and crying in pain, the poor girl has become senseless! For
a long time RŒdhikŒ remained senseless. The tears from Her eyes made Her clothing wet, and She
rubbed the dust of K¨§ÃaÕs feet on Her shawl and the rest of Her clothes. With the tears related to
K¨§Ãa and the dust related to K¨§Ãa combined, RŒdhikŒÕs clothes became unclean, but She refused
to change them. She was firmly determined that She would wear no other clothes except those that
were saturated with Her tears for K¨§Ãa and His foot-dust.Õ But upon hearing this, most people
will say, ÔOh, such suffering!ÕÓ
When Uddhava went to V¨ndŒvana to deliver a message from K¨§Ãa and first saw the condition
of the vraja-vŒs”s, he said, ÒI have heard that their love for K¨§Ãa is very deep, but for so long they
are in so much agony! Mother Ya•odŒ is dying!Ó But will RŒdhikŒ, Nanda BŒbŒ, or Mother Ya•odŒ
ever leave V¨ndŒvana? Will any gop” ever leave? Will even any of the young servants of the gop”s
leave? No. They are experiencing a kind of ecstasy that even Uddhava could not fully understand.
Therefore, even the servants who sweep RŒdhikŒÕs home are considered to be on a higher level than
Uddhava. Uddhava cannot attain that high kind of sentiment. The gop”s are all crying, and their
servants are trying to console them, but still none of them will ever leave there. In the end Uddhava
left V¨ndŒvana unable to fully comprehend that high sentiment.
The symptoms of prema in its mature state are not a thing that can be spoken of, so how can it
be written about in the scriptures? And if they were written, then what would be the result? In the
BhŒgavatam only a little has been described about the meeting of ‚r” RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa, and many
people say that there is some detestable, sinful activity described in the BhŒgavatam. Many people
have said this. How will all of these people understand the BhŒgavatam? Only a little has been told,
and they say that it is filthy. So if even more of it were described, then what would happen? Yet if
the BhŒgavatam were not there, the devotees would not be able to maintain their lives because the
BhŒgavatam is most dear to them. If you give a piece of ginger to a monkey, what will he do? He
will look at it, and then merely discard it. Monkeys do not know that ginger is valuable for digestion and health. So these high sentiments from the BhŒgavatam should not be described to ignorant people. They are not spoken even to RukmiÃ” or SatyabhŒmŒ, so what to speak of others?
But there is one more point here: those who are rasika, who are sva-samvedhya-da•Œ, who have
experienced prema themselvesÑthey will not describe it, but they will recognise it when they see
it. Besides SvarŸpa DŒmodara, no one else could understand the bhŒva of Caitanya MahŒprabhu.
He understood it, but never spoke of it. There is a verse that MahŒprabhu was calling out with a
faltering voice before JagannŒthaÕs cart:

yaú kaumŒra-haraú sa eva hi varas tŒ eva caitra-k§apŒs
te conm”lita-mŒlat”-surabhayaú prau¶hŒú kadambŒnilŒú
sŒ caivŒsmi tathŒpi tatra surata-vyŒpŒra-l”lŒ-vidhau
revŒ-rodhasi vetas”-taru-tale cetaú samutkaÃ hate
PadyŒval” 382
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ÒThat same lover who stole away My heart during My youth is now again My master. These are
the same moonlit nights in the month of Caitra, and the same breezes from the kadamba forest are
blowing the same fragrance from the mŒlat” flowers. I am also the same lover as before, but My
heart is not satisfied here. I desire to return with Him to the bank of the river RevŒ, under the vetas”
tree.Ó
When MahŒprabhu spoke that verse, only SvarŸpa DŒmodara understood, but then it became
apparent that RŸpa GosvŒm” also understood. Perceiving the sentiment within MahŒprabhuÕs
heart, RŸpa GosvŒm” composed a parallel verse. He wrote it on a palm leaf and placed it in the
thatched roof of his hut before going to bathe.

priyaú so Õyaµ k¨§Ãaú sahacari kuru-k§etra-militas
tathŒhaµ sŒ rŒdhŒ tad idam ubhayoú saºgama-sukham
tathŒpy antaú-khelan-madhura-mural”-pa–cama-ju§e
mano me kŒlind”-pulina-vipinŒya sp¨hayati
PadyŒval” 383
ÒMy dear friend, I have now again met My lover, ‚r” K¨§Ãa, here at Kuruk§etra. I am the same
RŒdhŒ, and We are experiencing the happiness of meeting. Still, I desire for Us to return to the
bank of the YamunŒ beneath the trees of the forest there, where I can hear Him playing the sweet
melody of the fifth note on the flute.Ó
MahŒprabhu and SvarŸpa DŒmodara thought that only they could understand this sentiment,
but upon seeing this poem of RŸpa GosvŒm”, they could see that RŸpa GosvŒm” also understood.
This is sva-samvedhya da•Œ.
Therefore NŒrada told Gopa-kumŒra, ÒYou are an eternal resident of Vraja, not of this VaikuÃ ha.
Now the mango is ripening; a little fragrance is coming from it. In a few days the mango will be
fully mature, and its taster will see that it has ripened, its fragrance has come, and now juice will
come out of it. So taking it, he will relish it. Such a day is coming. Now the time is very near when
you will go to Vraja and all of your desires will be fulfilled.Ó
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